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Introduction

On behalf of the Programme Committee, we are pleased to present the proceedings of the Student
Research Workshop held at the 13th Conference of the European Chapter of the Association for
Computational Linguistics, in Avignon, France, on April 26, 2012. Following the tradition of providing a
forum for student researchers and the success of the previous workshops held in Bergen (1999), Toulouse
(2001), Budapest (2003), Trento (2006) and Athens (2009), a panel of senior researchers will take part
in the presentation of the papers, providing detailed comments on the work of the authors.

The Student Workshop will run as three parallel sessions, during which 10 papers will be presented.
These high standard papers were carefully chosen from a total of 38 submissions coming from 20
countries, and one of them will be awarded the EACL-2012 Best Student Paper.

We would like to take this opportunity to thank the many people that have contributed in various ways
to the success of the Student Workshop: the members of the Programme Committee for their evaluation
of the submissions and for taking the time to provide useful detailed comments and suggestions for the
improvement of papers; the nine panelists for providing detailed feedback on-site; and the students for
their hard work in preparing their submissions.

We are also very grateful to the EACL for providing sponsorship for students who would otherwise be
unable to attend the workshop and present their work. And finally, thanks to those who have given
us advice and assistance in planning this workshop (especially Laurence Danlos, Tania Jimenez, Lluı́s
Màrquez, Mirella Lapata and Walter Daelemans).

We hope you enjoy the Student Research Workshop.

Pierre Lison, University of Oslo
Mattias Nilsson, Uppsala University
Marta Recasens, Stanford University

EACL 2012 Student Research Workshop Co-Chairs
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Improving Pronoun Translation for Statistical Machine Translation

Liane Guillou
School of Informatics

University of Edinburgh
Edinburgh, UK, EH8 9AB

L.K.Guillou@sms.ed.ac.uk

Abstract

Machine Translation is a well–established
field, yet the majority of current systems
translate sentences in isolation, losing valu-
able contextual information from previ-
ously translated sentences in the discourse.
One important type of contextual informa-
tion concerns who or what a coreferring
pronoun corefers to (i.e., its antecedent).
Languages differ significantly in how they
achieve coreference, and awareness of an-
tecedents is important in choosing the cor-
rect pronoun. Disregarding a pronoun’s an-
tecedent in translation can lead to inappro-
priate coreferring forms in the target text,
seriously degrading a reader’s ability to un-
derstand it.

This work assesses the extent to which
source-language annotation of coreferring
pronouns can improve English–Czech Sta-
tistical Machine Translation (SMT). As
with previous attempts that use this method,
the results show little improvement. This
paper attempts to explain why and to pro-
vide insight into the factors affecting per-
formance.

1 Introduction

It is well-known that in many natural languages,
a pronoun that corefers must bear similar features
to its antecedent. These can include similar num-
ber, gender (morphological or referential), and/or
animacy. If a pronoun and its antecedent occur in
the same unit of translation (N-gram or syntactic
tree), these agreement features can influence the
translation. But this locality cannot be guaranteed
in either phrase-based or syntax-based Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT). If it is not within the

same unit, a coreferring pronoun will be trans-
lated without knowledge of its antecedent, mean-
ing that its translation will simply reflect local fre-
quency. Incorrectly translating a pronoun can re-
sult in readers/listeners identifying the wrong an-
tecedent, which can mislead or confuse them.

There have been two recent attempts to solve
this problem within the framework of phrase-
based SMT (Hardmeier & Federico, 2010; Le
Nagard & Koehn, 2010). Both involve anno-
tation projection, which in this context means
annotating coreferential pronouns in the source-
language with features derived from the transla-
tion of their aligned antecedents, and then build-
ing a translation model of the annotated forms.
When translating a coreferring pronoun in a new
source-language text, the antecedent is identified
and its translation used (differently in the two at-
tempts cited above) to annotate the pronoun prior
to translation.

The aim of this work was to better understand
why neither of the previous attempts achieved
more than a small improvement in translation
quality associated with coreferring pronouns.
Only by understanding this will it be possible to
ascertain whether the method of annotation pro-
jection is intrinsically flawed or the unexpectedly
small improvement is due to other factors.

Errors can arise when:

1. Deciding whether or not a third person pro-
noun corefers;

2. Identifying the pronoun antecedent;

3. Identifying the head of the antecedent, which
serves as the source of its features;

4. Aligning the source and target texts at the
phrase and word levels.
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Factoring out the first two decisions would
show whether the lack of significant improvement
was simply due to imperfect coreference resolu-
tion. In order to control for these errors several
different manually annotated versions of the Penn
Wall Street Journal corpus were used, each pro-
viding different annotations over the same text.
The BBN Pronoun Coreference and Entity Type
corpus (Weischedel & Brunstein, 2005) was used
to provide coreference information in the source-
language and exclude non-referential pronouns.
It also formed the source-language side of the
parallel training corpus. The PCEDT 2.0 cor-
pus (Hajič et al., 2011), which contains a close
Czech translation of the Penn Wall Street Journal
corpus, provided reference translations for test-
ing and the target-language side of the parallel
corpus for training. To minimise (although not
completely eliminate) errors associated with an-
tecedent head identification (item 3 above), the
parse trees in the Penn Treebank 3.0 corpus (Mar-
cus et al., 1999) were used. The gold stan-
dard annotation provided by these corpora al-
lowed me to assume perfect identification of core-
ferring pronouns and coreference resolution and
near–perfect antecedent head noun identification.
These assumptions could not be made if state-of-
the-art methods had been used as they cannot yet
achieve sufficiently high levels of accuracy.

The remainder of the paper is structured as fol-
lows. The use of pronominal coreference in En-
glish and Czech and the problem of anaphora res-
olution are described in Section 2. The works
of Le Nagard & Koehn (2010) and Hardmeier
& Federico (2010) are discussed in Section 3,
and the source-language annotation projection
method is described in Section 4. The results are
presented and discussed in Section 5 and future
work is outlined in Section 6.

2 Background

2.1 Anaphora Resolution

Anaphora resolution involves identifying the an-
tecedent of a referring expression, typically a pro-
noun or noun phrase that is used to refer to some-
thing previously mentioned in the discourse (its
antecedent). Where multiple referring expres-
sions refer to the same antecedent, they are said to
be coreferential. Anaphora resolution and the re-
lated task of coreference resolution have been the

subject of considerable research within Natural
Language Processing (NLP). Excellent surveys
are provided by Strube (2007) and Ng (2010).

Unresolved anaphora can add significant trans-
lation ambiguity, and their incorrect translation
can significantly decrease a reader’s ability to un-
derstand a text. Accurate coreference in trans-
lation is therefore necessary in order to produce
understandable and cohesive texts. This justifies
recent interest (Le Nagard & Koehn, 2010; Hard-
meier & Federico, 2010) and motivates the work
presented in this paper.

2.2 Pronominal Coreference in English

Whilst English makes some use of case, it lacks
the grammatical gender found in other languages.
For monolingual speakers, the relatively few dif-
ferent pronoun forms in English make sentences
easy to generate: Pronoun choice depends on the
number and gender of the entity to which they re-
fer. For example, when talking about ownership
of a book, English uses the pronouns “his/her”
to refer to a book that belongs to a male/female
owner, and “their” to refer to one with multi-
ple owners (irrespective of their gender). One
source of difficulty is that the pronoun “it” has
both a coreferential and a pleonastic function. A
pleonastic pronoun is one that is not referential.
For example, in the sentence “It is raining”, “it”
does not corefer with anything. Coreference res-
olution algorithms must exclude such instances in
order to prevent the erroneous identification of an
antecedent when one does not exist.

2.3 Pronominal Coreference in Czech

Czech, like other Slavic languages, is highly in-
flective. It is also a free word order language, in
which word order reflects the information struc-
ture of the sentence within the current discourse.
Czech has seven cases and four grammatical gen-
ders: masculine animate (for people and animals),
masculine inanimate (for inanimate objects), fem-
inine and neuter. (With feminine and neuter gen-
ders, animacy is not grammatically marked.) In
Czech, a pronoun must agree in number, gender
and animacy with its antecedent. The morpho-
logical form of possessive pronouns depends not
only on the possessor but also the object in pos-
session. Moreover, reflexive pronouns (both per-
sonal and possessive) are commonly used. In ad-
dition, Czech is a pro-drop language, whereby an
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explicit subject pronoun may be omitted if it is in-
ferable from other grammatical features such as
verb morphology. This is in contrast with En-
glish which exhibits relatively fixed Subject-Verb-
Object (SVO) order and only drops subject pro-
nouns in imperatives (e.g. “Stop babbling”) and
coordinated VPs.

Differences between the choice of coreferring
expressions used in English and Czech can be
seen in the following simple examples:

1. The dog has a ball. I can see it playing out-
side.

2. The cow is in the field. I can see it grazing.

3. The car is in the garage. I will take it to work.

In each example, the English pronoun “it”
refers to an entity that has a different gender in
Czech. Its correct translation requires identifying
the gender (and number) of its antecedent and en-
suring that the pronoun agrees. In 1 “it” refers to
the dog (“pes”, masculine, animate) and should
be translated as “ho”. In 2, “it” refers to the cow
(“kráva”, feminine) and should be translated as
“ji”. In 3, “it” refers to the car (“auto”, neuter)
and should be translated as “ho”.

In some cases, the same pronoun is used for
both animate and inanimate masculine genders,
but in general, different pronouns are used. For
example, with possessive reflexive pronouns in
the accusative case:

English: I admired my (own) dog
Czech: Obdivoval jsme svého psa

English: I admired my (own) castle
Czech: Obdivoval jsme svůj hrad

Here “svého” is used to refer to a dog (mascu-
line animate, singular) and “svůj” to refer to a cas-
tle (masculine inanimate, singular), both of which
belong to the speaker.

Because a pronoun may take a large number
of morphological forms in Czech and because
case is not checked in annotation projection, the
method presented here for translating coreferring
pronouns does not guarantee their correct form.

3 Related Work

Early work on integrating anaphora resolution
with Machine Translation includes the rule-based

approaches of Mitkov et al. (1995) and Lappin &
Leass (1994) and the transfer-based approach of
Saggion & Carvalho (1994). Work in the 1990’s
culminated in the publication of a special issue
of Machine Translation on anaphora resolution
(Mitkov, 1999). Work then appears to have been
on hold until papers were published by Le Na-
gard & Koehn (2010) and Hardmeier & Federico
(2010). This resurgence of interest follows ad-
vances since the 1990’s which have made new ap-
proaches possible.

The work described in this paper resembles that
of Le Nagard & Koehn (2010), with two main dif-
ferences. The first is the use of manually anno-
tated corpora to extract coreference information
and morphological properties of the target trans-
lations of the antecedents. The second lies in the
choice of language pair. They consider English-
French translation, focussing on gender-correct
translation of the third person pronouns “it” and
“they”. Coreference is more complex in Czech
with both number and gender influencing pronoun
selection. Annotating pronouns with both num-
ber and gender further exacerbates the problem of
data sparseness in the training data, but this can-
not be avoided if the aim is to improve their trans-
lation. This work also accommodates a wider
range of English pronouns.

In contrast, Hardmeier & Federico (2010) focus
on English-German translation and model coref-
erence using a word dependency module inte-
grated within the log-linear SMT model as an ad-
ditional feature function.

Annotation projection has been used elsewhere
in SMT. Gimpel & Smith (2008) use it to capture
long–distance phenomena within a single sen-
tence in the source-language text via the extrac-
tion of sentence-level contextual features, which
are used to augment SMT translation models and
better predict phrase translation. Projection tech-
niques have also been applied to multilingual
Word Sense Disambiguation whereby the sense
of a word may be determined in another language
(Diab, 2004; Khapra et al., 2009).

4 Methodology

4.1 Overview

I have followed Le Nagard & Koehn (2010) in us-
ing a two-step approach to translation, with anno-
tation projection incorporated as a pre-processing
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It stands on a hill.

The castle is old. Hrad je starý.

It stands on a hill.The castle is old.

Hrad je starý.

It.mascin.sg stands on a hill.

Masculine inanimate, singular

Translate:

Translate:

Input: 
The castle is old. It stands on a hill.

(1) Identification of 
coreferential pronoun

(2) Identification of 
antecedent head

(3) English – Czech mapping 
of antecedent head

(4) Extraction of number 
and gender of Czech word

(5) Annotation of English pronoun with 
number and gender of Czech word

Figure 1: Overview of the Annotation Process

task. In the first step, pronouns are annotated in
the source-language text before the text is trans-
lated by a phrase-based SMT system in the second
step. This approach leaves the translation pro-
cess unaffected. In this work, the following pro-
nouns are annotated: third person personal pro-
nouns (except instances of “it” that are pleonastic
or that corefer with clauses or VPs), reflexive per-
sonal pronouns and possessive pronouns, includ-
ing reflexive possessives. Relative pronouns are
excluded as they are local dependencies in both
English and Czech and this work is concerned
with the longer range dependencies typically ex-
hibited by the previously listed pronoun types.

Annotation of the English source-language
text and its subsequent translation into Czech is
achieved using two phrase-based translation sys-
tems. The first, hereafter called the Baseline sys-
tem, is trained using English and Czech sentence–
aligned parallel training data with no annotation.
The second system, hereafter called the Annotated
system, is trained using the same target data, but
in the source-language text, each coreferring pro-
noun has been annotated with number, gender and
animacy features. These are obtained from the
existing (Czech reference) translation of the head
of its English antecedent. Word alignment of En-
glish and Czech is obtained from the PCEDT 2.0
alignment file which maps English words to their
corresponding t-Layer (deep syntactic, tectogram-
matical) node in the Czech translation. Starting
with this t-Layer node the annotation layers of the
PCEDT 2.0 corpus are traversed and the number
and gender of the Czech word are extracted from
the morphological layer (m-Layer).

The Baseline system serves a dual purpose. It
forms the first stage of the two-step translation
process, and as described in Section 5, it provides
a baseline against which Annotated system trans-
lations are compared.

The annotation process used here is shown
in Figure 1. It identifies coreferential pronouns
and their antecedents using the annotation in the
BBN Pronoun Coreference and Entity Type cor-
pus, and obtains the Czech translation of the En-
glish antecedent from the translation produced
by the Baseline system. Because many an-
tecedents come from previous sentences, these
sentences must be translated before translating the
current sentence. Here I follow Le Nagard &
Koehn (2010) in translating the complete source-
language text using the Baseline system and then
extracting the (here, Czech) translations of the En-
glish antecedents from the output. This provides
a simple solution to the problem of obtaining the
Czech translation prior to annotation. In contrast
Hardmeier & Federico (2010) translate sentence
by sentence using a process which was deemed
to be more complex than was necessary for this
project.

The English text is annotated such that all
coreferential pronouns whose antecedents have an
identifiable Czech translation are marked with the
number and gender of that Czech word. The out-
put of the annotation process is thus the same En-
glish text that was input to the Baseline system,
with the addition of annotation of the coreferen-
tial pronouns. This annotated English text is then
translated using the Annotated translation system,
the output of which is the final translation.
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Training Dev. Final
Parallel Sentences 47,549 280 540
Czech Words 955,018 5,467 10,110
English Words 1,024,438 6,114 11,907

Table 1: Sizes of the training and testing datasets

4.2 Baseline and Annotated systems

Both systems are phrase-based SMT models,
trained using the Moses toolkit (Hoang et al.,
2007). They share the same 3-gram language
model constructed from the target-side text of
the parallel training corpus and the Czech mono-
lingual 2010 and 2011 News Crawl corpora1.
The language model was constructed using the
SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) with interpolated
Kneser-Ney discounting (Kneser & Ney, 1995).
In addition, both systems are forced to use the
same word alignments (constructed using Giza++
(Och & Ney, 2003) in both language pair direc-
tions and using stemmed training data in which
words are limited to the first four characters) in
order to mitigate the effects of Czech word in-
flection on word alignment statistics. This helps
to ensure that the Czech translation of the head
of the antecedent remains constant in both steps
of the two-step process. If this were to change it
would defeat the purpose of pronoun annotation
as different Czech translations could result in dif-
ferent gender and/or number.

The Baseline system was trained using the
Penn Wall Street Journal corpus with no anno-
tation, while the Annotated system was trained
with an annotated version of the same text (see
Table 1), with the target-language text being the
same in both cases. The Penn Wall Street Journal
corpus was annotated using the process described
above, with the number and gender of the Czech
translation of the antecedent head obtained from
the PCEDT 2.0 alignment file.

4.3 Processing test files

Two test files were used (see Table 1) – one called
‘Final’ and the other, ‘Development’ (Dev). A test
file is first translated using the Baseline system
with a trace added to the Moses decoder. Each
coreferential English pronoun is then identified
using the BBN Pronoun Coreference and Entity
Type corpus and the head of its antecedent is ex-

1Provided for the Sixth EMNLP Workshop on Statistical
Machine Translation (Callison-Burch et al., 2011)

tracted from the annotated NPs in the Penn Tree-
bank 3.0 corpus. The sentence number and word
position of the English pronoun and its antecedent
head noun(s) are extracted from the input English
text and used to identify the English/Czech phrase
pairs that contain the Czech translations of the En-
glish words. Using this information together with
the phrase alignments (output by the Moses de-
coder) and the phrase-internal word alignments
in the phrase translation table, a Czech transla-
tion is obtained from the Baseline system. Num-
ber, gender and animacy (if masculine) features
of the Czech word identified as the translation
of the head of the antecedent are extracted from
a pre-built morphological dictionary of Czech
words constructed from the PCEDT 2.0 corpus
for the purpose of this work. A copy of the
original English test file is then constructed, with
each coreferential pronoun annotated with the ex-
tracted Czech features.

The design of this process reflects two assump-
tions. First, the annotation of the Czech words
in the m-Layer of the PCEDT 2.0 corpus is both
accurate and consistent. Second, as the Base-
line and Annotated systems were trained using the
same word alignments, the Czech translation of
the head of the English antecedent should be the
same in the output of both. Judging by the very
small number of cases in which the antecedent
translations differed (3 out of 458 instances), this
assumption was proved to be reasonable. These
differences were due to the use of different phrase
tables for each system as a result of training on
different data (i.e. the annotation of English pro-
nouns or lack thereof). This would not be an is-
sue for single-step translation systems such as that
used by Hardmeier & Federico (2010).

4.4 Evaluation

No standard method yet exists for evaluating pro-
noun translation in SMT. Early work focussed on
the development of techniques for anaphora reso-
lution and their integration within Machine Trans-
lation (Lappin & Leass, 1994; Saggion & Car-
valho, 1994; Mitkov et al., 1995), with little men-
tion of evaluation. In recent work, evaluation
has become much more important. Both Le Na-
gard & Koehn (2010) and Hardmeier & Federico
(2010) consider and reject BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2002) as ill-suited for evaluating pronoun transla-
tion. While Hardmeier & Federico propose and
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use a strict recall and precision based metric for
English–German translation, I found it unsuitable
for English–Czech translation, given the highly
inflective nature of Czech.

Given the importance of evaluation to the goal
of assessing the effectiveness of annotation pro-
jection for improving the translation of corefer-
ring pronouns, I carried out two separate types
of evaluation — an automated evaluation which
could be applied to the entire test set, and an in-
depth manual assessment that might provide more
information, but could only be performed on a
subset of the test set. The automated evaluation
is based on the fact that a Czech pronoun must
agree in number and gender with its antecedent.
Thus one can count the number of pronouns in the
translation output for which this agreement holds,
rather than simply score the output against a sin-
gle reference translation. To obtain these figures,
the automated evaluation process counted:

1. Total pronouns in the input English test file.

2. Total English pronouns identified as corefer-
ential, as per the annotation of the BBN Pro-
noun Coreference and Entity Type corpus.

3. Total coreferential English pronouns that are
annotated by the annotation process.

4. Total coreferential English pronouns that are
aligned with any Czech translation.

5. Total coreferential English pronouns trans-
lated as any Czech pronoun.

6. Total coreferential English pronouns trans-
lated as a Czech pronoun corresponding to
a valid translation of the English pronoun.

7. Total coreferential English pronouns trans-
lated as a Czech pronoun (that is a valid
translation of the English pronoun) agreeing
in number and gender with the antecedent.

The representation of valid Czech translations
of English pronouns takes the form of a list pro-
vided by an expert in Czech NLP, which ignores
case and focusses solely on number and gender.

In contrast, the manual evaluation carried out
by that same expert, who is also a native speaker
of Czech, was used to determine whether devi-
ations from the single reference translation pro-
vided in the PCEDT 2.0 corpus were valid alter-
natives or simply poor translations. The following
judgements were provided:

1. Whether the pronoun had been translated
correctly, or in the case of a dropped pro-
noun, whether pro-drop was appropriate;

2. If the pronoun translation was incorrect,
whether a native Czech speaker would still
be able to derive the meaning;

3. For input to the Annotated system, whether
the pronoun had been correctly annotated
with respect to the Czech translation of its
identified antecedent;

4. Where an English pronoun was translated
differently by the Baseline and Annotated
systems, which was better. If both translated
an English pronoun to a valid Czech transla-
tion, equal correctness was assumed.

In order to ensure that the manual assessor
was directed to the Czech translations aligned
to the English pronouns, additional markup was
automatically inserted into the English and Czech
texts: (1) coreferential pronouns in both English
and Czech texts were marked with the head
noun of their antecedent (denoted by *), and
(2) coreferential pronouns in the English source
texts were marked with the Czech translation
of the antecedent head, and those in the Czech
target texts were marked with the original English
pronoun that they were aligned to:

English text input to the Baseline system: the u.s.
, claiming some success in its trade diplomacy , ...

Czech translation output by the Baseline system:
usa , tvrdı́ někteřı́ jejı́(its) obchodnı́ úspěch v diplo-
macii , ...

English text input to the Annotated system: the
u.s.* , claiming some success in its(u.s.,usa).mascin.pl
trade diplomacy , ...

Czech translation output by the Annotated sys-
tem: usa ,* tvrdı́ někteřı́ úspěchu ve své(its.mascin.pl)
obchodnı́ diplomacii , ...

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Automated Evaluation

Automated evaluation of both “Development”
and “Final” test sets (see Table 2) shows that even
factoring out the problems of accurate identifica-
tion of coreferring pronouns, coreference resolu-
tion and antecedent head–finding, does not im-
prove performance of the Annotated system much
above that of the Baseline.
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Dev. Final
Baseline Annotated Baseline Annotated

Total pronouns in English file 156 156 350 350
Total pronouns identified as coreferential 141 141 331 331
Annotated coreferential English pronouns – 117 – 278
Coreferential English pronouns aligned with any Czech translation 141 141 317 317
Coreferential English pronouns translated as Czech pronouns 71 75 198 198
Czech pronouns that are valid translations of the English pronouns 63 71 182 182
Czech pronouns that are valid translations of the English pronouns
and that match their antecedent in number and gender

44 46 142 146

Table 2: Automated Evaluation Results for both test sets

Criterion Baseline System Better Annotated System Better Systems Equal
Overall quality 9/31 (29.03%) 11/31 (35.48%) 11/31 (35.48%)
Quality when annotation is correct 3/18 (16.67%) 9/18 (50.00%) 6/18 (33.33%)

Table 3: Manual Evaluation Results: A direct comparison of pronoun translations that differ between systems

Taking the accuracy of pronoun translation to
be the proportion of coreferential English pro-
nouns having a valid Czech translation that agrees
in both number and gender with their antecedent,
yields the following on the two test sets:
Baseline system:

Development — 44/141 (31.21%)
Final — 142/331 (42.90%)

Annotated system:
Development — 46/141 (32.62%)
Final — 146/331 (44.10%)
There are, however, several reasons for not tak-

ing this evaluation as definitive. Firstly, it relies
on the accuracy of the word alignments output by
the decoder to identify the Czech translations of
the English pronoun and its antecedent. Secondly,
these results fail to capture variation between the
translations produced by the Baseline and Anno-
tated systems. Whilst there is a fairly high de-
gree of overlap, for approximately 1/3 of the “De-
velopment” set pronouns and 1/6 of the “Final”
set pronouns, the Czech translation is different.
Since the goal of this work was to understand
what is needed in order to improve the transla-
tion of coreferential pronouns, manual evaluation
was critical for understanding the potential capa-
bilities of source-side annotation.

5.2 Manual Evaluation

The sample files provided for manual evaluation
contained 31 pronouns for which the translations
provided by the two systems differed (differences)
and 72 for which the translation provided by the
systems was the same (matches). Thus, the sam-

ple comprised 103 of the 472 coreferential pro-
nouns (about 22%) from across both test sets. Of
this sample, it is the differences that indicate the
relative performance of the two systems. Of the
31 pronouns in this set, 16 were 3rd-person pro-
nouns, 2 were reflexive personal pronouns and 13
were possessive pronouns.

The results corresponding to evaluation crite-
rion 4 in Section 4.4 provide a comparison of the
overall quality of pronoun translation for both sys-
tems. These results for the “Development” and
“Final” test sets (see Table 3) suggest that the per-
formance of the Annotated system is comparable
with, and even marginally better than, that of the
Baseline system, especially when the pronoun an-
notation is correct.

An example of where the Annotated system
produces a better translation than the Baseline
system is:

Annotated English: he said mexico could be one of the
next countries to be removed from the priority list because of
its.neut.sg efforts to craft a new patent law .

Baseline translation: řekl , že mexiko by mohl být jeden
z dalšı́ch zemı́ , aby byl odvolán z prioritou seznam , protože
jejı́ snahy podpořit nové patentový zákon .

Annotated translation: řekl , že mexiko by mohl být je-
den z dalšı́ch zemı́ , aby byl odvolán z prioritou seznam ,
protože jeho snahy podpořit nové patentový zákon .

In this example, the English pronoun “its”,
which refers to “mexico” is annotated as neuter
and singular (as extracted from the Baseline trans-
lation). Both systems translate “mexico” as
“mexiko” (neuter, singular) but differ in their
translation of the pronoun. The Baseline system
translates “its” incorrectly as “jejı́” (feminine, sin-
gular), whereas the Annotated system produces
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the more correct translation: “jeho” (neuter, sin-
gular), which agrees with the antecedent in both
number and gender.

An analysis of the judgements on the remain-
ing three evaluation criteria (outlined in Section
4.4) for the 31 differences provides further infor-
mation. The Baseline system appears to be more
accurate, with 19 pronouns either correctly trans-
lated (in terms of number and gender) or appro-
priately dropped, compared with 17 for the An-
notated system. Of those pronouns, the meaning
could still be understood for 7/12 for the Baseline
system compared with 8/14 for the Annotated sys-
tem. On the surface this may seem strange but it
appears to be due to a small number of cases in
which the translations produced by both systems
were incorrect but those produced by the Anno-
tated system were deemed to be marginally better.
Due to the small sample size it is difficult to form
a complete picture of where one system may per-
form consistently better than the other. The anno-
tation of both number and gender was accurate for
18 pronouns. Whilst this accuracy is not particu-
larly high, the results (see Table 3) suggest that
translation is more accurate for those pronouns
that are correctly annotated.

Whilst pro-drop in Czech was not explicitly
handled in the annotation process, manual evalu-
ation revealed that both systems were able to suc-
cessfully ‘learn’ a few (local) scenarios in which
pro-drop is appropriate. This was unexpected but
found to be due to instances in which there are
short distances between the pronoun and verb in
English. For example, many of the occurrences
of “she” in English appear in the context of “she
said...” and are translated correctly with the verb
form “...řekla...”.

An example of where the Annotated system
correctly drops a pronoun is:

Annotated English: “ this is the worst shakeout ever in
the junk market , and it could take years before it.fem.sg ’
s over , ” says mark bachmann , a senior vice president at
standard & poor ’ s corp . , a credit rating company .

Baseline translation: “ je to nejhoršı́ krize , kdy na trhu
s rizikovými obligacemi , a to může trvat roky , než je to pryč
, ” řı́ká mark bachmann , hlavnı́ viceprezident společnosti
standard & poor ’s corp . , úvěrový rating společnosti .

Annotated translation: “ je to nejhoršı́ krize , kdy na
trhu s rizikovými obligacemi , a to může trvat roky , než
je !! pryč , ” řı́ká mark bachmann , hlavnı́ viceprezident
společnosti standard & poor ’s corp . , úvěrový rating
společnosti .

In this example, the Baseline system trans-

lates “it” incorrectly as the neuter singular pro-
noun “to”, whereas the Annotated system cor-
rectly drops the subject pronoun (indicated by !!)
— this is a less trivial example than “she said”. In
the case of the Baseline translation “to” could be
interpreted as referring to the whole event, which
would be correct, but poor from a stylistic point
of view.

An example of where the Annotated system
fails to drop a pronoun is:

Annotated English: taiwan has improved its.mascin.sg*
standing with the u.s. by initialing a bilateral copyright
agreement , amending its.mascin.sg** trademark law and
introducing legislation to protect foreign movie producers
from unauthorized showings of their.mascan.pl films .

Annotated translation: tchaj-wan zlepšenı́ své
postavenı́ s usa o initialing bilaterálnı́ch autorských práv na
jeho obchodnı́ dohody , úprava zákona a zavedenı́ zákona
na ochranu zahraničnı́ filmové producenty z neoprávněné
showings svých filmů .

Reference translation: tchaj-wan zlepšil svou reputaci
v usa , když podepsal bilaterálnı́ smlouvu o autorských
právech , pozměnil !! zákon o ochranných známkách a
zavedl legislativu na ochranu zahraničnı́ch filmových produ-
centů proti neautorizovanému promı́tánı́ jejich filmů .

In this example, the English pronoun “its”,
which refers to “taiwan” is annotated as mascu-
line inanimate and singular. The first occurrence
of “its” is marked by * and the second occurrence
by ** in the annotated English text above. The
second occurrence should be translated either as
a reflexive pronoun (as the first occurrence is cor-
rectly translated) or it should be dropped as in the
reference translation (!! indicates the position of
the dropped pronoun).

In addition to the judgements, the manual as-
sessor also provided feedback on the evalua-
tion task. One of the major difficulties encoun-
tered concerned the translation of pronouns in
sentences which exhibit poor syntactic structure.
This is a criticism of Machine Translation as a
whole, but of the manual evaluation of pronoun
translation in particular, since the choice of core-
ferring form is sensitive to syntactic structure.
Also the effects of poor syntactic structure are
likely to introduce an additional element of sub-
jectivity if the assessor must first interpret the
structure of the sentences output by the transla-
tion systems.

5.3 Potential Sources of Error

Related errors that may have contributed to the
Annotated system not providing a significant im-
provement over the Baseline include: (1) incor-
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rect identification of the English antecedent head
noun, (2) incorrect identification of the Czech
translation of the antecedent head noun in the
Baseline output due to errors in the word align-
ments, and (3) errors in the PCEDT 2.0 align-
ment file (affecting training only). While “per-
fect” annotation of the BBN Pronoun Coreference
and Entity Type, the PCEDT 2.0 and the Penn
Treebank 3.0 corpora has been assumed, errors in
these corpora cannot be completely ruled out.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

Despite factoring out three major sources of er-
ror — identifying coreferential pronouns, finding
their antecedents, and identifying the head of each
antecedent — through the use of manually anno-
tated corpora, the results of the Annotated system
show only a small improvement over the Baseline
system. Two possible reasons for this are that the
statistics in the phrase translation table have been
weakened in the Annotated system as a result of
including both number and gender in the anno-
tation and that the size of the training corpus is
relatively small.

However, more significant may be the avail-
ability of only a single reference translation. This
affects the development and application of au-
tomated evaluation metrics as a single reference
cannot capture the variety of possible valid trans-
lations. Coreference can be achieved without ex-
plicit pronouns. This is true of both English and
Czech, with sentences that contain pronouns hav-
ing common paraphrases that lack them. For ex-
ample,

the u.s. , claiming some success in its trade
diplomacy , ...
can be paraphrased as:

the u.s. , claiming some success in trade diplo-
macy , ...

A target-language translation of the former
might actually be a translation of the latter, and
hence lack the pronoun shown in bold. Given the
range of variability in whether pronouns are used
in conveying coreference, the availability of only
a single reference translation is a real problem.

Improving the accuracy of coreferential pro-
noun translation remains an open problem in Ma-
chine Translation and as such there is great scope
for future work in this area. The investigation re-
ported here suggests that it is not sufficient to fo-
cus solely on the source-side and further opera-

tions on the target side (besides post-translation
application of a target-language model) need also
be considered. Other target–side operations could
involve the extraction of features to score multi-
ple candidate translations in the selection of the
‘best’ option – for example, to ‘learn’ scenar-
ios in which pro-drop is appropriate and to select
translations that contain pronouns of the correct
morphological inflection. This requires identifica-
tion of features in the target side, their extraction
and incorporation in the translation process which
could be difficult to achieve within a purely sta-
tistical framework given that the antecedent of a
pronoun may be arbitrarily distant in the previous
discourse.

The aim of this work was to better understand
why previous attempts at using annotation projec-
tion in pronoun translation showed less than ex-
pected improvement. Thus it would be beneficial
to conduct an error analysis to show the frequency
of the errors described in Section 5.3 appear.

I will also be exploring other directions re-
lated to problems identified during the course of
the work completed to date. These include, but
are not limited to, handling pronoun dropping in
pro-drop languages, developing pronoun-specific
automated evaluation metrics and addressing the
problem of having only one reference translation
for use with such metrics. In this regard, I will be
considering the use of paraphrase techniques to
generate synthetic reference translations to aug-
ment an existing reference translation set. Ini-
tial efforts will focus on adapting the approach of
Kauchak & Barzilay (2006) and back–translation
methods for extracting paraphrases (Bannard &
Callison-Burch, 2005) to the more specific prob-
lem of pronoun variation.
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Abstract

Classifying text genres across languages
can bring the benefits of genre classifi-
cation to the target language without the
costs of manual annotation. This article
introduces the first approach to this task,
which exploits text features that can be con-
sidered stable genre predictors across lan-
guages. My experiments show this method
to perform equally well or better than
full text translation combined with mono-
lingual classification, while requiring fewer
resources.

1 Introduction

Automated text classification has become stan-
dard practice with applications in fields such as
information retrieval and natural language pro-
cessing. The most common basis for text clas-
sification is by topic (Joachims, 1998; Sebas-
tiani, 2002), but other classification criteria have
evolved, including sentiment (Pang et al., 2002),
authorship (de Vel et al., 2001; Stamatatos et al.,
2000a), and author personality (Oberlander and
Nowson, 2006), as well as categories relevant to
filter algorithms (e.g., spam or inappropriate con-
tents for minors).

Genre is another text characteristic, often de-
scribed as orthogonal to topic. It has been shown
by Biber (1988) and others after him, that the
genre of a text affects its formal properties. It is
therefore possible to use cues (e.g., lexical, syn-
tactic, structural) from a text as features to pre-
dict its genre, which can then feed into informa-
tion retrieval applications (Karlgren and Cutting,
1994; Kessler et al., 1997; Finn and Kushmer-
ick, 2006; Freund et al., 2006). This is because

users may want documents that serve a particu-
lar communicative purpose, as well as being on
a particular topic. For example, a web search on
the topic “crocodiles” may return an encyclopedia
entry, a biological fact sheet, a news report about
attacks in Australia, a blog post about a safari ex-
perience, a fiction novel set in South Africa, or
a poem about wildlife. A user may reject many
of these, just because of their genre: Blog posts,
poems, novels, or news reports may not contain
the kind or quality of information she is seeking.
Having classified indexed texts by genre would al-
low additional selection criteria to reflect this.

Genre classification can also benefit Language
Technology indirectly, where differences in the
cues that correlate with genre may impact sys-
tem performance. For example, Petrenz and
Webber (2011) found that within the New York
Times corpus (Sandhaus, 2008), the word “states”
has a higher likelihood of being a verb in let-
ters (approx. 20%) than in editorials (approx.
2%). Part-of-Speech (PoS) taggers or statistical
machine translation (MT) systems could benefit
from knowing such genre-based domain varia-
tion. Kessler et al. (1997) mention that parsing
and word-sense disambiguation can also benefit
from genre classification. Webber (2009) found
that different genres have a different distribution
of discourse relations, and Goldstein et al. (2007)
showed that knowing the genre of a text can also
improve automated summarization algorithms, as
genre conventions dictate the location and struc-
ture of important information within a document.

All the above work has been done within a
single language. Here I describe a new ap-
proach to genre classification that is cross-lingual.
Cross-lingual genre classification (CLGC) differs
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from both poly-lingual and language-independent
genre classification. CLGC entails training a
genre classification model on a set of labeled texts
written in a source language LS and using this
model to predict the genres of texts written in the
target language LT 6= LS . In poly-lingual classi-
fication, the training set is made up of texts from
two or more languages S = {LS1 , . . . , LSN

} that
include the target language LT ∈ S. Language-
independent classification approaches are mono-
lingual methods that can be applied to any lan-
guage. Unlike CLGC, both poly-lingual and
language-independent genre classification require
labeled training data in the target language.

Supervised text classification requires a large
amount of labeled data. CLGC attempts to lever-
age the available annotated data in well-resourced
languages like English in order to bring the afore-
mentioned advantages to poorly-resourced lan-
guages. This reduces the need for manual annota-
tion of text corpora in the target language. Manual
annotation is an expensive and time-consuming
task, which, where possible, should be avoided
or kept to a minimum. Considering the difficul-
ties researchers are encountering in compiling a
genre reference corpus for even a single language
(Sharoff et al., 2010), it is clear that it would be in-
feasible to attempt the same for thousands of other
languages.

2 Prior work

Work on automated genre classification was first
carried out by Karlgren and Cutting (1994). Like
Kessler et al. (1997) and Argamon et al. (1998)
after them, they exploit (partly) hand-crafted sets
of features, which are specific to texts in English.
These include counts of function words such as
“we” or “therefore”, selected PoS tag frequen-
cies, punctuation cues, and other statistics derived
from intuition or text analysis. Similarly lan-
guage specific feature sets were later explored for
mono-lingual genre classification experiments in
German (Wolters and Kirsten, 1999) and Russian
(Braslavski, 2004).

In subsequent research, automatically gener-
ated feature sets have become more popular. Most
of these tend to be language-independent and
might work in mono-lingual genre classification
tasks in languages other than English. Examples
are the word based approaches suggested by Sta-
matatos et al. (2000b) and Freund et al. (2006),

the image features suggested by Kim and Ross
(2008), the PoS histogram frequency approach by
Feldman et al. (2009), and the character n-gram
approaches proposed by Kanaris and Stamatatos
(2007) and Sharoff et al. (2010). All of them
were tested exclusively on English texts. While
language-independence is a popular argument of-
ten claimed by authors, few have shown empir-
ically that this is true of their approach. One
of the few authors to carry out genre classifica-
tion experiments in more than one language was
Sharoff (2007). Using PoS 3-grams and a vari-
ation of common word 3-grams as feature sets,
Sharoff classified English and Russian documents
into genre categories. However, while the PoS 3-
gram set yielded respectable prediction accuracy
for English texts, in Russian documents, no im-
provement over the baseline of choosing the most
frequent genre class was observed.

While there is virtually no prior work on
CLGC, cross-lingual methods have been explored
for other text classification tasks. The first to
report such experiments were Bel et al. (2003),
who predicted text topics in Spanish and En-
glish documents, using one language for train-
ing and the other for testing. Their approach in-
volves training a classifier on language A, using a
document representation containing only content
words (nouns, adjectives, and verbs with a high
corpus frequency). These words are then trans-
lated from language B to language A, so that texts
in either language are mapped to a common rep-
resentation.

Thereafter, cross-lingual text classification was
typically regarded as a domain adaptation prob-
lem that researchers have tried to solve using large
sets of unlabeled data and/or small sets of labeled
data in the target language. For instance, Rigutini
et al. (2005) present an EM algorithm in which
labeled source language documents are translated
into the target language and then a classifier is
trained to predict labels on a large, unlabeled
set in the target language. These instances are
then used to iteratively retrain the classification
model and the predictions are updated until con-
vergence occurs. Using information gain scores
at every iteration to only retain the most predic-
tive words and thus reduce noise, Rigutini et al.
(2005) achieve a considerable improvement over
the baseline accuracy, which is a simple trans-
lation of the training instances and subsequent
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mono-lingual classification. They, too, were clas-
sifying texts by topics and used a collection of
English and Italian newsgroup messages. Simi-
larly, researchers have used semi-supervised boot-
strapping methods like co-training (Wan, 2009)
and other domain adaptation methods like struc-
tural component learning (Prettenhofer and Stein,
2010) to carry out cross-lingual text classification.

All of the approaches described above rely on
MT, even if some try to keep translation to a
minimum. This has several disadvantages how-
ever, as applications become dependent on par-
allel corpora, which may not be available for
poorly-resourced languages. It also introduces
problems due to word ambiguity and morphol-
ogy, especially where single words are translated
out of context. A different method is proposed
by Gliozzo and Strapparava (2006), who use la-
tent semantic analysis on a combined collection
of texts written in two languages. The ratio-
nale is that named entities such as “Microsoft” or
“HIV” are identical in different languages with
the same writing system. Using term correla-
tion, the algorithm can identify semantically sim-
ilar words in both languages. The authors exploit
these mappings in cross-lingual topic classifica-
tion, and their results are promising. However,
using bilingual dictionaries as well yields a con-
siderable improvement, as Gliozzo and Strappar-
ava (2006) also report.

While all of the methods above could techni-
cally be used in any text classification task, the id-
iosyncrasies of genres pose additional challenges.
Techniques relying on the automated translation
of predictive terms (Bel et al., 2003; Prettenhofer
and Stein, 2010) are workable in the contexts of
topics and sentiment, as these typically rely on
content words such as nouns, adjectives, and ad-
verbs. For example, “hospital” may indicate a
text from the medical domain, while “excellent”
may indicate that a review is positive. Such terms
are relatively easy to translate, even if not always
without uncertainty. Genres, on the other hand,
are often classified using function words (Karl-
gren and Cutting, 1994; Stamatatos et al., 2000b)
like “of”, “it”, or “in”. It is clear that translating
these out of context is next to impossible. This is
true in particular if there are differences in mor-
phology, since function words in one language
may be morphological affixes in another.

Although it is theoretically possible to use the

bilingual low-dimension approach by Gliozzo and
Strapparava (2006) for genre classification, it re-
lies on certain words to be identical in two dif-
ferent languages. While this may be the case for
topic-indicating named entities — a text contain-
ing the words “Obama” and “McCain” will al-
most certainly be about the U.S. elections in 2008,
or at least about U.S. politics — there is little in-
dication of what its genre might be: It could be
a news report, an editorial, a letter, an interview,
a biography, or a blog entry, just to name a few.
Because topics and genres correlate, one would
probably reject some genres like instruction man-
uals or fiction novels. However, uncertainty is still
large, and Petrenz and Webber (2011) show that
it can be dangerous to rely on such correlations.
This is particularly true in the cross-lingual case,
as it is not clear whether genres and topics corre-
late in similar ways in a different language.

3 Approach

The approach I propose here relies on two strate-
gies I explain below in more detail: Stable fea-
tures and target language adaptation. The first
is based on the assumption that certain features
are indicative of certain genres in more than one
language, while the latter is a less restricted way
to boost performance, once the language gap has
been bridged. Figure 1 illustrates this approach,
which is a challenging one, as very little prior
knowledge is assumed by the system. On the
other hand, in theory it allows any resulting appli-
cation to be used for a wide range of languages.

3.1 Assumption of prior knowledge
Typically, the aim of cross-lingual techniques is to
leverage the knowledge present in one language
in order to help carry a task in another language,
for which such knowledge is not available. In the
case of genre classification, this knowledge com-
prises genre labels of the documents used to train
the classification model. My approach requires no
labeled data in the target language. This is impor-
tant, as some domain adaptation algorithms rely
on a small set of labeled texts in the target do-
main.

Cross-lingual methods also often rely on MT,
but this effectively restricts them to languages
for which MT is sufficiently developed. Apart
from the fact that it would be desirable for a
cross-lingual genre classifier to work for as many
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Figure 1: Outline of the proposed method for CLGC.

languages as possible, MT only allows classi-
fication in well-resourced languages. However,
such languages are more likely to have genre-
annotated corpora, and mono-lingual classifica-
tion may yield better results. In order to bring
the advantages of genre classification to poorly-
resourced languages, the availability of MT tech-
niques, at least for the time being, must not be
assumed. I only use them to generate baseline re-
sults.

The same restriction is applied to other types of
prior knowledge, and I do not assume supervised
PoS taggers, syntactic parsers, or other tools are
available. In future work however, I may explore
unsupervised methods, such as the PoS induction
methods of Clark (2003), Goldwater and Griffiths
(2007), or Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. (2010), as they
do not represent external knowledge.

There are a few assumptions that must be made
in order to carry out any meaningful experiments.
First, some way to detect sentence and paragraph
boundaries is expected. This can be a simple rule-
based algorithm, or unsupervised methods, such
as the Punkt boundary detection system by Kiss
and Strunk (2006). Also, punctuation symbols
and numerals are assumed to be identifiable as
such, although their exact semantic function is un-
known. For example, a question mark will be

identified as a punctuation symbol, but its func-
tion (question cue; end of a sentence) will not.
Lastly, a sufficiently large, unlabeled set of texts
in the target language is required.

3.2 Stable features

Many types of features have been used in genre
classification. They all fall into one of three
groups: Language-specific features are cues
which can only be extracted from texts in one lan-
guage. An example would be the frequency of a
particular word, such as “yesterday”. Language-
independent features can be extracted in any lan-
guage, but they are not necessarily directly com-
parable. Examples would be the frequencies of
the ten most common words. While these can be
extracted for any language (as long as words can
be identified as such), the function of a word on
a certain position in this ranking will likely differ
from one language to another. Comparable fea-
tures, on the other hand, represent the same func-
tion, or part of a function, in two or more lan-
guages. An example would be type/token ratios,
which, in combination with the document length,
represent the lexical richness of a text, indepen-
dent of its language. If such features prove to
be good genre predictors across languages, they
may be considered stable across those languages.
Once suitable features are found, CLGC may be
considered a standard classification problem, as
outlined in the upper part of Figure 1.

I propose an approach that makes use of such
stable features, which include mostly structural,
rather than lexical cues (cf. Section 4). Stable
features lend themselves to the classification of
genres in particular. As already mentioned, gen-
res differ in communicative purpose, rather than
in topic. Therefore, features involving content
words are only useful to an extent. While topical
classification is hard to imagine without transla-
tion or parallel/comparable corpora, genre classi-
fication can be done without such resources. Sta-
ble features provide a way to bridge the language
gap even to poorly-resourced languages.

This does not necessarily mean that the values
of these attributes are in the same range across
languages. For example, the type/token ratio will
typically be higher in morphologically-rich lan-
guages. However, it might still be true that novels
have a richer vocabulary than scientific articles,
whether they are written in English or Finnish. In
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order to exploit such features cross-linguistically,
their values have to be mapped from one language
to another. This can be done in an unsupervised
fashion, as long as enough data is present in both
source and target language (cf. Section 3.1). An
easy and intuitive way is to standardize values so
that each feature in both sets has a mean value of
zero mean and variance of one. This is achieved
by subtracting from each feature value the mean
over all documents and dividing it by the standard
deviation.

Note that the training and test sets have to be
standardized separately in order for both sets to
have the same mean and variance and thus be
comparable. This is different from classification
tasks where training and test set are assumed to
be sampled from the same distribution. Although
standardization (or another type of scaling) is of-
ten performed in such tasks as well, the scaling
factor from the training set would be used to scale
the test set (Hsu et al., 2000).

3.3 Target language adaptation

Cross-lingual text classification has often been
considered a special case of domain adap-
tation. Semi-supervised methods, such as
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm
(Dempster et al., 1977), have been employed to
make use of both labeled data in the source lan-
guage and unlabeled data in the target language.
However, adapting to a different language poses a
greater challenge than adapting to different gen-
res, topics, or sources. As the vocabularies have
little (if any) overlap, it is not trivial to initially
bridge the gap between the domains. Typically,
MT would be used to tackle this problem.

Instead, my use of stable features shifts the fo-
cus of subsequent domain adaptation to exploiting
unlabeled data in the target language to improve
prediction accuracy. I refer to this as target lan-
guage adaptation (TLA). The advantage of mak-
ing this separation is that a different set of features
can be used to adapt to the target language. There
is no reason to keep the restrictions required for
stable features once the language gap has been
bridged. In fact, any language-independent fea-
ture may be used for this task. The assumption is
that the method described in Section 3.2 provides
a good but enhanceable result, that is significantly
below mono-lingual performance. The resulting
decent, though imperfect, labeling of target lan-

guage texts may be exploited to improve accuracy.
A wide range of possible features lend them-

selves to TLA. Language-independent features
have often been proposed in prior work on genre
classification. These include bag-of-words, char-
acter n-grams, and PoS frequencies or PoS n-
grams, although the latter two would have to be
based on the output of unsupervised PoS induc-
tion algorithms in this scenario. Alternatively,
PoS tags could be approximated by considering
the most frequent words as their own tag, as sug-
gested by Sharoff (2007). With appropriate fea-
ture sets, iterative algorithms can be used to im-
prove the labeling of the set in the target domain.

The lower part of Figure 1 illustrates the TLA
process proposed for CLGC. In each iteration,
confidence values obtained from the previous
classification model are used to select a subset of
labeled texts in the target language. Intuitively,
only texts which can be confidently assigned to
a certain genre should be used to train a new
model. This is particularly true in the first iter-
ation, after the stable feature prediction, as error
rates are expected to be high. The size of this
subset is increased at each iteration in the process
until it comprises all the texts in the test set. A
multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) in a
k genre problem is a combination of k×(k−1)

2 bi-
nary classifiers with voting to determine the over-
all prediction. To compute a confidence value for
this prediction, I use the geometric mean G =
(
∏n

i=1 ai)
1/n of the distances from the decision

boundary ai for all the n binary classifiers, which
include the winning genre (i.e., n = k − 1). The
geometric mean heavily penalizes low values, that
is small distances to the hyperplane separating
two genres. This corresponds to the intuition that
there should be a high certainty in any pairwise
genre comparison for a high-confidence predic-
tion. Negative distances from the boundary are
counted as zero, which reduces the overall confi-
dence to zero. The acquired subset is then trans-
formed to a bag of words representation. Inspired
by the approach of Rigutini et al. (2005), the in-
formation gain for each feature is computed, and
only the highest ranked features are used. A new
classification model is trained and used to re-label
the target language texts. This process continues
until convergence (i.e., labels in two subsequent
iterations are identical) or until a pre-defined iter-
ation limit is reached.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Baselines

To verify the proposed approach, I carried out ex-
periments using two publicly available corpora in
English and in Chinese. As there is no prior work
on CLGC, I chose as baseline an SVM model
trained on the source language set using a bag of
words representation as features. This had pre-
viously been used for this task by Freund et al.
(2006) and Sharoff et al. (2010).1 The texts in
the test set were then translated from the target
into the source language using Google translate2

and the SVM model was used to predict their gen-
res. I also tested a variant in which the training set
was translated into the target language before the
feature extraction step, with the test set remaining
untranslated. Note that these are somewhat artifi-
cial baselines, as MT in reasonable quality is only
available for a few selected languages. They are
therefore not workable solutions to classify gen-
res in poorly-resourced languages. Thus, even a
cross-lingual performance close to these baselines
can be considered a success, as long as no MT
is used. For reference, I also report the perfor-
mances of a random guess approach and a classi-
fier labeling each text as the dominant genre class.

With all experiments, results are reported for
the test set in the target language. I infer confi-
dence intervals by assuming that the number of
misclassifications is approximately normally dis-
tributed with mean µ = e × n and standard devi-
ation σ =

√
µ× (1− e), where e is the percent-

age of misclassified instances and n is the size of
the test set. I take two classification results to dif-
fer significantly only if their 95% confidence in-
tervals (i.e., µ± 1.96× σ) do not overlap.

4.2 Data

In line with some of the prior mono-lingual work
on genre classification, I used the Brown corpus
for my experiments. As illustrated in Table 1,
the 500 texts in the corpus are sampled from 15
genres, which can be categorized more broadly
into four broad genre categories, and even more
broadly into informative and imaginative texts.
The second corpus I used was the Lancaster Cor-
pus of Mandarin Chinese (LCMC). In creating the

1Other document representations, including character n-
grams, were tested, but found to perform worse in this task.

2http://translate.google.com
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Non-Fiction Reports & Official Documents
(110 texts) Academic Prose
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General Fiction
Mystery & Detective Fiction

Fiction Science Fiction
(126 texts) Adventure & Western Fiction

Romantic Fiction
Humor

Table 1: Genres in the Brown corpus. Categories are
identical in the LCMC, except Western Fiction is re-
placed by Martial Arts Fiction.

LCMC, the Brown sampling frame was followed
very closely and genres within these two corpora
are comparable, with the exception of Western
Fiction, which was replaced by Martial Arts Fic-
tion in the LCMC. Texts in both corpora are tok-
enized by word, sentence, and paragraph, and no
further pre-processing steps were necessary.

Following Karlgren and Cutting (1994), I
tested my approach on all three levels of granu-
larity. However, as the 15-genre task yields rela-
tively poor CLGC results (both for my approach
and the baselines), I report and discuss only the
results of the two and four-genre task here. Im-
proving performance on more fine-grained genres
will be subject of future work (cf. Section 6).

4.3 Features and Parameters

The stable features used to bridge the language
gap are listed in Table 2. Most are simply ex-
tractable cues that have been used in mono-lingual
genre classification experiments before: Average
sentence/paragraph lengths and standard devia-
tions, type/token ratio and numeral/token ratio.
To these, I added a ratio of single lines in a text —
that is, paragraphs containing no more than one
sentence, divided by the sentence count. These
are typically headlines, datelines, author names,
or other structurally interesting parts. A distribu-
tion value indicates how evenly single lines are
distributed throughout a text, with high values in-
dicating single lines predominantly occurring at
the beginning and/or end of a text.
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Features F N P M Features F N P M
Average Sentence −0.5 0.6 0.1 0.0 Type/Token 0.0 −0.9 0.6 0.3

Length −1.0 0.5 0.0 0.3 Ratio 0.0 −0.9 0.9 0.1
Sentence Length −0.3 0.5 −0.1 0.0 Numeral/Token −0.3 0.6 −0.1 −0.1

Standard Deviation −0.5 0.4 0.0 0.1 Ratio −0.7 0.7 0.4 −0.1
Average Paragraph −0.4 0.3 −0.1 0.1 Single Lines/ 0.3 0.1 −0.1 −0.2

Length −0.4 0.4 −0.6 0.4 Sentence Ratio 0.0 −0.3 1.1 −0.4
Paragraph Length −0.4 0.4 −0.2 0.1 Single Line −0.3 0.2 0.0 0.1

Standard Deviation −0.1 0.4 −0.6 0.1 Distribution 0.1 −0.1 0.1 0.0
Relative tf-idf values of 0.2 0.1 −0.1 0.0 Topic Average −0.4 0.8 −0.3 0.0

top 10 weighted words* 0.4 −0.2 −0.5 0.1 Precision −0.4 0.8 −0.2 −0.1

Table 2: Set of 19 stable features used to bridge the language gap. The numbers denote the mean values after
standardization for each broad genre in the LCMC (upper values) and Brown corpus (lower values): Fiction,
Non-Fiction, Press, and Miscellaneous. Negative/Positive numbers denote lower/higher average feature values
for this genre when compared to the rest of the corpus. *Relative tf-idf values are ten separate features. The
numbers given are for the highest ranked word only.

The remaining features (cf. last row of Table
2) are based on ideas from information retrieval.
I used tf-idf weighting and marked the ten high-
est weighted words in a text as relevant. I then
treated this text as a ranked list of relevant and
non-relevant words, where the position of a word
in the text determined its rank. This allowed me to
compute an average precision (AP) value. The in-
tuition behind this value is that genre conventions
dictate the location of important content words
within a text. A high AP score means that the top
tf-idf weighted words are found predominantly in
the beginning of a text. In addition, for the same
ten words, I added the tf-idf value to the feature
set, divided by the sum of all ten. These values
indicate whether a text is very focused (a sharp
drop between higher and lower ranked words) or
more spread out across topics (relatively flat dis-
tribution).

For each of these features, Table 2 shows the
mean values for the four broad genre classes in
the LCMC and Brown corpus, after the sets have
been standardized to zero mean and unit variance.
This is the same preprocessing process used for
training and testing the SVM model, although the
statistics in Table 2 are not available to the clas-
sifier, since they require genre labels. Each row
gives an idea of how suitable a feature might be
to distinguish between these genres in Chinese
(upper row) and English (lower row). Both rows
together indicate how stable a feature is across
languages for this task. Some features, such as
the topic AP value, seems to be both a good pre-
dictor for genre and stable across languages. In

both Chinese and English, for example, the topi-
cal words seem to be concentrated around the be-
ginning of the text in Non-Fiction, but much less
so in Fiction. These patterns can be seen in other
features as well. The type/token ratio is, on av-
erage, highest in Press texts, followed by Miscel-
laneous texts, Fiction texts, and Non-Fiction texts
in both corpora. While this does not hold for all
the features, many such patterns can be observed
in Table 2.

Since uncertainty after the initial prediction is
very high, the subset used to re-train the SVM
model was chosen to be small. In the first iter-
ation, I used up to 60% of texts with the highest
confidence value within each genre. To avoid an
imbalanced class distribution, texts were chosen
so that the genre distribution in the new training
set matched the one in the source language. To il-
lustrate this, consider an example with two genre
classes A and B, represented by 80% and 20% of
texts respectively in the source language. Assum-
ing that after the initial prediction both classes are
assigned to 100 texts in a test set of size 200, the
60 texts with the highest confidence values would
be chosen for class A. To keep the genre distribu-
tion of the source language, only the top 15 texts
would be chosen for class B.

In the second iteration, I simply used the top
90% of texts overall. This number was increased
by 5% in each subsequent iteration, so that the full
set was used from the fourth iteration. No changes
were made to the genre distribution from the sec-
ond iteration. To train the classification model,
I used the 500 features with the highest informa-
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Figure 2: Prediction accuracies for the Brown / LCMC
two genre classification task. Dark bars denote En-
glish as source language and Chinese as target lan-
guage (en→zh), light bars denote the reverse (zh→en).
Rand.: Random classifier. Prior: Classifier always pre-
dicting the most dominant class. The baselines MT
Source and MT target use MT to translate texts into
the source and target language, respectively. SF: Sta-
ble Features. TLA: Target Language Adaptation.

tion gain score for the selected training set in each
iteration. As convergence is not guaranteed theo-
retically, I used a maximum limit of 15 iterations.
In my experiments however, the algorithm always
converged.

5 Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the accuracies for the two genre
task (informative texts vs. imaginative texts) in
both directions: English as a source language with
Chinese being the target language (en→zh) and
vice versa (zh→en). As the class distribution is
skewed (374 vs. 126 texts), always predicting
the most dominant class yields acceptable perfor-
mance. However, this is simplistic and might fail
in practice, where the most dominant class will
typically be unknown.

Full text translation combined with mono-
lingual classification performs well. Stable fea-
tures alone yield a respectable prediction accu-
racy, but perform significantly worse than MT
Source in both tasks and MT Target in the zh→en
task. However, subsequent TLA significantly im-
proves the accuracy on both tasks, eliminating any
significant difference from baseline performance.

Figure 3 shows results for the four genre clas-
sification task (Fiction vs. Non-Fiction vs. Press
vs. Misc.). Again, MT Source and MT Target
perform well. However, translating from Chinese
into English yields better results than the reverse.
This might be due to the easier identification of
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Figure 3: Prediction accuracies for the Brown / LCMC
four genre classification task. Labels as in Figure 2.

words in English and thus a more accurate bag
of words representation. TLA manages to signif-
icantly improve the stable feature results. My ap-
proach outperforms both baselines in this experi-
ment, although the differences are only significant
if texts are translated from English to Chinese.

These results are encouraging, as they show
that in CLGC tasks, equal or better performance
can be achieved with fewer resources, when com-
pared the baseline of full text translation. The rea-
son why TLA works well in this case can be un-
derstood by comparing the confusion matrices be-
fore the first iteration and after convergence (Ta-
ble 3). While it is obvious that the stable fea-
ture approach works better on some classes than
on others, the distributions of predicted and ac-
tual genres are fairly similar. For Fiction, Non-
Fiction, and Press, precision is above 50%, with
correct predictions outweighing incorrect ones,
which is an important basis for subsequent it-
erative learning. However, too many texts are
predicted to belong to the Miscellaneous cate-
gory, which reduces recall on the other genres.
By using a different feature set and concentrat-
ing on the documents with high confidence val-
ues, TLA manages to remedy this problem to an
extent. While misclassifications are still present,
recalls for the Fiction and Non-Fiction genres are
increased significantly, which explains the higher
overall accuracy.

6 Conclusion and future work

I have presented the first work on cross-lingual
genre classification (CLGC). I have shown that
some text features can be considered stable genre
predictors across languages and that it is possi-
ble to achieve good results in CLGC tasks without
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Fict. Non-Fict. Press Misc.
Fiction 65 2 8 51
Non-Fiction 4 59 2 45
Press 5 8 31 44
Miscellaneous 18 28 14 116
Precision 0.71 0.61 0.56 0.45
Recall 0.52 0.54 0.35 0.66

Fict. Non-Fict. Press Misc.
Fiction 102 0 2 22
Non-Fiction 0 83 0 27
Press 2 8 27 51
Miscellaneous 29 9 3 135
Precision 0.77 0.83 0.84 0.57
Recall 0.81 0.75 0.31 0.77

Table 3: Confusion Matrices for the four genre en→zh task. Left: After stable feature prediction, but before
TLA. Right: After TLA convergence. Rows 2–5 denote actual numbers of texts, columns denote predictions.

resource-intensive MT techniques. My approach
exploits stable features to bridge the language gap
and subsequently applies iterative target language
adaptation (TLA) in order to improve accuracy.
The approach performed equally well or better
than full text translation combined with mono-
lingual classification. Considering that English
and Chinese are very dissimilar linguistically, I
expect the approach to work at least equally well
for more closely related language pairs.

This work is still in progress. While my results
are encouraging, more work is needed to make
the CLGC approach more robust. At the moment,
classification accuracy is low for problems with
many classes. I plan to remedy this by implement-
ing a hierarchical classification framework, where
a text is assigned a broad genre label first and then
classified further within this category.

Since TLA can only work on a sufficiently
good initial labeling of target language texts, sta-
ble feature classification results have to be im-
proved as well. To this end, I propose to focus
initially on features involving punctuation. This
could include analyses of the different punctu-
ation symbols used in comparison with the rest
of the document set, their frequencies and devia-
tions between sentences, punctuation n-gram pat-
terns, as well as the analyses of the positions of
punctuation symbols within sentences or whole
texts. Punctuation has frequently been used in
genre classification tasks and it is expected that
some of the features based on such symbols are
valuable in a cross-lingual setting as well. As vo-
cabulary richness seems to be a useful predictor of
genres, experiments will also be extended beyond
the simple inclusion of type/token ratios in the
feature set. For example, hapax legomena statis-
tics could be used, as well as the conformance to
text laws, such as Zipf, Benford, and Heaps.

After this, I will examine text structure a pre-

dictor. While single line statistics and topic AP
scores already reflect text structure, more sophis-
ticated pre-processing methods, such as text seg-
mentation and unsupervised PoS induction, might
yield better results. The experiments using the
tf-idf values of terms will be extended. Result-
ing features may include the positions of highly
weighted words in a text, the amount of topics
covered, or identification of summaries.

TLA techniques can also be refined. An obvi-
ous choice is to consider different types of fea-
tures, as mentioned in Section 3.3. Different rep-
resentations may even be combined to capture the
notion of different communicative purpose, sim-
ilar to the multi-dimensional approach by Biber
(1995). An interesting idea to combine differ-
ent sets of features was suggested by Chaker and
Habib (2007). Assigning a document to all genres
with different probabilities and repeating this for
different sets of features may yield a very flexi-
ble classifier. The impact of the feature sets on
the final prediction could be weighted according
to different criteria, such as prediction certainty
or overlap with other feature sets. Improvements
may also be achieved by choosing a more reliable
method for finding the most confident genre pre-
dictions as a function of the distance to the SVM
decision boundary. Cross-validation techniques
will be explored to estimate confidence values.

Finally, I will have to test the approach on a
larger set of data with texts from more languages.
To this end, I am working to compile a reference
corpus for CLGC by combining publicly available
sources. This would be useful to compare meth-
ods and will hopefully encourage further research.
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Abstract

Adaptive Dialogue Systems are rapidly be-
coming part of our everyday lives. As they
progress and adopt new technologies they
become more intelligent and able to adapt
better and faster to their environment. Re-
search in this field is currently focused on
how to achieve adaptation, and particularly
on applying Reinforcement Learning (RL)
techniques, so a comparative study of the
related methods, such as this, is necessary.
In this work we compare several standard
and state of the art online RL algorithms
that are used to train the dialogue manager
in a dynamic environment, aiming to aid re-
searchers / developers choose the appropri-
ate RL algorithm for their system. This is
the first work, to the best of our knowledge,
to evaluate online RL algorithms on the di-
alogue problem and in a dynamic environ-
ment.

1 Introduction

Dialogue Systems (DS) are systems that are able
to make natural conversation with their users.
There are many types of DS that serve various
aims, from hotel and flight booking to provid-
ing information or keeping company and forming
long term relationships with the users. Other in-
teresting types of DS are tutorial systems, whose
goal is to teach something new, persuasive sys-
tems whose goal is to affect the user’s attitude to-
wards something through casual conversation and
rehabilitation systems that aim at engaging pa-
tients to various activities that help their rehabili-
tation process. DS that incorporate adaptation to
their environment are called Adaptive Dialogue
Systems (ADS). Over the past few years ADS

have seen a lot of progress and have attracted the
research community’s and industry’s interest.

There is a number of available ADS, apply-
ing state of the art techniques for adaptation and
learning, such as the one presented by Young et
al., (2010), where the authors propose an ADS
that provides tourist information in a fictitious
town. Their system is trained using RL and some
clever state compression techniques to make it
scalable, it is robust to noise and able to recover
from errors (misunderstandings). Cuayáhuitl et
al. (2010) propose a travel planning ADS, that is
able to learn dialogue policies using RL, building
on top of existing handcrafted policies. This en-
ables the designers of the system to provide prior
knowledge and the system can then learn the de-
tails. Konstantopoulos (2010) proposes an affec-
tive ADS which serves as a museum guide. It is
able to adapt to each user’s personality by assess-
ing his / her emotional state and current mood and
also adapt its output to the user’s expertise level.
The system itself has an emotional state that is af-
fected by the user and affects its output.

An example ADS architecture is depicted in
Figure 1, where we can see several components
trying to understand the user’s utterance and sev-
eral others trying to express the system’s re-
sponse. The system first attempts to convert spo-
ken input to text using the Automatic Speech
Recognition (ASR) component and then tries to
infer the meaning using the Natural Language Un-
derstanding (NLU) component. At the core lies
the Dialogue Manager (DM), a component re-
sponsible for understanding what the user’s utter-
ance means and deciding which action to take that
will lead to achieving his / her goals. The DM
may also take into account contextual information
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Figure 1: Example architecture of an ADS.

or historical data before making a decision. After
the system has decided what to say, it uses the
Referring Expression Generation (REG) compo-
nent to create appropriate referring expressions,
the Natural Language Generation (NLG) compo-
nent to create the textual form of the output and
last, the Text To Speech (TTS) component to con-
vert the text to spoken output.

Trying to make ADS as human-like as possi-
ble researchers have focused on techniques that
achieve adaptation, i.e. adjust to the current user’s
personality, behaviour, mood, needs and to the
environment in general. Examples include adap-
tive or trainable NLG (Rieser and Lemon, 2009),
where the authors formulate their problem as a
statistical planning problem and use RL to find
a policy according to which the system will de-
cide how to present information. Another exam-
ple is adaptive REG (Janarthanam and Lemon,
2009), where the authors again use RL to choose
one of three strategies (jargon, tutorial, descrip-
tive) according to the user’s expertise level. An
example of adaptive TTS is the work of Boidin
et al. (2009), where the authors propose a model
that sorts paraphrases with respect to predictions
of which sounds more natural. Jurčı́ček et al.
(2010) propose a RL algorithm to optimize ADS
parameters in general. Last, many researchers
have used RL to achieve adaptive Dialogue Man-
agement (Pietquin and Hastie, 2011; Gašić et al.,
2010; Cuayáhuitl et al., 2010).

As the reader may have noticed, the current
trend in training these components is the appli-
cation of RL techniques. RL is a well established
field of artificial intelligence and provides us with
robust frameworks that are able to deal with un-

certainty and can scale to real world problems.
One sub category of RL is Online RL where the
system can be trained on the fly, as it interacts
with its environment. These techniques have re-
cently begun to be applied to Dialogue Manage-
ment and in this paper we perform an extensive
evaluation of several standard and state of the art
Online RL techniques on a generic dialogue prob-
lem. Our experiments were conducted with user
simulations, with or without noise and using a
model that is able to alter the user’s needs at any
given point. We were thus able to see how well
each algorithm adapted to minor (noise / uncer-
tainty) or major (change in user needs) changes in
the environment.

In general, RL algorithms fall in two cate-
gories, planning and learning algorithms. Plan-
ning or model-based algorithms use training ex-
amples from previous interactions with the envi-
ronment as well as a model of the environment
that simulates interactions. Learning or model-
free algorithms only use training examples from
previous interactions with the environment and
that is the main difference of these two categories,
according to Sutton and Barto, (1998). The goal
of an RL algorithm is to learn a good policy (or
strategy) that dictates how the system should in-
teract with the environment. An algorithm then
can follow a specific policy (i.e. interact with
the environment in a specific, maybe predefined,
way) while searching for a good policy. This way
of learning is called “off policy” learning. The op-
posite is “on policy” learning, when the algorithm
follows the policy that it is trying to learn. This
will become clear in section 2.2 where we pro-
vide the basics of RL. Last, these algorithms can
be categorized as policy iteration or value itera-
tion algorithms, according to the way they evalu-
ate and train a policy.

Table 1 shows the algorithms we evaluated
along with some of their characteristics. We se-
lected representative algorithms for each category
and used the Dyna architecture (Sutton and Barto,
1998) to implement model based algorithms.

SARSA(λ) (Sutton and Barto, 1998), Q Learn-
ing (Watkins, 1989), Q(λ) (Watkins, 1989; Peng
and Williams, 1996) and AC-QV (Wiering and
Van Hasselt, 2009) are well established RL al-
gorithms, proven to work and simple to imple-
ment. A serious disadvantage though is the fact
that they do not scale well (assuming we have
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enough memory), as also supported by our results
in section 5. Least Squares SARSA(λ) (Chen and
Wei, 2008) is a variation of SARSA(λ) that uses
the least squares method to find the optimal pol-
icy. Incremental Actor Critic (IAC) (Bhatnagar
et al., 2007) and Natural Actor Critic (NAC) (Pe-
ters et al., 2005) are actor - critic algorithms that
follow the expected rewards gradient and the nat-
ural or Fisher Information gradient respectively
(Szepesvári, 2010).

An important attribute of many learning algo-
rithms is function approximation which allows
them to scale to real world problems. Function
approximation attempts to approximate a target
function by selecting from a class of functions
that closely resembles the target. Care must be
taken however, when applying this method, be-
cause many RL algorithms are not guaranteed to
converge when using function approximation. On
the other hand, policy gradient algorithms (algo-
rithms that perform gradient ascend/descend on
a performance surface), such as NAC or Natural
Actor Belief Critic (Jurčı́ček et al., 2010) have
good guarantees for convergence, even if we use
function approximation (Bhatnagar et al., 2007).

Algorithm Model Policy Iteration
SARSA(λ) No On Value

LS-SARSA(λ) No On Policy
Q Learning No Off Value

Q(λ) No Off Value
Actor Critic - QV No On Policy

IAC No On Policy
NAC No On Policy

DynaSARSA(λ) Yes On Value
DynaQ Yes Off Value

DynaQ(λ) Yes Off Value
DynaAC-QV Yes On Policy
Table 1: Online RL algorithms used in our

evaluation.
While there is a significant amount of work in
evaluating RL algorithms, this is the first attempt,
to the best of our knowledge, to evaluate online
learning RL algorithms on the dialogue manage-
ment problem, in the presence of uncertainty and
changes in the environment.

Atkeson and Santamaria (1997) evaluate model
based and model free algorithms on the single
pendulum swingup problem but their algorithms
are not the ones we have selected and the prob-
lem on which they were evaluated differs from

ours in many ways. Ross et al. (2008) com-
pare many online planning algorithms for solving
Partially Observable Markov Decision Processes
(POMDP). It is a comprehensive study but not di-
rectly related to ours, as we model our problem
with Markov Decision Processes (MDP) and eval-
uate model-based and model-free algorithms on a
specific task.

In the next section we provide some back-
ground knowledge on MDPs and RL techniques,
in section 3 we present our proposed formulation
of the slot filling dialogue problem, in section 4
we describe our experimental setup and results, in
section 5 we discuss those results and in section 6
we conclude this study.

2 Background

In order to fully understand the concepts dis-
cussed in this work we will briefly introduce MDP
and RL and explain how these techniques can be
applied to the dialogue policy learning problem.

2.1 Markov Decision Process
A MDP is defined as a triplet M = {X,A,P},
where X is a non empty set of states, A is a non
empty set of actions and P is a transition probabil-
ity kernel that assigns probability measures over
X ×R for each state-action pair (x, a) ∈ X ×A.
We can also define the state transition probabil-
ity kernel Pt that for each triplet (x1, a, x2) ∈
X × A × X would give us the probability of
moving from state x1 to state x2 by taking action
a. Each transition from a state to another is as-
sociated with an immediate reward, the expected
value of which is called the reward function and
is defined as R(x, a) = E[r(x, a)], where r(x, a)
is the immediate reward the system receives after
taking action a (Szepesvári, 2010). An episodic
MDP is defined as an MDP with terminal states,
Xt+s = x, ∀s > 1. We consider an episode over
when a terminal state is reached.

2.2 Reinforcement Learning
Motivation to use RL in the dialogue problem
came from the fact that it can easily tackle some
of the challenges that arise when implementing
dialogue systems. One of those, for example, is
error recovery. Hand crafted error recovery does
not scale at all so we need an automated process
to learn error-recovery strategies. More than this
we can automatically learn near optimal dialogue
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policies and thus maximize user satisfaction. An-
other benefit of RL is that it can be trained using
either real or simulated users and continue to learn
and adapt with each interaction (in the case of on-
line learning). To use RL we need to model the
dialogue system using MDPs, POMDPs or Semi
Markov Desicion Processes (SMDP). POMDPs
take uncertainty into account and model each state
with a distribution that represents our belief that
the system is in a specific state. SMDPs add tem-
poral abstraction to the model and allow for time
consuming operations. We, however, do not deal
with either of those in an attempt to keep the prob-
lem simple and focus on the task of comparing the
algorithms.

More formally, RL tries to maximize an objec-
tive function by learning how to control the ac-
tions of a system. A system in this setting is typ-
ically formulated as an MDP. As we discussed in
section 2.1 for every MDP we can define a pol-
icy π, which is a mapping from states x ∈ X and
actions α ∈ A to a distribution π(x, α) that repre-
sents the probability of taking action α when the
system is in state x. This policy dictates the be-
haviour of the system. To estimate how good a
policy is we define the value function V :

V π(x) = E[
∞∑
t=0

γtRt+1|x0 = x], x ∈ X (1)

which gives us the expected cumulative rewards
when beginning from state x and following policy
π, discounted by a factor γ ∈ [0, 1] that models
the importance of future rewards. We define the
return of a policy π as:

Jπ =
∞∑
t=0

γtRt(xt, π(xt)) (2)

A policy π is optimal if Jπ(x) = V π(x), ∀x ∈
X . We can also define the action-value function
Q:

Qπ(x, α) = E[

∞∑
t=0

γtRt+1|x0 = x, a0 = α] (3)

where x ∈ X,α ∈ A, which gives us the ex-
pected cumulative discounted rewards when be-
ginning from state x and taking action α, again
following policy π. Note that Vmax = rmax

1−γ ,
where R(x) ∈ [rmin, rmax].

The goal of RL therefore is to find the optimal
policy, which maximizes either of these functions
(Szepesvári, 2010).

3 Slot Filling Problem

We formulated the problem as a generic slot fill-
ing ADS, represented as an MDP. This model has
been proposed in (Papangelis et al., 2012), and we
extend it here to account for uncertainty. Formally
the problem is defined as: S =< s0, ..., sN >∈
M,M = M0×M1× ...×MN ,Mi = {1, ..., Ti},
where S are the N slots to be filled, each slot si
can take values from Mi and Ti is the number of
available values slot si can be filled with. Dia-
logue state is also defined as a vector d ∈ M ,
where each dimension corresponds to a slot and
its value corresponds to the slot’s value. We call
the set of all possible dialogue states D. System
actions A ∈ {1, ..., |S|} are defined as requests
for slots to be filled and ai requests slot si. At
each dialogue state di we define a set of available
actions ãi ⊂ A. A user query q ⊂ S is defined
as the slots that need to be filled so that the sys-
tem will be able to accurately provide an answer.
We assume action aN always means Give Answer.
The reward function is defined as:

R(d, a) =


−1, if a 6= aN

−100, if a = aN ,∃qi|qi = ∅
0, if a = aN ,¬∃qi|qi = ∅

(4)
Thus, the optimal reward for each problem is−|q|
since |q| < |S|.

Available actions for every state can be mod-
elled as a matrix Ã ∈ {0, 1}|D|×|A|, where:

Ãij =

{
1, if aj ∈ ãi
0, if aj 6∈ ãi

(5)

When designing Ã one must keep in mind that
the optimal solution depends on Ã’s structure
and must take care not to create an unsolvable
problem, i.e. a disconnected MDP. This can be
avoided by making sure that each action is avail-
able at some state and that each state has at least
one available action. We should now define the
necessary conditions for the slot filling problem
to be solvable and the optimal reward be as de-
fined before:

∃α̃ij = 1, 1 ≤ i < |D|,∀j (6)
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∃α̃ij = 1, 1 < j < |A|,∀i (7)

Note that j > 1 since d1 is our starting state. We
also allow Give Answer (which is aN ) to be avail-
able from any state:

Ãi,N = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ |D| (8)

We define available action density to be the ra-
tio of 1s over the number of elements of Ã:

Density =
|{(i, j)|Ãij = 1}|
|D| × |A|

We can now incorporate uncertainty in our
model. Rather than allowing deterministic transi-
tions from a state to another we define a distribu-
tion Pt(dj |di, am) which models the probability
by which the system will go from state di to dj
when taking action am. Consequently, when the
system takes action am from state di, it transits to
state dk with probability:

Pt(dk|di, am) =

Pt(dj |di, am), k = j

1−Pt(dj |di,am)
|D|−1 , k 6= j

(9)
assuming that under no noise conditions action
am would move the system from state di to state
dj . The probability of not transiting to state dj
is uniformly distributed among all other states.
Pt(dj |di, am) is updated after each episode with
a small additive noise ν, mainly to model unde-
sirable or unforeseen effects of actions. Another
distribution, Pc(sj = 1) ∈ [0, 1], models our con-
fidence level that slot sj is filled:

sj =

{
1, Pc(sj = 1) ≥ 0.5

0, Pc(sj = 1) < 0.5
(10)

In our evaluation Pc(sj) is a random number be-
tween [1 − ε, 1] where ε models the level of un-
certainty. Last, we can slightly alter Ã after each
episode to model changes or faults in the avail-
able actions for each state, but we did not in our
experiments.

The algorithms selected for this evaluation are
then called to solve this problem online and find
an optimal policy π? that will yield the highest
possible reward.

Algorithm α β γ λ

SARSA(λ) 0.95 - 0.55 0.4
LS-SARSA(λ) 0.95 - 0.55 0.4

Q Learning 0.8 - 0.8 -
Q(λ) 0.8 - 0.8 0.05

Actor Critic - QV 0.9 0.25 0.75 -
IAC 0.9 0.25 0.75 -
NAC 0.9 0.25 0.75 -

DynaSARSA(λ) 0.95 - 0.25 0.25
DynaQ 0.8 - 0.4 -

DynaQ(λ) 0.8 - 0.4 0.05
DynaAC-QV 0.9 0.05 0.75 -

Table 2: Optimized parameter values.

4 Experimental Setup

Our main goal was to evaluate how each algo-
rithm behaves in the following situations:

• The system needs to adapt to a noise free en-
vironment.

• The system needs to adapt to a noisy envi-
ronment.

• There is a change in the environment and the
system needs to adapt.

To ensure each algorithm performed to the best
of its capabilities we tuned each one’s parameters
in an exhaustive manner. Table 2 shows the pa-
rameter values selected for each algorithm. The
parameter ε in ε-greedy strategies was set to 0.01
and model-based algorithms trained their model
for 15 iterations after each interaction with the
environment. Learning rates α and β and explo-
ration parameter ε decayed as the episodes pro-
gressed to allow better stability.

At each episode the algorithms need enough it-
erations to explore the state space. At the initial
stages of learning, though, it is possible that some
algorithms fall into loops and require a very large
number of iterations before reaching a terminal
state. It would not hurt then if we bound the num-
ber of iterations to a reasonable limit, provided it
allows enough “negative” rewards to be accumu-
lated when following a “bad” direction. In our
evaluation the algorithms were allowed 2|D| iter-
ations, ensuring enough steps for exploration but
not allowing “bad” directions to be followed for
too long.

To assess each algorithm’s performance and
convergence speed, we run each algorithm 100
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times on a slot filling problem with 6 slots, 6 ac-
tions and 300 episodes. The average reward over
a high number of episodes indicates how stable
each algorithm is after convergence. User query q
was set to be {s1, ..., s5} and there was no noise
in the environment, meaning that the action of
querying a slot deterministically gets the system
into a state where that slot is filled. This can be
formulated as: Pt(dj |di, am) = 1, Pc(sj) = 1∀j,
ν = 0 and Ãi,j = 1,∀i, j.

To evaluate the algorithms’ performance in
the presence of uncertainty we run each for 100
times, on the same slot filling problem but with
Pt(dj |di, am) ∈ [1 − ε, 1], with varying ε and
available action density values. At each run, each
algorithm was evaluated using the same transition
probabilities and available actions. To assess how
the algorithms respond to environmental changes
we conducted a similar but noise free experiment,
where after a certain number of episodes the query
q was changed. Remember that q models the re-
quired information for the system to be able to an-
swer with some degree of certainty, so changing q
corresponds to requiring different slots to be filled
by the user. For this experiment we randomly gen-
erated two queries of approximately 65% of the
number of slots. The algorithms then needed to
learn a policy for the first query and then adapt
to the second, when the change occurs. This
could, for example, model scenarios where hotel
booking becomes unavailable or some airports are
closed, in a travel planning ADS. Last, we evalu-
ated each algorithm’s scalability, by running each
for 100 times on various slot filling problems, be-
ginning with a problem with 4 slots and 4 actions
up to a problem with 8 slots and 8 actions. We
measured the return averaged over the 100 runs
each algorithm achieved.

Despite many notable efforts, a standardized
evaluation framework for ADS or DS is still con-
sidered an open question by the research commu-
nity. The work in (Pietquin and Hastie, 2011)
provides a very good survey of current techniques
that evaluate several aspects of Dialogue Systems.
When RL is applied, researchers typically use
the reward function as a metric of performance.
This will be our evaluation metric as well, since
it is common across all algorithms. As defined
in section 2.3, it penalizes attempts to answer the
user’s query with incomplete information as well
as lengthy dialogues.

Algorithm Average Reward
SARSA(λ) -10.5967

LS-SARSA(λ) -14.3439
Q Learning -14.8888

Q(λ) -63.7588
Actor Critic - QV -15.9245

IAC -10.5000
NAC -5.8273

DynaSARSA(λ) -11.9758
DynaQ -14.7270

DynaQ(λ) -17.1964
DynaAC-QV -58.4576

Table 3: Average Total Reward without noise.

As mentioned earlier in the text we opted for
user simulations for our evaluation experiments
instead of real users. This method has a number of
advantages, for example the fact that we can very
quickly generate huge numbers of training exam-
ples. One might suggest that since the system is
targeted to real users it might not perform as well
when trained using simulations. However, as can
be seen from our results, there are online algo-
rithms, such as NAC or SARSA(λ), that can adapt
well to environmental changes, so it is reasonable
to expect such a system to adapt to a real user even
if trained using simulations. We can now present
the results of our evaluation, as described above
and in the next section we will provide insight on
the algorithms’ behaviour on each experiment.

Alg. E1 E2 E3 E4
S(λ) -7.998 -13.94 -23.68 -30.01
LSS -9.385 -12.34 -25.67 -32.33

Q -6.492 -15.71 -23.36 -30.56
Q(λ) -22.44 -23.27 -27.04 -29.37
AC -8.648 -17.91 -32.14 -38.46
IAC -6.680 -18.58 -33.60 -35.39
NAC -3.090 -9.142 -19.46 -21.33
DS(λ) -8.108 -15.61 -38.22 -41.90

DQ -6.390 -13.04 -23.64 -28.69
DQ(λ) -16.04 -17.33 -39.20 -38.42
DAC -28.39 -32.25 -44.26 -45.01
Table 4: Average Total Reward with noise.

4.1 Average reward without noise
Table 3 shows the average total reward each al-
gorithm achieved (i.e. the average of the sum of
rewards for each episode), over 100 runs, each
run consisting of 300 episodes. The problem had
6 slots, 6 actions, a query q = {s1, ..., s5} and
no noise. In this scenario the algorithms need to
learn to request each slot only once and give the
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answer when all slots are filled. The optimal re-
ward in this case was −5. Remember that during
the early stages of training the algorithms receive
suboptimal rewards until they converge to the op-
timal policy that yields Jπ

∗
= −5. The sum of re-

wards an algorithm received for each episode then
can give us a rough idea of how quickly it con-
verged and how stable it is. Clearly NAC outper-
forms all other algorithms with an average reward
of −5.8273 showing it converges early and is sta-
ble from then on. Note that the differences in per-
formance are statistically significant except be-
tween LS-SARSA(λ), DynaSARSA(λ) and Dy-
naQ Learning.

4.2 Average reward with noise

Table 4 shows results from four similar exper-
iments (E1, E2, E3 and E4), with 4 slots, 4
actions, q = {s1, s2, s3} and 100 episodes
but in the presence of noise. For E1 we set
Pt(dj |di, am) = 1 and Density to 1, for E2 we
set Pt(dj |di, am) = 0.8 and Density to 0.95, for
E3 we set Pt(dj |di, am) = 0.6 and Density to
0.9 and for E4 we set Pt(dj |di, am) = 0.4 and
Density to 0.8. After each episode we added a
small noise ν ∈ [−0.05, 0.05] to Pt(·). Remem-
ber that each algorithm run for 2|D| iterations
(32 in this case) for each episode, so an aver-
age lower than −32 indicates slow convergence
or even that the algorithm oscillates. In E1, since
there are few slots and no uncertainty, most algo-
rithms, except for IAC, NAC and Q(λ) converge
quickly and have statistically insignificant differ-
ences with each other. In E2 we have less pairs
with statistically insignificant differences, and in
E3 and E4 we only have the ones mentioned in
the previous section. As we can see, NAC han-
dles uncertainty better, by a considerable margin,
than the rest algorithms. Note here that Q(λ) con-
verges late while Q Learning, Dyna Q Learning,
SARSA(λ) AC-QV and Dyna SARSA(λ) oscil-
late a lot in the presence of noise. The optimal
reward is −3, so it is evident that most algorithms
cannot handle uncertainty well.

4.3 Response to change

In this experiment we let each algorithm run for
500 episodes in a problem with 6 slots and 6
actions. We generated two queries, q1 and q2,
consisting of 4 slots each, and begun the algo-
rithms with q1. After 300 episodes the query

was changed to q2 and the algorithms were al-
lowed another 200 episodes to converge. Table
5 shows the episode at which, on average, each
algorithm converged after the change (after the
300th episode). Note here that the learning rates
α and β were reset at the point of change. Differ-
ences in performance, with respect to the average
reward collected during this experiment are statis-
tically significant, except between SARSA(λ), Q
Learning and DynaQ(λ). We can see that NAC
converges only after 3 episodes on average, with
IAC converging after 4. All other algorithms re-
quire many more episodes, from about 38 to 134.

Algorithm Episode
SARSA(λ) 360.5

LS-SARSA(λ) 337.6
Q Learning 362.8

Q(λ) 342.5
Actor Critic - QV 348.7

IAC 304.1
NAC 302.9

DynaSARSA(λ) 402.6
DynaQ 380.2

DynaQ(λ) 384.6
DynaAC-QV 433.3

Table 5: Average number of episodes required
for convergence after the change.

4.4 Convergence Speed
To assess the algorithms’ convergence speed we
run each algorithm 100 times for problems of “di-
mension” 4 to 8 (i.e. 4 slots and 4 actions, 5 slots
and 5 actions and so on). We then marked the
episode at which each algorithm had converged
and averaged it over the 100 runs. Table 6 shows
the results. It is important to note here that LS-
SARSA, IAC and NAC use function approxima-
tion while the rest algorithms do not. We, how-
ever, assume that we have enough memory for
problems up to 8 slots and 8 actions and are only
interested in how many episodes it takes each
algorithm to converge, on average. The results
show how scalable the algorithms are with respect
to computational power.

We can see that after dimension 7 many algo-
rithms require much more episodes in order to
converge. LS-SARSA(λ), IAC and NAC once
again seem to behave better than the others, re-
quiring only a few more episodes as the prob-
lem dimension increases. Note here however that
these algorithms take much more absolute time to
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converge compared to simpler algorithms (eg Q
Learning) who might require more episodes but
each episode is completed faster.

Algorithm 4 5 6 7 8
S(λ) 5 23 29 42 101

LSS(λ) 10 22 27 38 51
Q 11 29 47 212 816

Q(λ) 5 12 29 55 96
AC 12 21 42 122 520
IAC 7 14 29 32 39
NAC 5 9 17 23 28
DS(λ) 5 11 22 35 217

DQ 15 22 60 186 669
DQ(λ) 9 13 55 72 128
DAC 13 32 57 208 738

Table 6: Average number of episodes required
for convergence on various problem dimensions.

5 Discussion

SARSA(λ) performed almost equally to IAC
at the experiment with deterministic transitions
but did not react well to the change in q. As
we can see in Table 6, SARSA(λ) generally con-
verges at around episode 29 for a problem with
6 slots and 6 actions, therefore the 61 episodes it
takes it to adapt to change are somewhat many.
This could be due to the fact that SARSA(λ) uses
eligibility traces which means that past state - ac-
tion pairs still contribute to the updates, so even if
the learning rate α is reset immediately after the
change to allow faster convergence, it seems not
enough. It might be possible though to come up
with a strategy and deal with this type of situa-
tion, for example zero out all traces as well as re-
setting α. SARSA(λ) performs above average in
the presence of noise in this particular problem.

LS-SARSA(λ) practically is SARSA(λ) with
function approximation. While this gives the ad-
vantage of requiring less memory, it converges a
little slower than SARSA(λ) in the presence of
noise or in noise free environments and it needs
more episodes to converge as the size of the prob-
lem grows. It does, however, react better to
changes in the user’s goals, since it requires 38
episodes to converge after the change, compared
to 27 it normally needs as we can see in Table 6.

Q Learning exhibits similar behaviour with
the only difference that it converges a little later.
Again it takes many episodes to converge after the

change in the environment (compared to the 47
that it needs initially). This could be explained by
the fact that Q Learning only updates one row of
Q(x, a) at each iteration, thus needing more itera-
tions forQ(x, a) to reflect expected rewards in the
new environment. Like SARSA(λ), Q Learning is
able to deal with uncertainty well enough on the
dialogue task in the given time, but does not scale
well.

Q(λ) , quite opposite from SARSA(λ) and Q
Learning, is the slowest to initially converge, but
handles changes in the environment much better.
In Q(λ) the update of Q(x, a) is (very roughly)
based on the difference of Q(x, a′) − Q(x, a∗)
where a∗ is the best possible action the algo-
rithm can take, whereas in SARSA(λ) the update
is (again roughly) based on Q(x, a′) − Q(x, a).
Also, in Q(λ) eligibility traces become zero if the
selected action is not the best possible. These two
reasons help obsolete information in Q(x, a) be
quickly updated. While it performs worse in the
presence of uncertainty, the average reward does
not drop as steeply as for the rest algorithms.

AC-QV converges better than average, com-
pared to the other algorithms, and seems to cope
well with changes in the environment. While
it needs 42 episodes, on average, to converge
for a problem of 6 slots and 6 actions, it only
needs around 49 episodes to converge again af-
ter a change. Unlike SARSA(λ) and Q(λ) it does
not have eligibility traces to delay the update of
Q(x, a) (or P (x, a) for Preferences in this case,
see (Wiering and Van Hasselt, 2009)) while it also
keeps track of V (x). The updates are then based
on the difference of P (x, a) and V (x) which,
from our results, seems to make this algorithm be-
have better in a dynamic environment. AC-QV
also cannot cope with uncertainty very well on
this problem.

IAC is an actor - critic algorithm that fol-
lows the gradient of cumulative discounted re-
wards ∇Jπ. It always performs slightly worse
than NAC but in a consistent way, except in the
experiments with noise. It only requires approx-
imately 4 episodes to converge after a change
but cannot handle noise as well as other algo-
rithms. This can be in part explained by the
policy gradient theorem (Sutton et al., 2000) ac-
cording to which changes in the policy do not
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affect the distribution of state the system visits
(IAC and NAC perform gradient ascend in the
space of policies rather than in parameter space
(Szepesvári, 2010)). Policy gradient methods in
general seem to converge rapidly, as supported by
results of Sutton et al. (2000) or Konda and Tsit-
siklis (2001) for example.

NAC , as expected, performs better than any
other algorithm in all settings. It not only con-
verges in very few episodes but is also very robust
to noise and changes in the environment. Follow-
ing the natural gradient has proven to be much
more efficient than simply using the gradient of
the expected rewards. There are many positive
examples of NAC performance (or following the
natural gradient in general), such as (Bagnell and
Schneider, 2003; Peters et al., 2005) and this work
is one of them.

Dyna Algorithms except for Dyna
SARSA(λ), seem to perform worse than av-
erage on the deterministic problem. In the
presence of changes, none of them seems to
perform very well. These algorithms use a
model of the environment to update Q(x, a) or
P (x, a), meaning that after each interaction with
the environment they perform several iterations
using simulated triplets (x, a, r). In the presence
of changes this results in obsolete information
being reused again and again until sufficient real
interactions with the environment occur and the
model is updated as well. This is possibly the
main reason why each Dyna algorithm requires
more episodes after the change than its corre-
sponding learning algorithm. Dyna Q Learning
only updates a single entry of Q(x, a) at each
simulated iteration, which could explain why
noise does not corrupt Q(x, a) too much and
why this algorithm performs well in the presence
of uncertainty. Noise in this case is added at a
single entry of Q(x, a), rather than to the whole
matrix, at each iteration. Dyna SARSA(λ) and
Dyna Q(λ) handle noise slightly better than Dyna
AC-QV.

6 Concluding Remarks

NAC proved to be the best algorithm in our eval-
uation. It is, however, much more complex to im-
plement and run and thus each episode takes more
(absolute) time to complete. One might suggest
then that a lighter algorithm such as SARSA(λ)

will have the opportunity to run more iterations
in the same absolute time. One should definitely
take this into account when designing a real world
system, when timely responses are necessary and
resources are limited as, for example, in a mobile
system. Note that SARSA(λ), Q-Learning, Q(λ)
and AC-QV are significantly faster than the rest
algorithms.

On the other hand, all algorithms except for
NAC, IAC and LS-SARSA have the major draw-
back of the size of the table representing Q(x, a)
or P (x, a) that is needed to store state-action val-
ues. This is a disadvantage that practically pro-
hibits the use of these algorithms in high dimen-
sional or continuous problems. Function approxi-
mation might alleviate this problem, according to
Bertsekas (2007), if we reformulate the problem
and reduce control space while increasing state
space. In such a setting function approximation
performs well, while in general it cannot deal with
large control spaces. It becomes very expensive
as computation cost grows exponentially on the
size of the lookahead horizon. Also, according to
Sutton and Barto (1998) and Sutton et al. (2000),
better convergence guarantees exist for online al-
gorithms when combined with function approx-
imation or for policy gradient methods (such as
IAC or NAC) in general. Finally, one must take
great care when selecting features to approximate
Q(x, a) or V (x) as they are important to con-
vergence and speed of the algorithm (Allen and
Fritzsche, 2011; Bertsekas, 2007).

To summarize, NAC outperforms the other al-
gorithms in every experiment we conducted. It
does require a lot of computational power though
and might not be suitable if it is limited. On
the other hand, SARSA(λ) or Q Learning per-
form well enough while requiring less computa-
tional power but a lot more memory space. The
researcher / developer then must make his / her
choice between them taking into account such
practical limitations.

As future work we plan to implement these al-
gorithms on the Olympus / RavenClaw (Bohus
and Rudnicky, 2009) platform, using the results
of this work as a guide. Our aim will be to cre-
ate a hybrid state of the art ADS that will com-
bine advantages of existing state of the art tech-
niques. Moreover we plan to install our system
on a robotic platform and conduct real user trials.
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Abstract 

Myanmar language and script are unique and 

complex. Up to our knowledge, considerable 

amount of work has not yet been done in 

describing Myanmar script using formal language 

theory. This paper presents manually constructed 

context free grammar (CFG) with “111” 

productions to describe the Myanmar Syllable 

Structure. We make our CFG in conformity with 

the properties of LL(1) grammar so that we can 

apply conventional parsing technique called 

predictive top-down parsing to identify Myanmar 

syllables. We present Myanmar syllable structure 

according to orthographic rules. We also discuss 

the preprocessing step called contraction for 

vowels and consonant conjuncts. We make LL (1) 

grammar in which “1” does not mean exactly one 

character of lookahead for parsing because of the 

above mentioned contracted forms. We use five 

basic sub syllabic elements to construct CFG and 

found that all possible syllable combinations in 

Myanmar Orthography can be parsed correctly 

using the proposed grammar.  
 

1 Introduction 

Formal Language Theory is a common way to 

represent grammatical structures of natural 

languages and programming languages. The 

origin of grammar hierarchy is the pioneering 

work of Noam Chomsky (Noam Chomsky, 

1957). A huge amount of work has been done in 

Natural Language Processing where Chomsky`s 

grammar is used to describe the grammatical 

rules of natural languages. However, formulation 

rules have not been established for grammar for 

Myanmar script. The long term goal of this study 

is to develop automatic syllabification of 

Myanmar polysyllabic words using regular 

grammar and/or finite state methods so that 

syllabified strings can be used for Myanmar 

sorting.   

In this paper, as a preliminary stage, we describe 

the structure of a Myanmar syllable in context-

free grammar and parse the syllables using 

predictive top-down parsing technique to 

determine whether a given syllable can be 

recognized by the proposed grammar or not. 

Further, the constructed grammar includes 

linguistic information and follows the traditional 

writing system of Myanmar script.       

 

2 Myanmar Script 

Myanmar is a syllabic script and also one of the 

languages which have complex orthographic 

structures. Myanmar words are formed by 

collection of syllables and each syllable may 

contain up to seven different sub syllabic 

elements. Again, each component group has its 

own members having specific order.  

Basically, Myanmar script has 33 consonants, 8 

vowels (free standing and attached)
1
 , 2 diacritics, 

11 medials, a vowel killer or ASAT, 10 digits 

and 2 punctuation marks.  

A Myanmar syllable consists of 7 different 

components in Backus Normal Form (BNF) is as 

follows. 

S:= C{M}{V}[CK][D] | I[CK] | N 

where   

   S   = Syllable 

1. C  = Consonant                                          

2. M = Medial or Consonant Conjunct or 

attached consonant      

                                                           
1
 Free standing vowel syllables (eg. ဣ )and attached vowel 

symbols (eg.   ) 
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3. V = Attached Vowel 

4. K = Vowel Killer or ASAT 

5. D = Diacritic 

6. I  = Free standing Vowel 

7. N =  Digit 

And the notation [ ] means 0 or 1 occurrence and 

{ } means 0 or more occurrence.  

However, in this paper, we ignore digits, free 

standing vowel and punctuation marks in writing 

grammar for Myanmar syllable and we focus 

only on basic and major five sub syllabic groups 

namely consonants(C), medial(M), attached 

vowels(V), a vowel killer (K) and diacritics(D). 

The following subsection will give the details of 

each sub syllabic group.  
 

2.1 Brief Description of Basic Myanmar 

Sub Syllabic Elements 

 

Each Myanmar consonant has default vowel 

sound and itself works as a syllable. The set of 

consonants in Unicode chart is C={က, ခ, ဂ, ဃ, 

င, စ, ဆ, ဇ, ဈ, ဉ , ည ,ဋ ,ဌ, ဍ, ဎ, ဏ, တ, 

ထ ,ဒ ,ဓ ,န ,ပ ,ဖ, ဗ, ဘ ,မ ,ယ ,ရ, လ, ၀, သ, ဟ, 

ဠ } having 33 elements. But, the letter အ can act 

as consonant as well as free standing vowel.  

 

Medials or consonant conjuncts mean the 

modifiers of the syllables` vowel and they are 

encoded separately in the Unicode encoding. 

There are four basic medials in Unicode chart 

and it is represented as the set M={    ,   ,   }. 

 

The set V of Myanmar attached vowel characters 

in Unicode contains 8 elements { ါ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  

 ,  ,  }. ( Peter and William, 1996) 

 

Diacritics alter the vowel sounds of 

accompanying consonants and they are used to 

indicate tone level. There are 2 diacritical marks 

{  ,   } in Myanmar script and the set is 

represented as D.  

 

The asat, or  killer, representing the set K= {   } 

is a visibly displayed sign. In some cases it 

indicates that the inherent vowel sound of a 

consonant letter is suppressed. In other cases it 

combines with other characters to form a vowel 

letter. Regardless of its function, this visible sign 

is always represented by the character U+103A .
2
 

[John Okell, 1994] 

 

In Unicode chart, the diacritics group D and the 

vowel killer or ASAT “K” are included in the 

group named various signs. 

 

2.2  Preprocessing of Texts - Contraction 

 

In writing formal grammar for a Myanmar 

syllable, there are some cases where two or more 

Myanmar characters combine each other and the 

resulting combined forms are also used in 

Myanmar traditional writing system though they 

are not coded directly in the Myanmar Unicode 

chart. Such combinations of vowel and medials 

are described in detail below. 

Two or more Myanmar attached vowels are 

combined and formed new three members {   , 

   ,     } in the vowel set. 

 

Glyph Unicode for  

Contraction 

Description 

  +   1031+102C Vowel sign E  

+ AA 

  +   
    

1031+102C+1

03A 

Vowel sign E 

+AA+ASAT 

  +   102D + 102F Vowel sign I  

+ UU 

 
 “Table 1. Contractions of vowels” 

 

Similarly, 4 basic Myanmar medials combine 

each other in some different ways and produce 

new set of medials {   ,   ,   ,   ,    ,     

  ,       }. [Tin Htay Hlaing and Yoshiki 

Mikami, 2011] 

 

Glyph Unicode for 

Contraction 

Description 

  +    103B + 103D Consonant Sign 

Medial YA + WA 

      103C + 103D Consonant Sign 

Medial RA + WA 

  +   103B + 103E Consonant Sign 

Medial YA + HA 

      103C + 103E Consonant Sign 

Medial RA + HA 

                                                           
2 http://www.unicode.org/versions/Unicode6.0.0/ch11.pdf 
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      103D + 103E Consonant Sign 

Medial WA + HA 

  +   

+   

103B + 103D + 

103E 

Consonant Sign 

Medial YA+WA + 

HA 

    

 +    

103C + 103D + 

103E 

Consonant Sign 

Medial  YA+WA 

+ HA 

 
“Table 2. Contractions of Medials” 

 

The above mentioned combinations of characters 

are considered as one vowel or medial in 

constructing the grammar. The complete sets of 

elements for vowels and meidals used in writing 

grammar are depicted in the table below.
3
 

 

Name of Sub 

Syllabic 

Component 

Elements 

Medials or Conjunct 

Consonants 
    ,  ,  ,   ,   , 

     ,    ,          

    

Attached vowels အ,  ,  ,  ,  ,  ,   , 

 ,    ,    ,  ,    

 
“Table 3. List of vowels and Medials” 

 

2.3 Combinations of Syllabic Components 

within a Syllable 

 

As mentioned in the earlier sections, we choose 

only 5 basic sub syllabic components namely 

consonants (C), medial (M), attached vowels (V), 

vowel killer (K) and diacritics (D) to describe 

Myanmar syllable. As our intended use for 

syllabification is for sorting, we omit stand-alone 

vowels and digits in describing Myanmar 

syllable structure. Further, according to the 

sorting order of Myanmar Orthography, stand-

alone vowels are sorted as the syllable using the 

above 5 sub syllabic elements having the same 

pronunciation. For example, stand-alone vowel  

“ဣ” is sorted as consonant “အ” and attached 

vowel “ ” combination as  “အ ”. 

                                                           
3 Sorting order of Medials and attached vowels in Myanmar 

Orthography 

In Myanmar language, a syllable with only one 

consonant can be taken as one syllable because 

Myanmar script is Abugida which means all 

letters have inherent vowel. And, consonants can 

be followed by vowels, consonant, vowel killer 

and medials in different combinations.  

One special feature is that if there are two 

consonants in a given syllable, the second 

consonant must be followed by vowel killer (K). 

We found that 1872 combinations of sub-syllabic 

elements in Myanmar Orthography [Myanmar 

Language Commission, 2006]. The table below 

shows top level combinations of these sub-

syllabic elements.  

 

Conso-

nant 

only 

Consona-

nt 

followed 

by Vowel 

Consona-

nt 

followed 

by 

Consona-

nt 

Consonant 

followed by 

Medial 

C CV CCK CM 

 CVCK CCKD CMV 

 CVD  CMVD 

 CVCKD  CMVCK 

   CMVCKD 

   CMCK 

   CMCKD 

 
“Table 4. Possible Combinations within a Syllable” 

 

The combinations among five basic sub syllabic 

components can also be described using Finite 

State Automaton. We also find that Myanmar 

orthographic syllable structure can be described 

in regular grammar. 

 
 

“Figure 1. FSA for a Myanmar Syllable” 

 

5 

6 7 

1 2 
C 

3 

4 

M 

C 

V 
V 

D 

C 

K 

C 

D 
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In the above FSA, an interesting point is that 

only one consonant can be a syllable because 

Myanmar consonants have default vowel sounds. 

That is why, state 2 can be a final state. For 

instance, a Myanmar Word “မ န  မ” (means 

“Woman” in English) has two syllables. In the 

first syllable “မ န  ”, the sub syllabic elements are 

Consonant(မ) + Vowel( ) +Consonant(န)+ 

Vowel Killer( )+Diacritics( ). The second 

syllable has only one consonant “မ”. 

 

3 Myanmar Syllable Structure in      

Context-Free Grammar 

 
3.1 Manually Constructed Context-Free 

Grammar for Myanmar Syllable 

Structure 

 

Context free (CF) grammar refers to the grammar 

rules of languages which are formulated 

independently of any context. A CF-grammar is 

defined by: 

1. A finite terminal vocabulary VT. 

2. A finite auxiliary vocabulary VA. 

3. An axiom SVA. 

4. A finite number of context-free rules P 

of the form A where 

AVA and  {VA U VT}*                           

(M.Gross and A.Lentin, 1970) 

 

The grammar G to represent all possible 

structures of a Myanmar syllable can be written 

as G= (VT,VA,P,S) where the elements of  P are: 

Sက X     

# Such production will be expanded for 33 

consonants. 

X   A     

# Such production will be expanded for 11 

medials. 

X   B    

# Such production will be expanded for 12 

vowels. 

XC    D  

X 

A    B   

# Such production will be expanded for 12 

vowels. 

A C    D 

A 

B  C    D 

B D 

B 

D     # Diacritics 

D     # Diacritics 

D   

C က   
      # Such production will be expanded for 33 

consonants. 

Total number of productions/rules to recognize 

Myanmar syllable structure is “111” and we 

found that the director symbol sets (which is also 

known as first and follow sets) for same non-

terminal symbols with different productions are 

disjoint.   

This is the property of LL(1) grammar which 

means for each non terminal that appears on the 

left side of more than one production, the 

directory symbol sets of all the productions in 

which it appears on the left side are disjoint. 

Therefore, our proposed grammar can be said as 

LL(1) grammar.  

The term LL1 is made up as follows. The first L 

means reading from Left to right, the second L 

means using Leftmost derivations, and the “1” 

means with one symbol of lookahead. (Robin 

Hunter, 1999) 

 

3.2 Parse Table for Myanmar CFG 

The following figure is a part of parse table made 

from the productions of the proposed LL(1) 

grammar.  

 က င               $ 

S S

ကX 

S 
င X 

      

X X

C    
D 

X

C 

   D 

X
 

  
A 

X
 

  
B 

   X

 
 

A A

C    
D 

A

C 

   D 

 A
 

  
B 

   A

 
 

B B

C    
D 

B

C    
D 

  B

D 

B

D 

 B

 

D     D

   
D

   
 D

 

C C 
က 

C 
င  

      

“Table 5. Parse Table for Myanmar Syllable” 
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In the above table, the topmost row represents 

terminal symbols whereas the leftmost column 

represents the non terminal symbols. The entries 

in the table are productions to apply for each pair 

of non terminal and terminal. 

 

An example of Myanmar syllable having 4 

different sub syllabic elements is parsed using 

proposed grammar and the above parse table. 

The parsing steps show proper working of the 

proposed grammar and the detail of parsing a 

syllable is as follows.  

Input Syllable = က     =က(C) +  (M)+   

      (D) 
 

Parse Stack Remaining Input Parser 

Action 

S $ က           $  SကX 

ကX $ က           $ MATCH 

က X $ က           $ X   A 

က   A $ က           $ MATCH 

က    A $ က          $ A   B 

က       B $ က          $ MATCH 

က      B $ က           $ BD 

က        D $ က           $ D   
က           $ က            $  MATCH 

က           $                    $  SUCCESS 

 
“Table 6. Parsing a Myanmar Syllable using 

predictive top-down parsing method” 

 

4 Conclusion 

 
This study shows the powerfulness of 

Chomsky`s context free grammar as it can apply 

not only to describe the sentence structure but 

also the syllable structure of an Asian script, 

Myanmar. Though the number of productions in 

the proposed grammar for Myanmar syllable is 

large, the syntactic structure of a Myanmar 

syllable is correctly recognized and the grammar 

is not ambiguous.  

Further, in parsing Myanmar syllable, it is 

necessary to do preprocessing called contraction 

for input sequences of vowels and consonant 

conjuncts or medials to meet the requirements of 

traditional writing systems. However, because of 

these contracted forms, single lookahead symbol 

in our proposed LL(1) grammar does not refer 

exactly to one character and it may be a 

combination of two or more characters in parsing 

Myanmar syllable. 

 

5 Discussion and Future Work 

 
Myanmar script is syllabic as well as 

aggulutinative script. Every Myanmar word or 

sentence is composed of series of individual 

syllables. Thus, it is critical to have efficient way 

of recognizing syllables in conformity with the 

rules of Myanmar traditional writing system. 

Our intended research is the automatic 

syllabification of Myanmar polysyllabic words 

using formal language theory. 

One option to do is to modify our current CFG to 

recognize consecutive syllables as a first step. 

We found that if the current CFG is changed for 

sequence of syllables, the grammar can be no 

longer LL(1). Then, we need to use one of the 

statistical methods, for example, probabilistic 

CFG, to choose correct productions or best parse 

for finding syllable boundaries. 

Again, it is necessary to calculate the probability 

values for each production based on the 

frequency of occurrence of a syllable in a 

dictionary we referred or using TreeBank.  

We need Myanmar corpus or a tree bank which 

contains evidence for rule expansions for syllable 

structure and such a resource does not yet exist 

for Myanmar. And also, the time and cost for 

constructing a corpus by ourselves came into 

consideration.  

Another approach is to construct finite state 

transducer for automatic syllabification of 

Myanmar words. If we choose this approach, we 

firstly need to construct regular grammar to 

recognize Myanmar syllables. We already have 

Myanmar syllable structure in regular grammar. 

However, for finite state syllabification using 

weights, there is a lack of resource for training 

database. 

We still have many language specific issues to be 

addressed for implementing Myanmar script 

using CFG or FSA. As a first issue, our current 

grammar is based on five basic sub-syllabic 

elements and thus developing the grammar 

which can handle all seven Myanmar sub 

syllabic elements will be future study.  

Our current grammar is based on the code point 

values of the input syllables or words. Then, as a 

second issue, we need to consider about different 

presentations or code point values of same 

character. Moreover, we have special writing 

traditions for some characters, for example, such 
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as consonant stacking eg. ဗုဒ္ဓ (Buddha), မန ္တလေး 
(Mandalay, second capital of Myanmar), 

consonant repetition eg.  က       (University), 

kinzi eg. အင်္ဂ   (Cement), loan words eg. 

ဘတ်(စ်) (bus). To represent such complex forms 

in a computer system, we use invisible Virama 

sign (U+1039). Therefore, it is necessary to 

construct the productions which have conformity 

with the stored character code sequence of 

Myanmar Language. 
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Abstract

There are lexical, syntactic, semantic and
discourse variations amongst the languages
used in various biomedical subdomains. It
is important to recognise such differences
and understand that biomedical tools that
work well on some subdomains may not
work as well on others. We report here
on the semantic variations that occur in
the sublanguages of two biomedical subdo-
mains, i.e. cell biology and pharmacology,
at the level of named entity information. By
building a classifier using ratios of named
entities as features, we show that named en-
tity information can discriminate between
documents from each subdomain. More
specifically, our classifier can distinguish
between documents belonging to each sub-
domain with an accuracy of 91.1% F-score.

1 Introduction

Biomedical information extraction efforts in the
past decade have focussed on fundamental tasks
needed to create intelligent systems capable
of improving search engine results and easing
the work of biologists. More specifically, re-
searchers have concentrated mainly on named en-
tity recognition, mapping them to concepts in
curated databases (Krallinger et al., 2008) and
extracting simple binary relations between enti-
ties. Recently, an increasing number of resources
that facilitate the training of systems to extract
more detailed information have become available,
e.g., PennBioIE (Kulick et al., 2004), GENE-
TAG (Tanabe et al., 2005), BioInfer (Pyysalo et
al., 2007), GENIA (Kim et al., 2008), GREC
(Thompson et al., 2009) and Metaknowledge GE-
NIA (Thompson et al., 2011). Moreover, several

other annotated corpora have been developed for
shared task purposes, such as BioCreative I, II, III
(Arighi et al., 2011) and BioNLP Shared Tasks
2009 and 2011 (Cohen et al., 2009; Kim et al.,
2011).

Many of the tools currently used for biomedi-
cal language processing were trained and evalu-
ated on such popular corpora, most of which con-
sist of documents from the molecular biology sub-
domain. However, previous studies (discussed in
Section 2) have established that different biomed-
ical sublanguages exhibit linguistic variations. It
follows that tools which were developed and eval-
uated on corpora derived from one subdomain
might not always perform as well on corpora from
other subdomains. Understanding these linguistic
variations is essential to the process of adaptat-
ing natural language processing tools to new do-
mains.

In this paper, we highlight the variations be-
tween biomedical sublanguages by focussing on
the different types of named entities (NEs) that
are relevant to them. We show that the frequen-
cies of different named entity types vary enough
to allow a classifier for scientific subdomains to
be built based upon them.

The study is performed on open access jour-
nal articles present in the UK PubMed Central1

(UKPMC) (McEntyre et al., 2010), an article
database that extends the functionality of the orig-
inal PubMed Central (PMC) repository2. This
database was chosen as our source, since most of
the documents within it are already tagged with
named entity information. We report here on the
results obtained for two biomedical subdomains,

1http://ukpmc.ac.uk/
2http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc
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i.e. cell biology and pharmacology. Our focus on
these two particular subdomains is motivated by
an increasing interest expressed by the biomedi-
cal research community, according to recent find-
ings that have shown their relevance to discover-
ing possible causes and treatments for incurable
diseases, such as cancer or Alzheimer’s Disease.

2 Related work

Harris (1968) introduced a formalisation of the
notion of sublanguage, which was defined as a
subset of general language. According to this
theory, it is possible to process specialised lan-
guages, since they have a structure that can be ex-
pressed in a computable form. More recently, sev-
eral works on the study of biomedical languages
substantiated his theory.

For instance, Sager et al. (1987) worked on
pharmacological literature and lipid metabolism,
whereas Friedman et al. (2002) analysed the prop-
erties of clinical and biomolecular sublanguages.

Other studies have investigated the differ-
ences between general and biomedical lan-
guages by focussing on specific linguistic aspects,
such as verb-argument relations and pronomi-
nal anaphora. For instance, Wattarujeekrit et al.
(2004) analysed the predicate-argument structures
of 30 verbs used in biomedical articles. Their re-
sults suggest that, in certain cases, a significant
difference exists in the predicate frames compared
to those obtained from analysing news articles in
the PropBank project (Palmer et al., 2005). Sim-
ilarly, based on the GENIA and PennBioIE cor-
pora, Cohen et al. (2008) performed a study of
argument realisation with respect to the nominal-
isation and alternation of biomedical verbs. They
concluded that there is a high occurrence of these
phenomena in this semantically restricted do-
main, and underline that this sublanguage model
applies only to biomedical language.

Taking a different angle, Nguyen and Kim
(2008) examined the differences in the use of
pronouns by studying general domains (MUC
and ACE) and one biomedical domain (GENIA).
They observed that compared to the MUC and
ACE corpora, the GENIA corpus has significantly
more occurrences of neutral and third-person pro-
nouns, whilst first and second person pronouns
are non-existent.

Verspoor et al. (2009) measured lexical and
structural variation in biomedical Open Access

journals and subscription-based journals, con-
cluding that there are no significant differences
between them. Therefore, a model trained on one
of these sources can be used successfully on the
other, as long as the subject matter is maintained.
Furthermore, they compared a mouse genomics
corpus with two reference corpora, one composed
of newswire texts and another of general biomed-
ical articles. In this case, unsurprisingly, signifi-
cant differences were found across many linguis-
tic dimensions. Relevant to our study is the com-
parison between the more specific mouse genome
corpus to the more general biomedical one: whilst
similar from some points of view, such as nega-
tion and passivisation, they differ in sentence
length and semantic features, such as the presence
of various named entities.

Our work is most similar to that of Lippincott
et al. (2011), in which a clustering-based quantita-
tive analysis of the linguistic variations across 38
different biomedical sublanguages is presented.
They investigated four dimensions relevant to the
performance of NLP systems, i.e. vocabulary,
syntax, semantics and discourse structure. With
regard to semantic features, the authors induced
a topic model using Latent Dirichlet Analysis for
each word, and then extended the model to docu-
ments and subdomains according to observed dis-
tributions. Their conclusion is that a machine
learning system is able to create robust clusters
of subdomains, thus proving their hypothesis that
the commonly used molecular biology subdomain
is not representative of the domain as a whole.

In contrast, we examine the differences be-
tween biomedical sublanguages at the semantic
level, using only named entities. Furthermore,
we choose to perform our analysis only on two
subdomains (i.e. cell biology and pharmacology),
and try to classify these by using supervised ma-
chine learning algorithms.

3 Methodology

We designed an experiment in which various ma-
chine learning algorithms are trained and tested
on data obtained from open access journal arti-
cles. Firstly, a corpus of articles was created (Sec-
tion 3.1), after which the documents were auto-
matically annotated with named entities (Section
3.2). We then extracted a number features rele-
vant to the named entities present in the corpus
(Section 3.3).
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3.1 Corpus development

Our corpus was created by first searching the
NLM Catalog3 for journals whose Broad Sub-
ject Term attributes contain only cell biology or
pharmacology, and then narrowing down the re-
sults to those which are in English and avail-
able via PubMed Central. Also, since we are
concentrating on full-text documents, we retained
only those journals that are available within the
PubMed Open Access subset4. According to this
procedure, we obtained a final list of two journals
for cell biology and six for pharmacology.

Using the PMC IDs of all articles published
in the selected journals, we retrieved documents
from UK PubMed Central. This database was
chosen as our source as the documents it contains
are already tagged with named entity information.
A total of 360 articles was retrieved for each cat-
egory, i.e. cell biology and pharmacology.

The retrieved documents were encoded in
XML format. Several unusable fragments were
removed before converting them to plain text. Ex-
amples of such fragments are article metadata (au-
thors, their affiliations, publishing history, etc.),
tables, figures and references. Table 1 shows the
statistics regarding the corpus following the ap-
plication of the pre-processing step. In the case
of pharmacology, the document collection con-
tains almost 1.4 million words, whilst the set of
cell biology articles consists of almost 2.5 million
words. The ratio of named entities to the total
number of words is almost the same in the two
collections, i.e. about 10%.

Subdomain Cell biology Pharmacology
No. of docs. 360 360
No. of words 2.49 m. 1.35 m.
No. of NEs 231761 103484

Table 1: Named entity types and their source.

3.2 Tagging of Named Entities

To extract named entities from the corpus, we
used a simple method that augments the named
entities present in the UKPMC articles with the
output of two named entity recognition tools

3http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
nlmcatalog

4http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/
tools/openftlist

(NERs), i.e. NeMine and OSCAR. The types of
entities in the output be each of the two tools, to-
gether with the NE types present in the UKPMC
articles, are summarised in Table 2.

Named entities in the UKPMC database were
identified using NeMine (Sasaki et al., 2008), a
dictionary-based statistical named entity recogni-
tion system. This system was later extended and
used by Nobata et al. (2009) to recognise more
types, such as phenomena, processes, organs and
symptoms. We used this most recent version of
the software as our second source of more diverse
entity types.

The Open-Source Chemistry Analysis Rou-
tines (OSCAR) software (Jessop et al., 2011) is
a toolkit for the recognition of named entities and
data in chemistry publications. Currently in its
fourth version, it uses three types of chemical en-
tity recognisers, namely regular expressions, pat-
terns and Maximum Entropy Markov models.

In total, 20 different classes of entities were
considered in this study. However, due to the
combination of several NERs, some NE types are
identified by more than one NER. Furthermore,
some of the NE types are more general and cover
other more specific types, which are also anno-
tated by one or mroe of the tools. This can lead to
double annotation. For instance, the Gene|Protein
type is more general than both Gene and Protein,
whereas the Chemical molecule type is a hyper-
nym of Gene, Protein, Drug and Metabolite. In
the case of multiple annotations over the same
span of text, we removed the more general labels,
so that each NE has only one label. Contradictory
cases, where two NERs label one NE with com-
pletely different tags, were not found.

After augmenting the existing NEs by running
the two NER tools on the corpus, the outputs were
combined to give a single “silver” annotation list.
This operation was performed by computing the
mathematical union of the three individual anno-
tation sets, as shown in Equation 1.

ASilver = AUKPMC ∪ AOscar ∪ ANeMine (1)

Table 3 shows the ratios of named entities to the
number of words in each subcorpus. The ≈ sign
indicates strictly positive percentages, but which
are rounded down to zero in this table for for-
matting purposes. In the four places where it oc-
curs, the percentages lie between 0% and 0.005%,
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Type UKPMC NeMine OSCAR
Gene X X
Protein X X
Gene|Protein X
Disease X X
Drug X X
Metabolite X X
Bacteria X
Diagnostic process X
General phenomenon X
Human phenomenon X
Indicator X
Natural phenomenon X
Organ X
Pathologic function X
Symptom X
Therapeutic process X
Chemical molecule X
Chemical adjective X
Enzyme X
Reaction X

Table 2: Named entity types and their source.

exclusively. It can be observed that some entity
types have approximately the same percentages in
the two subdomains, e.g. phenomena and reac-
tions. However, large differences can be observed
in the case of some of the other entity types. For
instance, chemical molecules occur twice as of-
ten in pharmacology articles than in cell biology,
whereas proteins appear almost three times more
often in cell biology than in pharmacology.

3.3 Experimental setup

Using the corpus described previously, we cre-
ated a training set for supervised machine learn-
ing algorithms. Every document in the corpus
was transformed into a vector consisting of 20
features. Each of these features corresponds to
an entity type in Table 2, having a numeric value
ranging from 0 to 1. This number represents the
ratio of the specific entity type to the total number
of named entities recognised in that document, as
shown in Equation 2.

θ =
ntype

N
(2)

where ntype represents the number of NEs of a
certain type in a document and N represents the
total number of NEs in that document.

Furthermore, each vector was labelled with the
subdomain to which the respective document be-
longs (i.e., cell biology or pharmacology).

Weka (Witten and Frank, 2005; Hall et al.,
2009) was employed as the machine learning
framework, due to its large variety of classifica-
tion algorithms. We experimented with a large
number of classifiers, ranging from Bayesian nets
to functions, decision trees, decision rules and
meta-classifiers. The best performing classifiers
are shown in Table 4. BayesNet is an implemen-
tation of Bayesian Networks, SMO is an imple-
mentation of Support Vector Machines, J48 is an
implementation of decision trees, whilst Jrip is an
implementation of decision rules. Random For-
est is an ensemble classifier that consists of many
decision trees (in this study, J48 was used), out-
putting the class that occurs most frequently in the
output of individual trees.

The baseline that has been used is ZeroR, a sim-
ple algorithm that classifies all instances as per-
taining to the majority class. Since our classes
have equal numbers of instances, the F-score of
ZeroR is 50%.
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Type CellBio Pharma
Enzyme 0.05% 0.09%
Bacteria 0.01% 0.16%
Chemical adjective ≈0% ≈0%
Chemical molecule 30.13% 60.86%
Diagnose process 0.03% 0.23%
Disease 3.35% 4.27%
Drug 1.25% 2.83%
Gene 0.87% 1.09%
Gene|Protein 5.02% 0.89%
General phenomenon ≈0% 0.01%
Human phenomenon 0% ≈0%
Indicator 0.36% 0.16%
Metabolite 3.26% 7.53%
Natural phenomenon 0.02% 0.1%
Organ 0.09% 0.27%
Pathologic function 0.04% 0.04%
Protein 53.31% 19.13%
Reaction 1.71% 1.31%
Symptom 0.03% 0.06%
Therapeutic process 0.47% 0.96%

Table 3: Ratios of NE types to the total number of NEs
in the two subdomains.

4 Results

The previously described features were used as in-
put to various supervised machine learning algo-
rithms; results and error analysis are provided in
Section 4.1 and Section 4.2, respectively.

4.1 Experimental results
As can be seen from Table 4, Random Forest
performs best, with 91.1% F-score. The other
three classifiers give lower results, varying be-
tween 86% and 89.5%.

Algorithm P R F1

BayesNet 89.5 89.4 89.4
SMO 86.1 86.1 86.1
JRip 87.8 87.8 87.8
J48 86.8 86.8 86.8
Random Forest 91.3 91.1 91.1

Table 4: Classification results for the best-performing
algorithms.

We also employed AdaBoost in conjunction
with the previously mentioned four classifiers,
and the results are given in Table 5. AdaBoost
is a meta-algorithm that adapts itself during the

course of several iterations in the sense that in
each iteration, classifiers built are tweaked to cor-
rect those instances misclassified by prior classi-
fiers. In this study, AdaBoost was run over 20
iterations, and it significantly improved the result
of J48, by almost 4%, to 90.3%. However, Ad-
aBoost decreased the F-score of Random Forest
by 1% and that of BayesNet by 0.3%.

Algorithm P R F1

BayesNet 89.2 89.2 89.2
SMO 86.1 86.1 86.1
JRip 87.9 87.9 87.9
J48 90.3 90.3 90.3
Random Forest 90.3 90.1 90.1

Table 5: Classification results for AdaBoost in con-
junction with the best-performing algorithms.

In order to determine which features have the
most influence on classification, regardless of
the classifying algorithm, two attribute evaluators
were used to measure the information gain for
each feature and to compute the value of the chi-
squared statistic with respect to the class. The val-
ues obtained are shown in Table 6, and to illustrate
their influence, are plotted in Figure 1, after being
normalised.

Unsurprisingly, Protein is the feature with the
most discriminatory power, considering it has the
highest count and it occurs almost three times
more often in the cell biology class than in the
pharmacology class. Chemical molecules follow
closely, again due to a high count and large differ-
ence between the classes. Due to their high scores
obtained from the attribute evaluators, we ran the
experiment again considering only these two fea-
tures. The Random Forest classifier achieved an
F-score of 80% using these parameters.

At the other end of the scale, there are five
features which have very little influence in dis-
criminating between the two classes. The corre-
sponding named entity types have the lowest oc-
currence counts in the corpora, with the exception
of Organ. When running Random Forest with
these five features only, an F-score of 50.5% is
obtained. This result is very close to the baseline,
surpassing it by only a small fraction.

4.2 Error analysis
As can be seen in Table 7, a total of 64 papers
were misclassified by the Random Forest classi-
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Attribute InfoGain ChiSquare
Protein 0.4482 386.5648
Chemical molecule 0.3169 272.0111
Gene|Protein 0.2265 211.8034
Indicator 0.1805 170.0186
Gene 0.1718 156.9504
Metabolite 0.1667 155.8135
Reaction 0.1545 144.6946
Drug 0.1301 124.2604
Therapeutic process 0.1259 111.4571
Disease 0.1189 111.1882
Chemical adjective 0.0642 55.5556
Enzyme 0.0473 41.089
Diagnostic process 0.0388 32.1161
Bacteria 0.0297 26.0522
Natural phenomenon 0.0227 20.8004
Pathologic function 0 0
Symptom 0 0
General phenomenon 0 0
Organ 0 0
Human phenomenon 0 0

Table 6: Attribute selection output from two attribute
evaluators.

fier, the best performing algorithm. Of these, 45
(i.e. 70%) are cell biology papers which were in-
correctly classified as belonging to pharmacology,
whilst the remaining 19 belong to the pharmacol-
ogy class and are classified as cell biology.

Labelled as Cell_bio Pharma
Cell_bio 315 19
Pharma 45 341

Table 7: Confusion matrix for the Random Forest clas-
sifier.

As previously mentioned, the two features that
achieved the highest information gain are the ra-
tios for the Protein and Chemical molecule types.
Accordingly, only these two features were consid-
ered in this error analysis.

We firstly examined the features of the cell
biology documents which were incorrectly clas-
sified as pharmacology papers. It was notice-
able that the majority of the misclassified doc-
uments in this case have a small percentage of
Proteins (less than 0.35) and/or a large percent-
age of Chemical molecules (greater than 0.58). To
confirm this observation, a sample of documents
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Figure 1: Normalised attribute selection output from
two attribute evaluators.

was accessed via the PubMed Central page which
provides links to identified entities such as com-
pounds, substances, genes and proteins. For in-
stance, the misclassified cell biology paper with
PMCID 2755470 was found to have no proteins,
whilst the one with PMCID 2679709 has quite a
large number of substances (chemical molecules).

We also analysed the features of papers in the
pharmacology subdomain which were misclassi-
fied as cell biology documents. In contrast to
the first type of misclassification, these documents
have a large percentage of Proteins and/or small
percentage of Chemical molecules. For example,
the pharmacology paper with PMCID 2817930
contains many protein instances, whilst the one
with PMCID 2680808 has no mentions of chemi-
cal molecules.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have shown that with the help of named en-
tity identification, classifiers can be built that are
able to distinguish between papers belonging to
different biomedical subdomains. The Random
Forest algorithm is able to discriminate between
cell biology and pharmacology open-access full-
text articles with an F-score of 91%. This result
supports the hypothesis that sublanguages used in
different biomedical domains exhibit significant
semantic variations. Such variations should there-
fore be considered when adapting automated tools
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developed for a particular subdomain to new sub-
domains.

One possible future direction is to analyse mul-
tiple medical subdomains, such as neurology, vi-
rology and critical care. This could enable the
measurement of the distance between various sub-
domains with respect to specific named entity
types. Furthermore, a comparison of the method
described above with those using bag-of-words
or other non-semantic features could further en-
force the importance of named entities in doc-
ument classification and sublanguage identifica-
tion.
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Abstract

Language identification of written text has
been studied for several decades. Despite
this fact, most of the research is focused
on a few most spoken languages, whereas
the minor ones are ignored. The identi-
fication of a larger number of languages
brings new difficulties that do not occur
for a few languages. These difficulties are
causing decreased accuracy. The objective
of this paper is to investigate the sources
of such degradation. In order to isolate
the impact of individual factors, 5 differ-
ent algorithms and 3 different number of
languages are used. The Support Vector
Machine algorithm achieved an accuracy of
98% for 90 languages and the YALI algo-
rithm based on a scoring function had an
accuracy of 95.4%. The YALI algorithm
has slightly lower accuracy but classifies
around 17 times faster and its training is
more than 4000 times faster.

Three different data sets with various num-
ber of languages and sample sizes were pre-
pared to overcome the lack of standardized
data sets. These data sets are now publicly
available.

1 Introduction

The task of language identification has been stud-
ied for several decades, but most of the literature
is about identifying spoken language1. This is
mainly because language identification of written
form is considered an easier task, because it does
not contain such variability as the spoken form,
such as dialects or emotions.

1http://speech.inesc.pt/˜dcaseiro/
html/bibliografia.html

Language identification is used in many NLP
tasks and in some of them simple rules2 are of-
ten good enough. But for many other applica-
tions, such as web crawling, question answering
or multilingual documents processing, more so-
phisticated approaches need to be used.

This paper first discusses previous work in Sec-
tion 2, and then presents possible hypothesis for
decreased accuracy when a larger number of lan-
guages is identified in Section 3. Data used for
experiments is described in Section 4, along with
methods used in experiments for language iden-
tification in Section 5. Results for all methods
as well as comparison with other systems is pre-
sented in Section 6.

2 Related Work

The methods used in language identification have
changed significantly during the last decades. In
the late sixties, Gold (1967) examined language
identification as a task in automata theory. In the
seventies, Leonard and Doddington (1974) was
able to recognize five different languages, and in
the eighties, Beesley (1988) suggested using cryp-
toanalytic techniques.

Later on, Cavnar and Trenkle (1994) intro-
duced their algorithm with a sliding window over
a set of characters. A list of the 300 most com-
mon n-grams for n in 1..5 is created during train-
ing for each training document. To classify a new
document, they constructed a list of the 300 most
common n-grams and compared n-grams position
with the testing lists. The list with the least dif-
ferences is the most similar one and new doc-
ument is likely to be written in same language.

2http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Wikipedia:Language_recognition_chart
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They classified 3478 samples in 14 languages
from a newsgroup and reported an achieved accu-
racy of 99.8%. This influenced many researches
that were trying different heuristics for selecting
n-grams, such as Martins and Silva (2005) which
achieved an accuracy of 91.25% for 12 languages,
or Hayati (2004) with 93.9% for 11 languages.

Sibun and Reynar (1996) introduced a method
for language detection based on relative entropy, a
popular measure also known as Kullback-Leibler
distance. Relative entropy is a useful measure
of the similarity between probability distributions.
She used texts in 18 languages from the European
Corpus Initiative CD-ROM. She achieved a 100%
accuracy for bigrams.

In recent years, standard classification tech-
niques such as support vector machines also be-
came popular and many researchers used them
Kruengkrai et al. (2005) or Baldwin and Lui
(2010) for identifying languages.

Nowadays, language recognition is considered
as an elementary NLP task3 which can be used
for educational purposes. McNamee (2005) used
single documents for each language from project
Gutenberg in 10 European languages. He prepro-
cessed the training documents – the texts were
lower-cased, accent marks were retained. Then,
he computed a so-called profile of each language.
Each profile consisted of a percentage of the train-
ing data attributed to each observed word. For
testing, he used 1000 sentences per language from
the Euro-parliament collection. To classify a new
document, the same preprocessing was done and
inner product based on the words in the document
and the 1000 most common words in each lan-
guage was computed. Performance varied from
80.0% for Portuguese to 99.5% for German.

Some researches such as Hughes et al. (2006)
or Grothe et al. (2008) focused in their papers
on the comparison of different approaches to lan-
guage identification and also proposed new goals
in that field, such as as minority languages or lan-
guages written non-Roman script.

Most of the researches in the past identified
mostly up to twenty languages but in recent
years, language identification of minority lan-
guages became the focus of Baldwin and Lui
(2010), Choong et al. (2011), and Majliš (2012).
All of them observed that the task became much

3http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/demos/
tutorial/langid/read-me.html

harder for larger numbers of languages and accu-
racy of the system dropped.

3 Hypothesis

The accuracy degradation with a larger number of
languages in the language identification system
may have many reasons. This section discusses
these reasons and suggests how to isolate them.
In some hypotheses, charts involving data from
the W2C Wiki Corpus are used, which are intro-
duced in Section 4.

3.1 Training Data Size
In many NLP applications, size of the available
training data influences overall performance of
the system, as was shown by Halevy et al. (2009).

To investigate the influence of training data
size, we decided to use two different sizes of train-
ing data – 1 MB and 4 MB. If the drop in accu-
racy is caused by the lack of training data, then
all methods used on 4 MB should outperform the
same methods used on 1 MB of data.

3.2 Language Diversity
The increasing number of languages recognised
by the system decreases language diversity. This
may be another reason for the observed drop
in the accuracy. We used information about
language classes from the Ethnologue website
(Lewis, 2009). The number of different language
classes is depicted in Figure 1. Class 1 represents
the most distinguishable classes, such as Indo-
European vs. Japonic, while Class 2 represents
finer classification, such as Indo-European, Ger-
manic vs. Indo-European, Italic.
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change until the 77th language, when the Swahili
language from class Niger-Congo appears.

3.3 Scalability
Another issue with increasing number of lan-
guages is the scalability of used methods. There
are several pitfalls for machine learning algo-
rithms – a) many languages may require many
features which may lead to failures caused by
curse-of-dimensionality, b) differences in lan-
guages may shrink, so the classifier will be forced
to learn minor differences and will lose its abil-
ity to generalise, and become overfitted, and c)
the classifier may internally use only binary clas-
sifiers which may lead up to quadratic complexity
(Dimitriadou et al., 2011).

4 Data Sets

For our experiments, we decided to use the W2C
Wiki Corpus (Majliš, 2012) which contains arti-
cles from Wikipedia. The total size of all texts
was 8 GB and available material for various lan-
guages differed significantly, as is displayed in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Available data in the W2C Wiki Corpus.
Languages are sorted according to their size in the cor-
pus.

We used this corpus to prepare 3 different data
sets. We used one of them for testing hypothesis
presented in the previous section and the remain-
ing two for comparison with other systems. These
data sets contain samples of length approximately
30, 140, and 1000 bytes. The sample of length 30
represents image caption or book title, the sample
of length 140 represents tweet or user comment,
and sample of length 1000 represents newspaper
article.

All datasets are available at http://ufal.
mff.cuni.cz/˜majlis/yali/.

4.1 Long

The main purpose of this data set (yali-dataset-
long) was testing hypothesis described in the pre-
vious section.

To investigate the drop, we intended to cover
around 100 languages, but the amount of available
data limited us. For example, the 80th language
has 12 MB, whereas the 90th has 6 MB and tbe
100th has only 1 MB of text. To investigate the
hypothesis of the influence of training data size,
we decided to build a 1 MB and 4 MB corpus for
each language, where the 1 MB corpus is a subset
of the 4 MB one.

Then, we divided the corpus for each language
into chunks with 1000 bytes of text, so we gained
1000 and 4000 chunks respectively. These chunks
were divided into training and testing sets in a
90:10 ratio, thus we had 900 and 3600 train-
ing chunks, respectively, and 100 and 400 testing
chunks respectively.

To reduce the risk that the training and testing
are influenced by the position from which they
were taken (the beginning or the end of the cor-
pus), we decided to use every 10th sentence as a
testing one and use the remaining ones for train-
ing.

Then, we created an n-gram for n in 1..4 fre-
quency list for each language, each corpus size.
From each frequency list, we preserved only the
first m = 100 most frequent n-grams. For exam-
ple, from the raw frequency list – a: 5, b: 3, c: 1,
d: 1, and m = 2, frequency list a: 5, b: 3 would
be created. We used this n-grams as features for
testing classifiers.

4.2 Small

The second data set (yali-dataset-small ) was pre-
pared for comparison with Google Translate4

(GT). The GT is paid service capable of recog-
nizing 50 different languages. This data set con-
tains 50 samples of lengths 30 and 140 for 48 lan-
guages, so it contains 4,800 samples in total.

4.3 Standard

The purpose of the third data sets is compari-
son with other systems for language identifica-
tion. This data set contains 700 samples of length
30, 140, and 1000 for 90 languages, so it contains
in total 189,000 samples.

4http://translate.google.com
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Size L\N 1 2 3 4
30 177 1361 2075 2422

1MB 60 182 1741 3183 4145
90 186 1964 3943 5682
30 176 1359 2079 2418

4MB 60 182 1755 3184 4125
90 187 1998 3977 5719

Table 1: The number of unique N-grams in corpus
Size with L languages. (D(Size,L,n))

5 Methods

To investigate the influence of the language di-
versity, we decided to use 3 different language
counts – 30, 60, and 90 languages sorted ac-
cording to their raw text size. For each cor-
pus size (cS ∈ {1000, 4000}), language
count (lC ∈ {30, 60, 90}), and n-gram size
(n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) we constructed a separate dic-
tionary D(cS,lC,n) containing the first 100 most
frequent n-grams for each language. The number
of items in each dictionary is displayed in Table 1
and visualised for 1 MB corpus in Figure 3.

The dictionary sizes for 4 MB corpora were
slightly higher when compared to 1 MB corpora,
but surprisingly for 30 languages it was mostly
opposite.
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Figure 3: The number of unique n-grams in the dic-
tionary D(1000,lC,n). Languages are sorted according
to their text corpus size.

Then, we converted all texts into matri-
ces in the following way. For each cor-
pus size (cS ∈ {1000, 4000}), language
count (lC ∈ {30, 60, 90}), and n-gram size
(n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}) we constructed a training ma-
trix Tr(cS,lC,n) and a testing matrix Te(cS,lC,n),
where element on Tr

(cS,lC,n)
i,j represents the num-

ber of occurrences of j-th n-gram from dic-

tionary D(cS,lC,n) in training sample i, and
Tr

(cS,lC,n)
i,0 represents language of that sample.

The training matrix Tr(cS,lC,n) has dimension
(0.9 · cS · lC) × (1 + | D(cS,lC,n) |)
and the testing matrix Te(cS,lC,n) has dimension
(0.1 · cS · lC)× (1 + | D(cS,lC,n) |).

For investigating the scalability of the differ-
ent approaches to language identification, we de-
cided to use five different methods. Three of them
were based on standard classification algorithms
and two of them were based on scoring function.
For experimenting with the classification algo-
rithms, we used R (2009) environment which con-
tains many packages with machine learning algo-
rithms5, and for scoring functions we used Perl.

5.1 Support Vector Machine

The Suport Vector Machine (SVM) is a state of
the art algorithm for classification. Hornik et al.
(2006) compared four different implementations
and concluded that Dimitriadou et al. (2011) im-
plementation available in the package e1071 is the
fastest one. We used SVM with sigmoid kernel,
cost of constraints violation set to 10, and termi-
nation criterion set to 0.01.

5.2 Naive Bayes

The Naive Bayes classifier (NB) is a simple prob-
abilistic classifier. We used Dimitriadou et al.
(2011) implementation from the package e1071
with default arguments.

5.3 Regression Tree

Regression trees are implemented by Therneau et
al. (2010) in the package rpart. We used it with
default arguments.

5.4 W2C

The W2C algorithm is the same as was used by
Majliš (2011). From the frequency list, probabil-
ity is computed for each n-gram, which is used as
a score in classification. The language with the
highest score is the winning one. For example,
from the raw frequency list – a: 5, b: 3, c: 1, d: 1,
and m=2, the frequency list a: 5; b: 3, and com-
puted scores – a: 0.5, b: 0.3 would be created.

5http://cran.r-project.org/web/views/
MachineLearning.html
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5.5 Yet Another Language Identifier

The Yet Another Language Identifier (YALI) al-
gorithm is based on the W2C algorithm with two
small modifications. The first is modification in
n-gram score computation. The n-gram score is
not based on its probability in raw data, but rather
on its probability in the preserved frequency list.
So for the numbers used in the W2C example, we
would receive scores – a: 0.625, b: 0.375. The
second modification is using rather byte n-grams
instead of character n-grams.

6 Results & Discussion

At the beginning we used only data set yali-
dataset-long to investigate the influence of vari-
ous set-ups.

The accuracy of all experiments is presented
in Table 2, and visualised in Figure 4 and Fig-
ure 5. These experiments also revealed that algo-
rithms are strong in different situations. All clas-
sification techniques outperform all scoring func-
tions on short n-grams and small amount of lan-
guages. However, with increasing n-gram length,
their accuracy stagnated or even dropped. The in-
creased number of languages is unmanageable for
NB a RPART classifiers and their accuracy sig-
nificantly decreased. On the other hand, the ac-
curacy of scoring functions does not decrease so
much with additional languages. The accuracy of
the W2C algorithm decreased when greater train-
ing corpora was used or more languages were
classified, whereas the YALI algorithm did not
have these problems, but moreover its accuracy
increased with greater training corpus.
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Figure 4: Accuracy for 90 languages and 1 MB cor-
pus with respect to n-gram length.
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Figure 5: Accuracy for 1 MB corpus and the best
n-gram length with respect to the number of languages.

The highest accuracy for all language
amounts – 30, 60, 90 was achieved by the
SVM with accuracies of 100%, 99%, and 98.5%,
respectively, followed by the YALI algorithm
with accuracies of 99.9%, 96.8%, and 95.4%
respectively.

From the obtained results, it is possible to no-
tice that 1 MB of text is sufficient for training lan-
guage identifiers, but some algorithms achieved
higher accuracy with more training material.

Our next focus was on the scalability of the
used algorithms. Time required for training is pre-
sented in Table 3, and visualised in Figures 6 and
7.

The training of scoring functions required only
loading dictionaries and therefore is extremely
fast, whereas training classifiers required compli-
cated computations. The scoring functions did not
have any advantages, because all algorithms had
to load all training examples, segment them, ex-
tract the most common n-grams, build dictionar-
ies, and convert text to matrices as was described
in Section 5.
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Figure 6: Training time for 90 languages and 1 MB
corpus with respect to n-gram length.
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N-Gram L 1 2 3 4
Method S 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB

30 96.3% 96.7% 100.0% 99.9% 100.0% 99.9% 99.9% 99.9%
SVM 60 91.5% 92.3% 98.5% 98.5% 99.0% 99.0% 98.6% 98.5%

90 90.8% 91.6% 98.0% 98.0% 98.5% - 98.3% -
30 91.8% 94.2% 91.3% 90.9% 82.2% 93.3% 32.1% 59.9%

NB 60 78.7% 84.8% 70.6% 68.2% 71.7% 77.6% 25.7% 34.0%
90 75.4% 82.7% 68.8% 66.5% 64.3% 71.0% 18.4% 17.5%
30 97.3% 96.7% 98.8% 98.6% 98.4% 97.8% 97.7% 97.4%

RPART 60 90.2% 91.2% 67.3% 72.0% 67.2% 68.8% 65.5% 74.6%
90 64.3% 55.9% 39.7% 39.6% 43.0% 44.0% 38.5% 39.6%
30 38.0% 38.6% 89.9% 91.0% 96.2% 96.5% 97.9% 98.1%

W2C 60 34.7% 30.9% 83.0% 81.7% 86.0% 84.9% 89.1% 82.0%
90 34.7% 30.9% 77.8% 77.6% 84.9% 83.4% 87.8% 82.7%
30 38.0% 38.6% 96.7% 96.2% 99.6% 99.5% 99.9% 99.8%

YALI 60 35.0% 31.2% 86.1% 86.1% 95.7% 96.4% 96.8% 97.4%
90 34.9% 31.1% 86.8% 87.8% 95.0% 95.6% 95.4% 96.1%

Table 2: Accuracy of classifiers for various corpora sizes, n-gram lengths, and language counts.
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Figure 7: Training time for 1 MB corpus and the best
n-gram length with respect to the number of languages.

Time required for training increased dramat-
ically for SVM and RPART algorithms when
the number of languages or the corpora size in-
creased. It is possible to use the SVM only with
unigrams or bigrams, because training on trigrams
required 12 times more time for 60 languages
compared with 30 languages. The SVM also had
problems with increasing corpora sizes, because it
took almost 10-times more time when the corpus
size increased 4 times. Scoring functions scaled
well and were by far the fastest ones. We ter-
minated training the SVM on trigrams and quad-
grams for 90 languages after 5 days of computa-
tion.

Finally, we also measured time required for
classifying all testing examples. The results are
in Table 4, and visualised in Figure 8 and Fig-
ure 6. Times displayed in the table and charts rep-
resents the number of seconds needed for classi-
fying 1000 chunks.
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Figure 8: Prediction time for 90 languages and 1 MB
corpus with respect to n-gram length.
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Prediction time for 1 MB corpus and the best n-gram
length with respect to the number of languages.
The RPART algorithm was the fastest classifier

followed by both scoring functions, whereas NB
was the slowest one. All algorithms with 4 times
more data achieved slightly higher accuracy, but
their training took 4 times longer, with the ex-
ception of the SVM which took at least 10 times
longer. The SVM algorithm is the least scalable
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N-Gram L 1 2 3 4
Method S 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB

30 215 1858 663 1774 627 7976 655 3587
SVM 60 1499 13653 7981 87260 7512 44288 26943 207123

90 2544 24841 12698 267824 76693 - 27964 -
30 5 19 27 83 40 144 54 394

NB 60 9 32 76 255 142 515 363 1187
90 12 56 188 683 298 1061 672 2245
30 44 189 144 946 267 1275 369 1360

RPART 60 162 1332 736 3447 1270 11114 2583 7493
90 351 1810 1578 7647 5139 23413 6736 17659
30 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1

W2C 60 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 2
90 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

YALI 60 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0
90 2 1 2 1 3 1 3 2

Table 3: Training Time

Method 30 60 90
Acc 100.0% 98.5% 98.0%

SVM Tre 663 7981 12698
n=2 Pre 10.3 66.2 64.1

Acc 91.8% 78.7% 75.4%
NB Tre 5 9 12
n=1 Pre 13.0 18.2 22.2

Acc 97.3% 90.2% 64.3%
RPART Tre 44 162 351

n=1 Pre 0.1 0.2 0.1
Acc 97.9% 89.1% 87.8%

W2C Tre 1 2 2
n=4 Pre 1.3 2.8 12.3

Acc 99.9% 96.8% 95.4%
YALI Tre 1 2 3

n=4 Pre 1.3 2.7 3.6

Table 5: Comparison of classifiers with best param-
eters. Label Acc represents accuracy, Tre represents
training time in seconds, and Pre represents prediction
time for 1000 chunks in seconds.

algorithm of all the examined – all the rest re-
quired proportionally more time for training and
prediction when the greater training corpus was
used or more languages were classified.

The comparison of all methods is presented in
Table 5. For each model we selected the n-grams
size with the best trade-off between accuracy and
time required for training and prediction. The two
most accurate algorithms are SVM and YALI. The
SVM achieved the highest accuracy for all lan-
guages but its training took around 4000 times
longer and classification was around 17 times
slower than the YALI.

In the next step we evaluated the YALI algo-
rithm for various size of selected n-grams. These

Languages
Size 30 140 1000
100 64.9% 85.7 % 93.8 %
200 68.7% 87.3 % 93.9 %
400 71.7% 88.0 % 94.0 %
800 73.7% 88.5 % 94.0 %

1600 75.0% 88.8% 94.0%

Table 6: Effect of the number of selected 4-grams on
accuracy.

experiments were evaluated on the data set yali-
dataset-standard. Achieved results are presented
in Table 6. The number of used n-grams increased
the accuracy for short samples from 64.9% to
75.0% but it had no effect on long samples.

As the last step in evaluation we decided to
compare the YALI with Google Translate (GT),
which also provides language identification for 50
languages through their API.6 For comparison we
used data set yali-dataset-small which contains 50
samples of length 30 and 140 for each language
(4800 samples in total). Achieved results are pre-
sented in Table 7. The GT and the YALI per-
form comparably well on samples of length 30 on
which they achieved accuracy 93.6% and 93.1%
respectively, but on samples of length 140 GT
with accuracy 97.3% outperformed YALI with ac-
curacy 94.8%.

7 Conclusions & Future Work

In this paper we compared 5 different algorithms
for language identification – three based on the

6http://code.google.com/apis/language/
translate/v2/using_rest.html
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N-Gram L 1 2 3 4
Method S 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB 1MB 4MB

30 3.7 7.3 10.3 6.8 9.0 31.8 9.3 13.8
SVM 60 13.3 30.1 66.2 189.7 59.8 92.8 236.7 375.2

90 16.1 36.7 64.1 381.4 414.9 - 133.4 -
30 13.0 13.6 75.3 77.1 132.7 147.9 186.0 349.7

NB 60 18.2 18.8 155.3 162.0 291.5 297.4 860.3 676.0
90 22.2 24.7 318.1 251.9 546.3 469.3 1172.8 1177.8
30 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 0.2

RPART 60 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.2
90 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.3 1.2 0.3
30 0.7 0.8 1.7 1.6 3.3 1.5 1.3 2.2

W2C 60 1.3 1.3 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.5 2.8 2.9
90 2.1 1.8 4.0 3.2 4.4 3.8 12.3 5.8
30 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.2 2.0 1.9 1.3 2.2

YALI 60 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.2 2.7 2.5
90 2.2 1.8 2.7 2.9 4.4 3.5 3.6 3.7

Table 4: Prediction Time

Text Length
30 140

System
Google 93.6% 97.3%
YALI 93.1% 94.8%

Table 7: Comparison of Google Translate and YALI
on 48 languages.

standard classification algorithms (Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB), and Re-
gression Tree (RPART)) and two based on scoring
functions. For investigating the influence of the
amount of training data we constructed two cor-
pora from the Wikipedia with 90 languages. To
investigate the influence of number if identified
languages we created three sets with 30, 60, and
90 languages. We also measured time required for
training and classification.

Our experiments revealed that the standard
classification algorithms requires at most bi-
grams while the scoring ones required quad-
grams. We also showed that Regression Trees and
Naive Bayes are not suitable for language identifi-
cation because they achieved accuracy 64.3% and
75.4% respectively.

The best classifier for language identification
was the SVM algorithm which achieved accuracy
98% for 90 languages but its training took 4200
times more and its classification was 16 times
slower than the YALI algorithm with accuracy
95.4%. This YALI algorithm has also potential
for increasing accuracy and number of recognized
languages because it scales well.

We also showed that the YALI algorithm is

comparable with the Google Translate system.
Both systems achieved accuracy 93% for sam-
ples of length 30. On samples of length 140
Google Translate with accuracy 97.3% outper-
formed YALI with accuracy 94.8%.

All data sets as well as source codes are
available at http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/

˜majlis/yali/.
In the future we would like to focus on using

described techniques not only on recognizing lan-
guages but also on recognizing character encod-
ings which is directly applicable for web crawl-
ing.
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Abstract

To cluster textual sequence types (discourse
types/modes) in French texts, K-means
algorithm with high-dimensional embed-
dings and fuzzy clustering algorithm were
applied on clauses whose POS (part-of-
speech) n-gram profiles were previously ex-
tracted. Uni-, bi- and trigrams were used
on four 19th century French short stories by
Maupassant. For high-dimensional embed-
dings, power transformations on the chi-
squared distances between clauses were ex-
plored. Preliminary results show that high-
dimensional embeddings improve the qual-
ity of clustering, contrasting the use of bi-
and trigrams whose performance is disap-
pointing, possibly because of feature space
sparsity.

1 Introduction

The aim of this research is to cluster textual se-
quence types (named here discourse types)1, such
as narrative, descriptive, argumentative and so on
in French texts, and especially in short stories
which could contain all types.

For this purpose, texts were segmented into
clauses (section 2.1). To cluster the latter, n-gram
POS (part-of-speech) tag profiles were extracted
(section 2.3). POS-tags were chosen because of
their expected relation to discourse types.

Several authors have used POS-tags among
other features for various text classification tasks,
such as Biber (1988) for text type detection, Karl-
gren and Cutting (1994) and Malrieu and Rastier

1Sequence type is an appropriate name, because it refers
to text passage type. However, it will be further mentioned
as discourse types, a frequent French term. In English, a
standard term is: discourse modes.

(2001) for genre classification, and Palmer et al.
(2007) for situation entity classification. The lat-
ter is an essential component of English discourse
modes (Smith, 2009). Moreover, previous work in
discourse type detection has shown a dependency
between POS-tags and these types (Cocco et al.,
2011).

In this paper, K-means algorithm with high-
dimensional embeddings and fuzzy clustering al-
gorithm were applied on uni-, bi- and trigram
POS-tag profiles (section 2.4) and results were
evaluated (section 2.5). Finally, results are given
in section 3.

2 Method

2.1 Expert assessment

The human expert, a graduate student in French
linguistics, annotated 19th century French short
stories by Maupassant, using XML tags. Each
text was first segmented into clauses, whose
length is typically shorter than sentences. Then,
texts were annotated retaining the following six
discourse types: narrative, argumentative, de-
scriptive, explicative, dialogal and injunctive.2

They resulted from an adaptation of the work of
Adam (2008a; 2008b) in text and discourse analy-
sis, as well as Bronckart (1996) in psycholinguis-
tics, concerning textual sequence types. The for-
mer does not consider the injunctive type.

Let us briefly describe these types (Adam,
2008a; Adam, 2008b; Bronckart, 1996), together
with the criteria finally adopted by the human ex-
pert for this time-consuming task.

2Regarding English, there are five discourse modes ac-
cording to Smith (2009): narrative, description, report, in-
formation and argument.
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Narrative type corresponds to told narrative.
One of the principal linguistic markers of this
type is the presence of past historic tense. How-
ever, when referring to repeated actions, imperfect
tense is generally used. Argumentative type cor-
responds to texts whose aim is to convince some-
body of an argument. An important linguistic
marker of this type is the presence of argumen-
tative connectors such as mais “but”, cependant
“however”, pourtant “yet” and so on. Explica-
tive type aims to explain something unknown,
such as encyclopaedic knowledge, and answers
to the question “Why?”. A typical linguistic
marker of this type is the presence of phraseo-
logical phrases, such as (si)...c’est parce que/c’est
pour que “(if)...it is because/in order to”. De-
scriptive type represents textual parts where the
time of the story stops and where characteristic
properties of a subject, animated or not, are at-
tributed. Several linguistic markers are relevant
for this type: use of imperfect tense (except when
the narrative part is in present tense); a large num-
ber of adjectives; spatio-temporal organizers; and
stative verbs. Dialogal type is a verbal exchange.
However, in this project, direct speech is consid-
ered as dialogal too. Typical linguistic markers
of this type are quotes, strong punctuation and
change of spatio-temporal frame. Finally, injunc-
tive type is an incentive for action. This type has
linguistic markers such as use of imperative tense
and exclamation marks. In our corpus, this type is
always included in a dialogal segment.

Discourse types are generally nested inside
each other resulting in a hierarchical structure.
For instance, an injunctive sequence of one clause
length can be included in a dialogal sequence,
which can in turn be included in a longer nar-
rative sequence matching the entire text. In the
simplified treatment attempted here, the problem
is linearized: only the leaves of the hierarchical
structure will be considered.

2.2 Corpus
The corpus consists of four 19th century French
short stories by Maupassant: “L’Orient” , “Le
Voleur”, “Un Fou?” and “Un Fou”. Descriptive
statistics about these texts are given in table 1.
These values are based on unigram counts. For
bigram and trigram counts, clauses shorter than
two and three words respectively were removed.
For the first text, “L’Orient”, three clauses were

removed for trigrams; for “Le Voleur”, one clause
was removed for trigrams; and for “Un Fou?”,
thirteen clauses for trigrams. An extra step was
made for “Un Fou”, because of its very different
structure w.r.t. the three other texts. Indeed, the
majority of this text is written as a diary. Dates,
which could not be attributed to a discourse type,
were consequently removed, reducing the number
of clauses from 401 to 376 for unigrams. Then,
two clauses were removed for bigrams because
they were too short, and again ten for trigrams.

2.3 Preprocessing
Before applying clustering algorithms, annotated
texts were preprocessed to obtain a suitable
contingency table, and dissimilarities between
clauses were computed. Firstly, each text was
POS-tagged with TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) ex-
cluding XML tags. Secondly, using the manual
clause segmentation made by the human expert,
distributions over POS-tag n-grams were obtained
for each clause, resulting in a contingency table.

Then, chi-squared distances between clauses
were computed. In order to accomplish this, co-
ordinates of the contingency table (with nik de-
noting the number of objects common to clause
i and POS-tag n-gram k, ni• =

!
k nik and

n•k =
!

i nik) are transformed in this manner:

yik =
eik

fi
!

!k
"!!k (1)

where eik = nik/n are the relative counts, fi =
ei• = ni•/n (row weights) and !k = e•k =
n•k/n (column weights) are the margin counts.
Finally, the squared Euclidean distances between
these new coordinates

Dij =
"

k

(yik " yjk)2 (2)

define the chi-squared distances.

2.4 Algorithms
Two algorithms were applied on these distances.

K-means with high-dimensional embedding
Firstly, the well-known K-means (see e.g. Man-
ning and Schütze (1999)) was performed in a
weighted version (i.e. longer clauses are more im-
portant than shorter ones), by iterating the follow-
ing pair of equations:

zg
i =

#
1 if g = argmin

h
Dh

i

0 else.
(3)
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Texts ! sent. ! clauses ! tokens ! types % discourse types according to the expert
with punct. w/o punct. word tag arg descr dial expl inj nar

L’Orient 88 189 1’749 1’488 654 27 4.23 20.11 25.93 19.05 2.65 28.04
Le Voleur 102 208 1’918 1’582 667 29 4.81 12.02 13.94 4.81 2.88 61.54
Un Fou? 150 314 2’625 2’185 764 28 18.15 10.51 14.65 14.65 8.28 33.76
Un Fou 242 376 3’065 2’548 828 29 17.82 13.83 1.86 11.70 12.23 42.55

Table 1: Statistics of the annotated texts by Maupassant. For the text “Un Fou”, dates were initially removed from
the text. Number of sentences as considered by TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994). Number of clauses as segmented by
the human expert. Number of tokens including punctuation and compounds as tagged by TreeTagger. Number
of tokens without punctuation and numbers, considering compounds as separated tokens. Number of wordform
types. Number of POS-tag types. The last columns give the percentage of clauses for each discourse type (arg =
argumentative, descr = descriptive, dial = dialogal, expl = explicative, inj = injunctive, nar = narrative).

Dg
i =

"

j

fg
j Dij "!g (4)

where zg
i is the membership of clause i in group

g and Dg
i is the chi-squared distance between

the clause i and the group g as resulting from
the Huygens principle. In the equation 4, fg

j =
(fizig)/!g = p(i|g), Dij is the chi-squared dis-
tances between clauses given by the equation 2
and !g = 1/2

!
jk fg

j fg
k Djk is the inertia of

group g. In addition, !g =
!

i fizig = p(g) is
the relative weight of group g.

At the outset, the membership matrix Z was
chosen randomly, and then the iterations were
computed until stabilisation of the matrix Z or a
number of maximum iterations Nmax.

Besides the K-means algorithm, Schoenberg
transformations "(D) were also operated. They
transform the original squared Euclidean dis-
tances D into new squared Euclidean distances
"(D) (Bavaud, 2011) and perform a high-
dimensional embedding of data, similar to those
used in Machine Learning. Among all Schoen-
berg transformations, the simple componentwise
power transformation was used, i.e.

"(Dij) = (Dij)q (5)

where 0 < q # 1.
In a nutshell, the K-means algorithm was ap-

plied on the four texts, for uni-, bi- and trigrams
POS-tags, with q in equation 5 varying from 0.1
to 1 with steps of 0.05. Given that the aim was
to find the six groups annotated by the human ex-
pert, the K-means algorithm was computed with a
number of groups m = 6. Moreover, Nmax = 400
and for each q, calculations were run 300 times,
and then the averages of the relevant quantities
(see section 2.5) were computed.

Fuzzy clustering
Secondly, the same algorithm which was used in
a previous work (Cocco et al., 2011) was applied
here, i.e. the fuzzy clustering algorithm.

In brief, it consists of iterating, as for the K-
means, the membership zg

i of clause i in group g
defined in the following way (Rose et al., 1990;
Bavaud, 2009):

zg
i =

!g exp("#Dg
i )

m"

h=1

!h exp("#Dh
i )

(6)

until stabilisation of the membership matrix Z
(randomly chosen at the beginning as uniformly
distributed over the m groups) or after Nmax itera-
tions. Dg

i is given by equation 4 and !g is the rela-
tive weight of group g. Moreover, it turns out con-
venient to set # := 1/(trel$!), the “inverse tem-
perature” parameter, where ! := 1

2

!
ij fifjDij

is the inertia and trel is the relative temperature
which must be fixed in advance.

The values of # controls for the bandwidth
of the clustering, i.e. the number of groups: the
higher #, the larger the final number of groups
M (see figure 9). As a matter of fact, depend-
ing of # values, group profiles are more or less
similar. Also, group whose profiles are simi-
lar enough are aggregated, reducing the num-
ber of groups from m (initial number of groups
chosen at the beginning) to M . This aggrega-
tion is made by adding memberships of clauses:
z[g!h]
i = zg

i + zh
i . Two groups are considered

similar enough if $gh/
$

$gg$hh % 1"10"5, with
$gh =

!n
i=1 fiz

g
i zh

i which measures the overlap
between g and h (Bavaud, 2010). Finally, each
clause is attributed to the most probable group.

For the application in this project, fuzzy clus-
tering algorithm was computed on the four texts,
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for uni- bi- and trigrams POS-tags. At the outset,
the initial number of groups m was equal to the
number of clauses for each text (see table 1 and
section 2.2), with a relative temperature trel from
0.022 to 0.3 with steps of 0.001 (except for the
text “Un Fou” with trel min = 0.02, trel max = 0.3
and trel step = 0.01). Besides this, Nmax = 400
and for each trel, algorithm was run 20 times, and
finally the averages of the relevant quantities (see
section 2.5) were computed.

2.5 Evaluation criteria
The clustering obtained by the two algorithms
(K-means with high-dimensional embedding and
fuzzy clustering) were compared to the classifi-
cation made by the human expert. As clustering
induces anonymous partitions, traditional indices
such as precision, recall and Cohen’s Kappa can-
not be computed.

Among the numerous similarity indices be-
tween partitions, we have examined the Jaccard
index (Denœud and Guénoche, 2006; Youness
and Saporta, 2004):

J =
r

r + u + v
(7)

whose values vary between 0 and 1, and the
corrected Rand index (Hubert and Arabie, 1985;
Denœud and Guénoche, 2006):

RC =
r " Exp(r)

Max(r)" Exp(r)
(8)

whose the maximal value is 1. When this index
equals 0, it means that similarities between par-
titions stem from chance. However, it can also
take negative values when number of similarities
is lower than the expectation (i.e. chance).

Both indices are based upon the contingency
table nij , defined by the number of objects at-
tributed simultaneously to group i (w.r.t. the
first partition) and to group j (w.r.t. the sec-
ond partition). Moreover, in both indices, r =
1
2

!
ij nij(nij " 1) is the number of pairs si-

multaneously joined together, u = 1
2(

!
j n2

•j "!
ij n2

ij) (respectively v = 1
2(

!
i n

2
i•"

!
ij n2

ij))
is the number of pairs joined (respectively sep-
arated) in the partition obtained with algorithm
and separated (respectively joined) in the par-
tition made by the human expert, Exp(r) =

1
2n(n"1)

!
i ni•(ni• " 1)

!
j n•j(n•j " 1) is the

expected number of pairs simultaneously joined

together by chance and Max(r) = 1
4

!
i ni•(ni•"

1) +
!

j n•j(n•j " 1).

3 Results

On the one hand, results obtained with the K-
means algorithm and power (q) transformations
for uni-, bi- and trigrams are presented in figures
1 to 8. On the other hand, results obtained with
fuzzy clustering for uni- bi- and trigrams are only
shown for the text “Le Voleur” in figures 9 to 13.
For the three other texts, results will be discussed
below.
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Figure 1: “L’Orient” with K-means algorithm: cor-
rected rand index as a function of power (q) (& = uni-
grams, ! = bigrams and $ = trigrams). The standard
deviation is approximatively constant across q ranging
from a minimum of 0.018 and a maximum of 0.024
(unigrams); 0.0099 and 0.015 (bigrams); 0.0077 and
0.013 (trigrams).

A first remark is that corrected Rand index and
Jaccard index behave differently in general. This
difference is a consequence of the fact that Jac-
card index does not take into account the number
of pairs simultaneously separated in the two par-
titions, a fact criticised by Milligan and Cooper
(1986).

Regarding the texts “L’Orient”, “Le Voleur”
and “Un Fou?” with K-means algorithm and the
corrected Rand index (figures 1, 3 and 5), un-
igrams give the best results. Moreover, power
transformations (equation 5) tend to improve
them. For instance, for the text “L’Orient” (figure
1), the best result is RC = 0.048 with q = 0.55,
and for the text “Un Fou?” (figure 5), the best
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Figure 2: “L’Orient” with K-means algorithm: Jaccard
index as a function of power (q) (& = unigrams, ! =
bigrams and $ = trigrams).
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Figure 3: “Le Voleur” with K-means algorithm: cor-
rected rand index as a function of power (q) (& = uni-
grams, ! = bigrams and $ = trigrams).
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Figure 4: “Le Voleur” with K-means algorithm: Jac-
card index as a function of power (q) (& = unigrams, !
= bigrams and $ = trigrams).
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Figure 5: “Un Fou?” with K-means algorithm: cor-
rected rand index as a function of power (q) (& = uni-
grams, ! = bigrams and $ = trigrams).
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Figure 6: “Un Fou?” with K-means algorithm: Jaccard
index as a function of power (q) (& = unigrams, ! =
bigrams and $ = trigrams).
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Figure 7: “Un Fou” with K-means algorithm: cor-
rected rand index as a function of power (q) (& = uni-
grams, ! = bigrams and $ = trigrams).

result is RC = 0.072 with q = 0.85.
Regarding the fuzzy clustering algorithm, fig-

ure 9 shows, for the text “Le Voleur”, the relation
between the relative temperature and the num-
ber of groups for uni- bi- and trigrams, i.e. num-
ber of groups decreases when relative tempera-
ture increases. Figure 10 (respectively figure 12)
presents the corrected Rand index (respectively
the Jaccard index) as a function of relative tem-
perature, while figure 11 (respectively figure 13)
shows, for each relative temperature, the average
number of groups on the x-axis and the average
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Figure 8: “Un Fou” with K-means algorithm: Jaccard
index as a function of power (q) (& = unigrams, ! =
bigrams and $ = trigrams).
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Figure 9: “Le Voleur” with fuzzy clustering algorithm:
average number of groups as a function of the relative
temperature. For unigrams, the thick line indicates the
average and the two thin lines represent the standard
deviation. The other curves depict the average of the
number of groups.

corrected Rand index (respectively Jaccard index)
on the y-axis, over 20 clusterings. There is a re-
markable peak for this text (RC = 0.31 (respec-
tively J = 0.48)), when trel = 0.145 (respectively
0.148), corresponding to M = 14.4 (respectively
13.4). The same phenomenon appears with the
text “Un Fou?”, when trel = 0.158 and M = 7.8.
However, the peak for the Jaccard index is less
important and it is not the highest value. More-
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Figure 10: “Le Voleur” with fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm: corrected Rand index as a function of relative
temperature.
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Figure 11: “Le Voleur” with fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm: corrected Rand index as a function of number
of groups.

over, for the latter text, there is a higher peak,
which occurs only with the corrected Rand index,
for trel = 0.126 and M = 24.5.

For the two other texts, there are some peaks,
but not as marked as in other texts. Besides,
for these two texts, corrected Rand index takes
negative values, especially for “Un Fou”. While
the reason for these different behaviours is not
known, it should be noted that the structure of
these texts is different from that of the two other
texts. Indeed, “Un Fou” is written as a diary and
uses mainly the present tense, also in narrative and
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Figure 12: “Le Voleur” with fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm: Jacccard index as a function of relative tem-
perature.
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Figure 13: “Le Voleur” with fuzzy clustering algo-
rithm: Jaccard index as a function of number of
groups.

descriptive parts; “L’Orient” contains several long
monologues mainly using the present tense too.

On figure 12, it appears that Jaccard index is
constant when one group remains, and the same
phenomenon appears for all texts. Indeed, from
the distribution of table 2, one finds from equa-
tion 7: r = 8939, u = 0 and v = 12 589, imply-
ing J = 0.415.

Overall, it is clear that results differ depend-
ing on texts, no matter which algorithm or eval-
uation criterion is used. Furthermore, they are
always better for “Le Voleur” than for the three
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arg descr dial expl inj nar
10 25 29 10 6 128

Table 2: Types distribution for the text “Le Voleur”.

other texts.
Finally, in most case, unigrams give better

results than bi- and tri-grams. The relatively
disappointing performance of bi- and trigrams
(w.r.t. unigrams) could be accounted for by the
sparsity of the feature space and the well-known
associated “curse of dimensionality”, in particular
in clustering (see e.g. Houle et al. (2010)). Results
are clearly different for “Un Fou”, and the reason
of this difference still needs to be investigated.

Certainly, as the sample is small and there is a
unique annotator, all these results must be consid-
ered with caution.

4 Conclusion and further development

A first conclusion is that the use of POS-tag n-
grams does not seem to improve the solution of
the problem exposed here. In contrast, high-
dimensional embedding seems to improve results.
Concerning evaluation criteria, results clearly
vary according to the selected index, which makes
it difficult to compare methods. Another point is
that even choosing only short stories of one au-
thor, text structures can be very different and cer-
tainly do not give the same results.

These results are interesting and in general bet-
ter than those found in a previous work (Cocco
et al., 2011), but this is still work in progress,
with much room for improvement. A next step
would be to combine fuzzy clustering with high-
dimensional embedding, which can both improve
results. Moreover, it could be interesting to add
typical linguistic markers, such as those men-
tioned in section 2.1, or stylistic features. It would
also be possible to use lemmas instead of or with
POS-tags, if more data could be added to the cor-
pus. Besides, Cordial Analyseur 3 could be used
instead of TreeTagger, because it provides more
fine-grained POS-tags. However, as for n-grams,
it could imply a sparsity of the feature space. An-
other idea would be to perform a supervised clas-
sification with cross-validation. In this case, it

3http://www.synapse-fr.com/Cordial_
Analyseur/Presentation_Cordial_
Analyseur.htm

would be interesting to investigate feature selec-
tion (see e.g. Yang and Pedersen (1997)). Also,
the hierarchical structure of texts (cf. section 2.1)
should be explored. Only the leaves were con-
sidered here, but in reality, one clause belongs to
several types depending on the hierarchical level
examined. Therefore, it could be relevant to con-
sider the dominant discourse type instead of the
leaf discourse type. Similarly, since in our cor-
pus, injunctive type is always included in dialo-
gal type, the former could be removed to obtain
a larger dialogal class. In addition, it would be
useful to find a better adapted measure of sim-
ilarity between partitions. Finally, an important
improvement would be to obtain more annotated
texts, which should improve results, and a second
human expert, which would permit us to assess
the difficulty of the task.
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Abstract

In this work I address the challenge of aug-
menting n-gram language models accord-
ing to prior linguistic intuitions. I argue
that the family of hierarchical Pitman-Yor
language models is an attractive vehicle
through which to address the problem, and
demonstrate the approach by proposing a
model for German compounds. In an em-
pirical evaluation, the model outperforms
the Kneser-Ney model in terms of perplex-
ity, and achieves preliminary improvements
in English-German translation.

1 Introduction
The importance of effective language models in
machine translation (MT) and automatic speech
recognition (ASR) is widely recognised. n-gram
models, in particular ones using Kneser-Ney
(KN) smoothing, have become the standard
workhorse for these tasks. These models are not
ideal for languages that have relatively free word
order and/or complex morphology. The ability to
encode additional linguistic intuitions into models
that already have certain attractive properties is an
important piece of the puzzle of improving ma-
chine translation quality for those languages. But
despite their widespread use, KN n-gram mod-
els are not easily extensible with additional model
components that target particular linguistic phe-
nomena.

I argue in this paper that the family of hierarchi-
cal Pitman-Yor language models (HPYLM) (Teh,
2006; Goldwater et al., 2006) are suitable for
investigations into more linguistically-informed
n-gram language models. Firstly, the flexibility
to specify arbitrary back-off distributions makes it
easy to incorporate multiple models into a larger

n-gram model. Secondly, the Pitman-Yor process
prior (Pitman and Yor, 1997) generates distribu-
tions that are well-suited to a variety of power-
law behaviours, as is often observed in language.
Catering for a variety of those is important since
the frequency distributions of, say, suffixes, could
be quite different from that of words. KN smooth-
ing is less flexibility in this regard. And thirdly,
the basic inference algorithms have been paral-
lelised (Huang and Renals, 2009), which should
in principle allow the approach to still scale to
large data sizes.

As a test bed, I consider compounding in Ger-
man, a common phenomenon that creates chal-
lenges for machine translation into German.

2 Background and Related Work

n-gram language models assign probabilities to
word sequences. Their key approximation is that
a word is assumed to be fully determined by n−1
words preceding it, which keeps the number of in-
dependent probabilities to estimate in a range that
is computationally attractive. This basic model
structure, largely devoid of syntactic insight, is
surprisingly effective at biasing MT and ASR sys-
tems toward more fluent output, given a suitable
choice of target language.

But the real challenge in constructing n-gram
models, as in many other probabilistic settings, is
how to do smoothing, since the vast majority of
linguistically plausible n-grams will occur rarely
or be absent altogether from a training corpus,
which often renders empirical model estimates
misleading. The general picture is that probability
mass must be shifted away from some events and
redistributed across others.

The method of Kneser and Ney (1995) and
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its later modified version (Chen and Goodman,
1998) generally perform best at this smoothing,
and are based on the idea that the number of
distinct contexts a word appears in is an impor-
tant factor in determining the probability of that
word. Part of this smoothing involves discount-
ing the counts of n-grams in the training data;
the modified version uses different levels of dis-
counting depending on the frequency of the count.
These methods were designed with surface word
distributions, and are not necessarily suitable for
smoothing distributions of other kinds of surface
units.

Bilmes and Kirchhoff (2003) proposed a more
general framework for n-gram language mod-
elling. Their Factored Language Model (FLM)
views a word as a vector of features, such that a
particular feature value is generated conditional
on some history of preceding feature values. This
allowed the inclusion of n-gram models over se-
quences of elements like PoS tags and semantic
classes. In tandem, they proposed more compli-
cated back-off paths; for example, trigrams can
back-off to two underlying bigram distributions,
one dropping the left-most context word and the
other the right-most. With the right combina-
tion of features and back-off structure they got
good perplexity reductions, and obtained some
improvements in translation quality by applying
these ideas to the smoothing of the bilingual
phrase table (Yang and Kirchhoff, 2006).

My approach has some similarity to the FLM:
both decompose surface word forms into elements
that are generated from unrelated conditional dis-
tributions. They differ predominantly along two
dimensions: the types of decompositions and con-
ditioning possible, and my use of a particular
Bayesian prior for handling smoothing.

In addition to the HPYLM for n-gram lan-
guage modelling (Teh, 2006), models based on
the Pitman-Yor process prior have also been ap-
plied to good effect in word segmentation (Gold-
water et al., 2006; Mochihashi et al., 2009) and
speech recognition (Huang and Renals, 2007;
Neubig et al., 2010). The Graphical Pitman-Yor
process enables branching back-off paths, which
I briefly revisit in §7, and have proved effective
in language model domain-adaptation (Wood and
Teh, 2009). Here, I extend this general line of
inquiry by considering how one might incorpo-
rate linguistically informed sub-models into the

HPYLM framework.

3 Compound Nouns

I focus on compound nouns in this work for two
reasons: Firstly, compounding is in general a very
productive process, and in some languages (in-
cluding German, Swedish and Dutch) they are
written as single orthographic units. This in-
creases data sparsity and creates significant chal-
lenges for NLP systems that use whitespace to
identify their elementary modelling units. A
proper account of compounds in terms of their
component words therefore holds the potential of
improving the performance of such systems.

Secondly, there is a clear linguistic intuition to
exploit: the morphosyntactic properties of these
compounds are often fully determined by the head
component within the compound. For example,
in “Geburtstagskind” (birthday kid), it is “Kind”
that establishes this compound noun as singular
neuter, which determine how it would need to
agree with verbs, articles and adjectives. In the
next section, I propose a model in the suggested
framework that encodes this intuition.

The basic structure of German compounds
comprises a head component, preceded by one or
more modifier components, with optional linker
elements between consecutive components (Gold-
smith and Reutter, 1998).

Examples

• The basic form is just the concatenation of two
nouns

Auto + Unfall = Autounfall (car crash)

• Linker elements are sometimes added be-
tween components

Küche + Tisch = Küchentisch (kitchen table)

• Components can undergo stemming during
composition

Schule + Hof = Schulhof (schoolyard)

• The process is potentially recursive

(Geburt + Tag) + Kind = Geburtstag + Kind

= Geburtstagskind (birthday kid)

The process is not limited to using nouns as
components, for example, the numeral in Zwei-
Euro-Münze (two Euro coin) or the verb “fahren”
(to drive) in Fahrzeug (vehicle). I will treat all
these cases the same.
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3.1 Fluency amid sparsity

Consider the following example from the training
corpus used in the subsequent evaluations:
de: Die Neuinfektionen übersteigen weiterhin die

Behandlungsbemühungen.
en: New infections continue to outpace treatment ef-

forts.

The corpus contains numerous other compounds
ending in “infektionen” (16) or “bemühungen”
(117). A standard word-based n-gram model
discriminates among those alternatives using as
many independent parameters.

However, we could gauge the approximate syn-
tactic fluency of the sentence almost as well if we
ignore the compound modifiers. Collapsing all
the variants in this way reduces sparsity and yields
better n-gram probability estimates.

To account for the compound modifiers, a sim-
ple approach is to use a reverse n-gram language
model over compound components, without con-
ditioning on the sentential context. Such a model
essentially answers the question, “Given that the
word ends in ‘infektionen’, what modifier(s), if
any, are likely to precede it?” The vast majority of
nouns will never occur in that position, meaning
that the conditional distributions will be sharply
peaked.

mit der Draht·seil·bahn

Figure 1: Intuition for the proposed generative pro-
cess of a compound word: The context generates the
head component, which generates a modifier compo-
nent, which in turn generates another modifier. (Trans-
lation: “with the cable car”)

3.2 Related Work on Compounds

In machine translation and speech recognition,
one approach has been to split compounds as a
preprocessing step and merge them back together
during postprocessing, while using otherwise un-
modified NLP systems. Frequency-based meth-
ods have been used for determining how aggres-
sively to split (Koehn and Knight, 2003), since
the maximal, linguistically correct segmentation
is not necessarily optimal for translation. This
gave rise to slight improvements in machine trans-
lation evaluations (Koehn et al., 2008), with fine-
tuning explored in (Stymne, 2009). Similar ideas

have also been employed for speech recognition
(Berton et al., 1996) and predictive-text input
(Baroni and Matiasek, 2002), where single-token
compounds also pose challenges.

4 Model Description
4.1 HPYLM

Formally speaking, an n-gram model is an
(n− 1)-th order Markov model that approxi-
mates the joint probability of a sequence of
words w as

P (w) ≈
|w|∏
i=1

P (wi|wi−n+1, . . . , wi−1),

for which I will occasionally abbreviate a con-
text [wi, . . . , wj ] as u. In the HPYLM, the condi-
tional distributions P (w|u) are smoothed by plac-
ing Pitman-Yor process priors (PYP) over them.
The PYP is defined through its base distribution,
and a strength (θ) and discount (d) hyperparame-
ter that control its deviation away from its mean
(which equals the base distribution).

LetG[u,v] be the PYP-distributed trigram distri-
bution P (w|u, v). The hierarchy arises by using
as base distribution for the prior of G[u,v] another
PYP-distributedG[v], i.e. the distributionP (w|v).
The recursion bottoms out at the unigram distri-
bution G∅, which is drawn from a PYP with base
distribution equal to the uniform distribution over
the vocabularyW . The hyperparameters are tied
across all priors with the same context length |u|,
and estimated during training.

G0 = Uniform(|W|)
G∅ ∼ PY (d0, θ0, G0)

...

Gπ(u) ∼ PY (d|π(u)|, θ|π(u)|, Gπ(π(u)))

Gu ∼ PY (d|u|, θ|u|, Gπ(u))

w ∼ Gu,

where π(u) truncates the context u by dropping
the left-most word in it.

4.2 HPYLM+c

Define a compound word w̃ as a sequence of
components [c1, . . . , ck], plus a sentinel symbol $
marking either the left or the right boundary of the
word, depending on the direction of the model. To
maintain generality over this choice of direction,
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let Λ be an index set over the positions, such that
cΛ1 always designates the head component.

Following the motivation in §3.1, I set up the
model to generate the head component cΛ1 condi-
tioned on the word context u, while the remaining
components w̃ \ cΛ1 are generated by some model
F , independently of u.

To encode this, I modify the HPYLM in two
ways: 1) Replace the support with the reduced vo-
cabularyM, the set of unique components c ob-
tained when segmenting the items in W . 2) Add
an additional level of conditional distributionsHu

(with |u| = n− 1) where items fromM combine
to form the observed surface words:

Gu . . . (as before, except G0 =Uniform(|M|))

Hu ∼ PY (d|u|, θ|u|, Gu × F )

w̃ ∼ Hu

So the base distribution for the prior of the word
n-gram distribution Hu is the product of a distri-
bution Gu over compound heads, given the same
context u, and another (n′-gram) language model
F over compound modifiers, conditioned on the
head component.

Choosing F to be a bigram model (n′=2) yields
the following procedure for generating a word:

cΛ1 ∼ Gu

for i = 2 to k

cΛi ∼ F (·|cΛi−1)

The linguistically motivated choice for condi-
tioning in F is Λling = [k, k − 1, . . . , 1] such that
cΛ1 is the true head component; $ is drawn from
F (·|c1) and marks the left word boundary.

In order to see if the correct linguistic intuition
has any bearing on the model’s extrinsic perfor-
mance, we will also consider the reverse, sup-
posing that the left-most component were actu-
ally more important in this task, and letting the
remaining components be generated left-to-right.
This is expressed by Λinv = [1, . . . , k], where $
this time marks the right word boundary and is
drawn from F (·|ck).

To test whether Kneser-Ney smoothing is in-
deed sometimes less appropriate, as conjectured
earlier, I will also compare the case where
F = FKN , a KN-smoothed model, with the case
where F = FHPY LM , another HPYLM.

Linker Elements In the preceding definition of
compound segmentation, the linker elements do
not form part of the vocabulary M. Regarding
linker elements as components in their own right
would sacrifice important contextual information
and disrupt the conditionals F (·|cΛi−1). That is,
given Küche·n·tisch, we want P (Küche|Tisch) in
the model, but not P (Küche|n).

But linker elements need to be accounted
for somehow to have a well-defined generative
model. I follow the pragmatic option of merg-
ing any linkers onto the adjacent component – for
Λling merging happens onto the preceding compo-
nent, while for Λinv it is onto the succeeding one.
This keeps the ‘head’ component cΛ1 in tact.

More involved strategies could be considered,
and it is worth noting that for German the pres-
ence and identity of linker elements between ci
and ci+1 are in fact governed by the preceding
component ci (Goldsmith and Reutter, 1998).

5 Training
For ease of exposition I describe inference with
reference to the trigram HPYLM+c model with
a bigram HPYLM for F , but the general case
should be clear.

The model is specified by the latent vari-
ables (G[∅], G[v], G[u,v], H[u,v], F∅, Fc), where
u, v ∈ W , c ∈M, and hyperparameters Ω =
{di, θi} ∪ {d′j , θ′j} ∪ {d′′2, θ′′2}, where i = 0, 1, 2,
j = 0, 1, single primes designate the hyperpa-
rameters in FHPY LM and double primes those of
H[u,v]. We can construct a collapsed Gibbs sam-
pler by marginalising out these latent variables,
giving rise to a variant of the hierarchical Chinese
Restaurant Process in which it is straightforward
to do inference.

Chinese Restaurant Process A direct repre-
sentation of a random variable G drawn from a
PYP can be obtained from the so-called stick-
breaking construction. But the more indirect rep-
resentation by means of the Chinese Restaurant
Process (CRP) (Pitman, 2002) is more suitable
here since it relates to distributions over items
drawn from such a G. This fits the current set-
ting, where wordsw are being drawn from a PYP-
distributed G.

Imagine that a corpus is created in two phases:
Firstly, a sequence of blank tokens xi is instanti-
ated, and in a second phase lexical identities wi
are assigned to these tokens, giving rise to the
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observed corpus. In the CRP metaphor , the se-
quence of tokens xi are equated with a sequence
of customers that enter a restaurant one-by-one to
be seated at one of an infinite number of tables.
When a customer sits at an unoccupied table k,
they order a dish φk for the table, but customers
joining an occupied table have to dine on the dish
already served there. The dish φi that each cus-
tomer eats is equated to the lexical identity wi of
the corresponding token, and the way in which ta-
bles and dishes are chosen give rise to the charac-
teristic properties of the CRP:

More formally, let x1, x2, . . . be draws fromG,
while t is the number of occupied tables, c the
number of customers in the restaurant, and ck the
number of customers at the k-th table. Condi-
tioned on preceding customers x1, . . . , xi−1 and
their arrangement, the i-th customer sits at table
k = k′ according to the following probabilities:

Pr(k′| . . . ) ∝

{
ck′ − d occupied table k′

θ + dt unoccupied table t+ 1

Ordering a dish for a new table corresponds to
drawing a value φk from the base distribution G0,
and it is perfectly acceptable to serve the same
kind of dish at multiple tables.

Some characteristic behaviour of the CRP can
be observed easily from this description: 1) As
more customers join a table, that table becomes
a more likely choice for future customers too.
2) Regardless of how many customers there are,
there is always a non-zero probability of joining
an unoccupied table, and this probability also de-
pends on the number of total tables.

The dish draws can be seen as backing off to
the underlying base distribution G0, an important
consideration in the context of the hierarchical
variant of the process explained shortly. Note that
the strength and discount parameters control the
extent to which new dishes are drawn, and thus
the extent of reliance on the base distribution.

The predictive probability of a word w given a
seating arrangement is given by

Pr(w| . . . ) ∝ cw − dtw + (θ + dt)G0(w)

In smoothing terminology, the first term can be
interpreted as applying a discount of dtw to the
observed count cw of w; the amount of dis-
count therefore depends on the prevalence of the
word (via tw). This is one significant way in

which the PYP/CRP gives more nuanced smooth-
ing than modified Kneser-Ney, which only uses
four different discount levels (Chen and Good-
man, 1998). Similarly, if the seating dynamics
are constrained such that each dish is only served
once (tw = 1 for any w), a single discount level
is affected, establishing direct correspondence to
original interpolated Kneser-Ney smoothing (Teh,
2006).

Hierarchical CRP When the prior of Gu has
a base distribution Gπ(u) that is itself PYP-
distributed, as in the HPYLM, the restaurant
metaphor changes slightly. In general, each node
in the hierarchy has an associated restaurant.
Whenever a new table is opened in some restau-
rantR, another customer is plucked out of thin air
and sent to join the parent restaurant pa(R). This
induces a consistency constraint over the hierar-
chy: the number of tables tw in restaurant R must
equal the number of customers cw in its parent
pa(R).

In the proposed HPYLM+c model using
FHPY LM , there is a further constraint of a simi-
lar nature: When a new table is opened and serves
dish φ = w̃ in the trigram restaurant for H[u,v],
a customer cΛ1 is sent to the corresponding bi-
gram restaurant for G[u,v], and customers cΛ2:k

,$
are sent to the restaurants for Fc′ , for contexts
c′ = cΛ1:k−1

. This latter requirement is novel here
compared to the hierarchical CRP used to realise
the original HPYLM.

Sampling Although the CRP allows us to re-
place the priors with seating arrangements S,
those seating arrangements are simply latent vari-
ables that need to be integrated out to get a true
predictive probability of a word:

p(w|D) =

∫
S,Ω

p(w|S,Ω)p(S,Ω|D),

where D is the training data and, as before, Ω are
the parameters. This integral can be approximated
by averaging over m posterior samples (S,Ω)
generated using Markov chain Monte Carlo meth-
ods. The simple form of the conditionals in the
CRP allows us to do a Gibbs update whereby the
table index k of a customer is resampled condi-
tioned on all the other variables. Sampling a new
seating arrangement S for the trigram HPYLM+c
thus corresponds to visiting each customer in the
restaurants for H[u,v], removing them while cas-
cading as necessary to observe the consistency
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across the hierarchy, and seating them anew at
some table k′.

In the absence of any strong intuitions about ap-
propriate values for the hyperparameters, I place
vague priors over them and use slice sampling1

(Neal, 2003) to update their values during gener-
ation of the posterior samples:

d ∼ Beta(1, 1) θ ∼ Gamma(1, 1)

Lastly, I make the further approximation of
m = 1, i.e. predictive probabilities are informed
by a single posterior sample (S,Ω).

6 Experiments
The aim of the experiments reported here is to test
whether the richer account of compounds in the
proposed language models has positive effects on
the predictability of unseen text and the genera-
tion of better translations.

6.1 Methods

Data and Tools Standard data preprocessing
steps included normalising punctuation, tokenis-
ing and lowercasing all words. All data sets are
from the WMT11 shared-task.2. The full English-
German bitext was filtered to exclude sentences
longer than 50, resulting in 1.7 million parallel
sentences; word alignments were inferred from
this using the Berkeley Aligner (Liang et al.,
2006) and used as basis from which to extract a
Hiero-style synchronous CFG (Chiang, 2007).

The weights of the log-linear translation mod-
els were tuned towards the BLEU metric on
development data using cdec’s (Dyer et al.,
2010) implementation of MERT (Och, 2003).
For this, the set news-test2008 (2051 sen-
tences) was used, while final case-insensitive
BLEU scores are measured on the official test set
newstest2011 (3003 sentences).

All language models were trained on the target
side of the preprocessed bitext containing 38 mil-
lion tokens, and tested on all the German devel-
opment data (i.e. news-test2008,9,10).

Compound segmentation To construct a seg-
mentation dictionary, I used the 1-best segmenta-
tions from a supervised MaxEnt compound split-
ter (Dyer, 2009) run on all token types in bitext. In
addition, word-internal hyphens were also taken

1Mark Johnson’s implementation, http://www.cog.
brown.edu/˜mj/Software.htm

2http://www.statmt.org/wmt11/

as segmentation points. Finally, linker elements
were merged onto components as discussed in
§4.2. Any token that is split into more than one
part by this procedure is regarded as a compound.
The effect of the individual steps is summarised
in Table 1.

# Types Example

None 350998 Geburtstagskind
pre-merge 201328 Geburtstag·kind
merge, Λling 150980 Geburtstags·kind
merge, Λinv 162722 Geburtstag·skind

Table 1: Effect of segmentation on vocabulary size.

Metrics For intrinsic evaluation of language
models, perplexity is a common metric. Given a
trained model q, the perplexity over the words τ
in unseen test set T is exp

(
− 1
|T |
∑

τ ln(q(τ))
)
.

One convenience of this per-word perplexity is
that it can be compared consistently across dif-
ferent test sets regardless of their lengths; its neat
interpretation is another: a model that achieves a
perplexity of η on a test set is on average η-ways
confused about each word. Less confusion and
therefore lower test set perplexity is indicative of
a better model. This allows different models to be
compared relative to the same test set.

The exponent above can be regarded as an
approximation of the cross-entropy between the
model q and a hypothetical model p from which
both the training and test set were putatively gen-
erated. It is sometimes convenient to use this as
an alternative measure.

But a language model only really becomes use-
ful when it allows some extrinsic task to be exe-
cuted better. When that extrinsic task is machine
translation, the translation quality can be assessed
to see if one language model aids it more than an-
other. The obligatory metric for evaluating ma-
chine translation quality is BLEU (Papineni et al.,
2001), a precision based metric that measures how
close the machine output is to a known correct
translation (the reference sentences in the test set).
Higher precision means the translation system is
getting more phrases right.

Better language model perplexities sometimes
lead to improvements in translation quality, but
it is not guaranteed. Moreover, even when real
translation improvements are obtained, they are
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PPL c-Cross-ent.

mKN 441.32 0.1981
HPYLM 429.17 0.1994

FKN Λling 432.95 0.2028
FKN Λinv 446.84 0.2125
FHPY LM Λling 421.63 0.1987
FHPY LM Λinv 435.79 0.2079

Table 2: Monolingual evaluation results. The second
column shows perplexity measured all WMT11 Ger-
man development data (7065 sentences). At the word
level, all are trigram models, while F are bigram mod-
els using the specified segmentation scheme. The third
column has test cross-entropies measured only on the
6099 compounds in the test set (given their contexts ).

not guaranteed to be noticeable in the BLEU
score, especially when targeting an arguably nar-
row phenomenon like compounding.

BLEU

mKN 13.11
HPYLM 13.20

FHPY LM , Λling 13.24
FHPY LM , Λinv 13.32

Table 3: Translation results, BLEU (1-ref), 3003 test
sentences. Trigram language models, no count prun-
ing, no “unknown word” token.

P / R / F

mKN 22.0 / 17.3 / 19.4
HPYLM 21.0 / 17.8 / 19.3

FHPY LM , Λling 23.6 / 17.3 / 19.9
FHPY LM , Λinv 24.1 / 16.5 / 19.6

Table 4: Precision, Recall and F-score of compound
translations, relative to reference set (72661 tokens, of
which 2649 are compounds).

6.2 Main Results

For the monolingual evaluation, I used an interpo-
lated, modified Kneser-Ney model (mKN) and an
HPYLM as baselines. It has been shown for other
languages that HPYLM tends to outperform mKN
(Okita and Way, 2010), but I am not aware of this
result being demonstrated on German before, as I
do in Table 2.

The main model of interest is HPYLM+c us-
ing the Λling segmentation and a model FHPY LM
over modifiers; this model achieves the lowest
perplexity, 4.4% lower than the mKN baseline.

Next, note that using FKN to handle the modi-
fiers does worse than FHPY LM , confirming our
expectation that KN is less appropriate for that
task, although it still does better than the original
mKN baseline.

The models that use the linguistically im-
plausible segmentation scheme Λinv both fare
worse than their counterparts that use the sensible
scheme, but of all tested models only FKN & Λinv

fails to beat the mKN baseline. This suggests that
in some sense having any account whatsoever of
compound formation tends to have a beneficial ef-
fect on this test set – the richer statistics due to a
smaller vocabulary could be sufficient to explain
this – but to get the most out of it one needs the
superior smoothing over modifiers (provided by
FHPY LM ) and adherence to linguistic intuition
(via Λling).

As for the translation experiments, the rela-
tive qualitative performance of the two baseline
language models carries over to the BLEU score
(HPYLM does 0.09 points better than KN), and is
further improved upon slightly by using two vari-
ants of HPYLM+c (Table 3).

6.3 Analysis

To get a better idea of how the extended mod-
els employ the increased expressiveness, I calcu-
lated the cross-entropy over only the compound
words in the monolingual test set (second column
of Table 2). Among the HPYLM+c variants, we
see that their performance on compounds only is
consistent with their performance (relative to each
other) on the whole corpus. This implies that
the differences in whole-corpus perplexities are at
least in part due to their different levels of adept-
ness at handling compounds, as opposed to some
fluke event.

It is, however, somewhat surprising to observe
that HPYLM+c do not achieve a lower com-
pound cross-entropy than the mKN baseline, as it
suggests that HPYLM+c’s perplexity reductions
compared to mKN arise in part from something
other than compound handling, which is their
whole point.

This discrepancy could be related to the fair-
ness of this direct comparison of models that ul-
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timately model different sets of things: Accord-
ing to the generative process of HPYLM+c (§4),
there is no limit on the number of components in
a compound: in theory, an arbitrary number of
components c ∈ M can combine to form a word.
HPYLM+c is thus defined over a countably infi-
nite set of words, thereby reserving some prob-
ability mass for items that will never be realised
in any corpus, whereas the baseline models are
defined only over the finite set W . These direct
comparisons are thus lightly skewed in favour of
the baselines. This bolsters confidence in the per-
plexity reductions presented in the previous sec-
tion, but the skew may afflict compounds more
starkly, leading to the slight discrepancy observed
in the compound cross-entropies. What matters
more is the performance among the HPYLM+c
variants, since they are directly comparable.

To home in still further on the compound mod-
elling, I selected those compounds for which
HPYLM+c (FHPY LM ,Λling) does best/worst in
terms of the probabilities assigned, compared to
the mKN baseline (see Table 5). One pattern that
emerges is that the “top” compounds mostly con-
sist of components that are likely to be quite com-
mon, and that this improves estimates both for n-
grams that are very rare (the singleton “senkun-
gen der treibhausgasemmissionen” = decreases in
green house gas emissions) or relatively common
(158, “der hauptstadt” = of the capital).

n-gram ∆ C

gesichts·punkten 0.064 335
700 milliarden us-·dollar 0.021 2

s. der treibhausgas·emissionen 0.018 1
r. der treibhausgas·emissionen 0.011 3

ministerium für land·wirtschaft 0.009 11
bildungs·niveaus 0.009 14

newt ging·rich* -0.257 2
nouri al-·maliki* -0.257 3

klerikers moqtada al-·sadr* -0.258 1
nuri al-·maliki* -0.337 3

sankt peters·burg* -0.413 35
nächtlichem flug·lärm -0.454 2

Table 5: Compound n-grams in the test set for which
the absolute difference ∆ = PHPYLM+c−PmKN is great-
est. C is n-gram count in the training data. Asterisks
denote words that are not compounds, linguistically
speaking. Abbrevs: r. = reduktionen, s.= senkungen

On the other hand, the “bottom” compounds
are mostly ones whose components will be un-
common; in fact, many of them are not truly com-
pounds but artefacts of the somewhat greedy seg-
mentation procedure I used. Alternative proce-
dures will be tested in future work.

Since the BLEU scores do not reveal much
about the new language models’ effect on com-
pound translation, I also calculated compound-
specific accuracies, using precision, recall and
F-score (Table 4). Here, the precision for a
single sentence would be 100% if all the com-
pounds in the output sentence occur in the ref-
erence translation. Compared to the baselines,
the compound precision goes up noticeably under
the HPYLM+c models used in translation, with-
out sacrificing on recall. This suggests that these
models are helping to weed out incorrectly hy-
pothesised compounds.

6.4 Caveats

All results are based on single runs and are there-
fore not entirely robust. In particular, MERT
tuning of the translation model is known to in-
troduce significant variance in translation perfor-
mance across different runs, and the small differ-
ences in BLEU scores reported in Table 3 are very
likely to lie in that region.

Markov chain convergence also needs further
attention. In absence of complex latent struc-
ture (for the dishes), the chain should mix fairly
quickly, and as attested by Figure 2 it ‘converges’
with respect to the test metric after about 20 sam-
ples, although the log posterior (not shown) had
not converged after 40. The use of a single poste-
rior sample could also be having a negative effect
on results.

7 Future Directions

The first goal will be to get more robust ex-
perimental results, and to scale up to 4-gram
models estimated on all the available monolin-
gual training data. If good performance can be
demonstrated under those conditions, this gen-
eral approach could pass as a viable alternative to
the current Kneser-Ney dominated state-of-the art
setup in MT.

Much of the power of the HPYLM+c model
has not been exploited in this evaluation, in par-
ticular its ability to score unseen compounds con-
sisting of known components. This feature was
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Figure 2: Convergence of test set perplexities.

not active in these evaluations, mostly due to the
current phase of implementation. A second area
of focus is thus to modify the decoder to gen-
erate such unseen compounds in translation hy-
potheses. Given the current low compound recall
rates, this could greatly benefit translation quality.
An informal analysis of the reference translations
in the bilingual test set showed that 991 of the
1406 out-of-vocabulary compounds (out of 2692
OOVs in total) fall into this category of unseen-
but-recognisable compounds.

Ultimately the idea is to apply this modelling
approach to other linguistic phenomena as well.
In particular, the objective is to model instances
of concatenative morphology beyond compound-
ing, with the aim of improving translation into
morphologically rich languages. Complex agree-
ment patterns could be captured by condition-
ing functional morphemes in the target word on
morphemes in the n-gram context, or by stem-
ming context words during back-off. Such ad-
ditional back-off paths can be readily encoded in
the Graphical Pitman-Yor process (Wood and Teh,
2009).

These more complex models may require
longer to train. To this end, I intend to use the
single table per dish approximation (§5) to reduce
training to a single deterministic pass through the
data, conjecturing that this will have little effect
on extrinsic performance.

8 Summary

I have argued for further explorations into the
use of a family of hierarchical Bayesian models
for targeting linguistic phenomena that may not
be captured well by standard n-gram language

models. To ground this investigation, I focused
on German compounds and showed how these
models are an appropriate vehicle for encoding
prior linguistic intuitions about such compounds.
The proposed generative model beats the popu-
lar modified Kneser-Ney model in monolingual
evaluations, and preliminarily achieves small im-
provements in translation from English into Ger-
man. In this translation task, single-token Ger-
man compounds traditionally pose challenges to
translation systems, and preliminary results show
a small increase in the F-score accuracy of com-
pounds in the translation output. Finally, I have
outlined the intended steps for expanding this line
of inquiry into other related linguistic phenomena
and for adapting a translation system to get opti-
mal value out of such improved language models.
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Abstract

This paper is focused on one aspect of SO-
PMI, an unsupervised approach to senti-
ment vocabulary acquisition proposed by
Turney (Turney and Littman, 2003). The
method, originally applied and evaluated
for English, is often used in bootstrap-
ping sentiment lexicons for European lan-
guages where no such resources typically
exist. In general, SO-PMI values are com-
puted from word co-occurrence frequencies
in the neighbourhoods of two small sets of
paradigm words. The goal of this work is
to investigate how lexeme selection affects
the quality of obtained sentiment estima-
tions. This has been achieved by compar-
ing ad hoc random lexeme selection with
two alternative heuristics, based on clus-
tering and SVD decomposition of a word
co-occurrence matrix, demonstrating supe-
riority of the latter methods. The work can
be also interpreted as sensitivity analysis on
SO-PMI with regard to paradigm word se-
lection. The experiments were carried out
for Polish.

1 Introduction

This paper seeks to improve one of the main meth-
ods of unsupervised lexeme sentiment polarity as-
signment. The method, introduced by (Turney
and Littman, 2003), is described in more detail in
Section 2. It relies on two sets of paradigm words,
positive and negative, which determine the polar-
ity of unseen words.

The method is resource lean and therefore often
used in languages other than English. Recent ex-
amples include Japanese (Wang and Araki, 2007)
and German (Remus et al., 2006).

Unfortunately, the selection of paradigm words
rarely receives sufficient attention and is typically
done in an ad hoc manner. One notable example
of manual paradigm word selection method was
presented in (Read and Carroll, 2009).

In this context, an interesting variation of the
semantic orientation–pointwise mutual informa-
tion (SO-PMI) algorithm for Japanese was sug-
gested by (Wang and Araki, 2007). Authors, mo-
tivated by excessive leaning toward positive opin-
ions, proposed to modify the algorithm by intro-
ducing balancing factor and detecting neutral ex-
pressions. As will be demonstrated, this problem
can be addressed by proper selection of paradigm
pairs.

One not entirely realistic, but nevertheless in-
teresting theoretical possibility is to pick pairs
of opposing adjectives with the highest loadings
identified in Osgood’s experiments on semantic
differential (Osgood et al., 1967). In the exper-
iments, respondents were presented with a noun
and asked to choose its appropriate position on
a scale between two bipolar adjectives (for ex-
ample: adequate-inadequate, valuable-worthless,
hot-cold). Factor analysis of the results revealed
three distinctive factors, called Osgood dimen-
sions. The first of the dimensions, often consid-
ered synonymous with the notion of sentiment,
was called Evaluative because its foundational ad-
jective pair (one with the highest loading) is good-
bad.

The first problem with using adjective pairs as
exemplary for word co-occurrence distributions
on the basis of their loadings, is the fact that fac-
tor loadings as measured by Osgood et al. are not
necessarily reflected in word frequency phenom-
ena.
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The second problem is translation: an adjective
pair, central in English, may not be as strongly
associated with a dimension (here: Evaluative) in
other languages and cultures.

The approach we suggest in this paper assumes
a latent structure behind word co-occurrence fre-
quencies. The structure may be seen as a mix-
ture of latent variables of unknown distributions
that drives word selection. Some of the vari-
ables are more likely to produce certain types of
highly evaluative words (words with high senti-
ment scores). We do not attempt to model the
structure in a generative way as in for exam-
ple probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA)
or latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA). A gener-
ative approximation is not feasible when using
corpora such as the balanced, 300-million ver-
sion of the National Corpus of Polish (NKJP)
(Przepiórkowski et al., 2008; Przepiórkowski et
al., 2012) 1 applied in the experiments described
in the next sections, which does not enable creat-
ing a word-document matrix and organizing word
occurrences by documents or narrowly specified
topics.

Therefore, we propose different techniques.
We begin with a symmetric matrix of word co-
occurences and attempt to discover as much of
its structure as possible using two well estab-
lished techniques: Singular Value Decomposi-
tion and clustering. The discovered structures are
then used to optimize the selection of words for
paradigm sets used in SO-PMI.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section
2 we define the SO-PMI measure and briefly for-
mulate the problem. Section 3 describes obtaining
the set of sentiment word candidates, which are
then used to generate a symmetric co-occurence
matrix as outlined in Section 4. Section 5 delin-
eates the details of human word scoring, which
serves as a basis for evaluations in 9. Sections
6, 7 and 8 describe three distinct approaches to
paradigm sets generation.

2 Problem Statement. SO-PMI

When creating a sentiment lexicon, the strength
of association between candidate words and each
of the two polar classes (positive and negative,
for instance) can be calculated using several mea-

1http://www.nkjp.pl/index.php?page=
0&lang=1

sures. Perhaps most popular of them, employed in
this experiment after (Turney and Littman, 2003)
and (Grefenstette et al., 2006) is Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI). The Pointwise Mutual Infor-
mation (PMI) between two words, w1 and w2, is
defined as:

PMI(w1, w2) = log2

(
p(w1&w2)

p(w1)p(w2)

)
where p(w1 & w2) is the probability of co-

occurrence of (w1) and (w2). For the task of as-
signing evaluative polarity, it is computed as num-
ber of co-occurrences of candidate words with
each of the paradigm positive and negative words,
denoted as pw and nw. Optimal selection of these
two sets of words is the subject of this paper.

Once the words are known, the semantic ori-
entation PMI (SO-PMI) of each candidate word c
can be computed as:

SO-PMI(c) =

=
∑

pw∈PW

PMI(c, pw)−
∑

nw∈NW

PMI(c, nw)

The equation above demonstrates that opti-
mization of both word lists, pw and nw, is of cru-
cial importance for the performance of SO-PMI.

3 Generating Sentiment Word
Candidates

This section describes the acquisition of senti-
ment word candidates. The method we followed
could be substituted by any other technique which
results in a set of highly sentimental lexemes, pos-
sibly of varying unknown polarity and strength. A
similar experiment for English has been described
by (Grefenstette et al., 2006).

The procedure can be described as follows. In
the first step, a set of semi-manually defined lexi-
cal patterns is submitted to a search engine to find
candidates for evaluatively charged terms. Then,
the downloaded corpus is analyzed for pattern
continuations – lexemes immediately following
pattern matches, which are likely to be candidates
for sentiment words. In the last step, candidate
terms selected this way are tested for their senti-
ment strength and polarity (in other words, how
positive or negative are the conotations). In origi-
nal experiment described in the cited paper, words
were evaluated using the SO-PMI technique.
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The purpose of using extraction patterns is to
select candidates for evaluative words. In this
experiment, 112 patterns have been created by
generating all combinations of elements from two
manually prepared sets2, A and B:

• A: [0] wydawać się, [1] wydawał się, [2]
wydawała się, [3] czuć się, [4] czułem się,
[5] czułam się, [6] czułem, [7] być 3

• B: [0] nie dość, [1] niewystarczająco, [2]
niedostatecznie, [3] za mało, [4] prawie, [5]
niemal, [6] tak, [7] taki, [8] zbyt, [9] zbyt-
nio, [10] za bardzo, [11] przesadnie, [12]
nadmiernie, [13] szczególnie 4

Each pattern (a combination of A and B) has
been wrapped with double quotes (“A B”) and
submitted to Google to narrow the results to texts
with exact phrases. The Web crawl yielded 17657
web pages, stripped from HTML and other web
tags to filter out non-textual content. Two patterns
are grammatically incorrect due to gender dis-
agreement, namely wydawała się taki and czułam
się taki 5, thus did not generate any results.

The corpus of 17657 web pages has been an-
alyzed using Spejd6, originally a tool for par-
tial parsing and rule-based morphosyntactic dis-
ambiguation, adapted in the context of this work
for the purpose of finding pattern continuations.
Again, 112 patterns were constructed by gener-
ating all combinations of elements from the two
sets, A and B above. Spejd rules were written as
“A B *” where the wildcard can be either an ad-
jective or an adverb.

Parsing the web pages using the 112 patterns
resulted in acquiring 1325 distinct base word
forms (lexemes) recognized by the morphologic
analyser and related dictionaries. This list is sub-
sequently used for generating the co-occurrence

2Terms are translations of words listed in (Grefenstette et
al., 2006). Many of the expressions denote either excess or
deficiency, as for example not enough or too much.

3English translations (morphosyntactic tags in parenthe-
ses): [0] seem to (inf), [1] seemed to (sg,pri,perf,m), [2]
seemed to (sg,pri,perf,f), [3] feel (inf), [4] felt (sg,pri,perf,m),
[5] felt (sg,pri,perf,f), [7] to be (inf)

4items [0-3] are various ways of expressing not enough,
items [4-5] almost, items [6-7] such, items [8-12] too much,
item [13] especially

5seemed(f) so(m) and felt(f) so(m)
6http://nlp.ipipan.waw.pl/Spejd/

(Przepiórkowski and Buczyński, 2007)

matrix as delineated in the next Section and for
selecting paradigm words.

4 Word Co-Occurrence Matrix

Each word (base form) from the list was sought
in the balanced, 300 million segments7 version of
the National Corpus of Polish (NKJP). For each
row i and column j of the co-occurrence matrix
m, its value was computed as follows:

mij =
fij

fifj

where fij denotes the number of co-occurences
of word i within the window of 20 segments left
and right with word j, fi and fj denote the total
numbers of occurrences of each word. The se-
lection of a window of 20 follows the choice in
(Turney and Littman, 2003).

This design has been found optimal after a
number of experiments with the singular value de-
composition (SVD) technique described further.
Without the denominator part, decompositions are
heavily biased by word frequency. In this defni-
tion, the matrix resembles the PMI form in (Tur-
ney and Pantel, 2010), however we found that the
logarithm transformation flattens the eigenvalue
distribution and is not really necessary.

If the distributions of words i and j are statis-
tically independent, then by the defnition of inde-
pendence fifj = fij . The product fifj is what we
would expect for fij , if i occurs in the contexts of
j by the matter of a random chance. The opposing
situation happens when there exists a relationship
between i and j, for instance when both words
are generated by the same latent topic variable,
and we expect fij to be larger than in the case of
independency.

5 Evaluating Word Candidates

In order to evaluate combinations of paradigm
words, one needs to compare the computed SO-
PMI scores against a human made scoring. Ide-
ally, such a scoring should not only inform about
polarity (indication whether a word is positive or
negative), but also about association strength (the
degree of positivity or negativity). Reliable and

7A segment usually corresponds to a word. Segments
are not longer than orthographic words, but sometimes
shorter. See http://nkjp.pl/poliqarp/help/
ense1.html#x2-10001 for a detailed discussion
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valid measurement of word associations on a mul-
tipoint scale is not easy: the inter rater agreement
is likely to decrease with the growing complexity
of the scale.

Therefore, we decided that each lexeme was in-
dependently scored by two humans using a five
point scale. Extreme values denoted very nega-
tive or positive words, the central value denoted
neutral words and remaining intermediate values
were interpreted as somehow positive or nega-
tive. Discrepancies between raters were solved
by arithmetic means of conflicting scores rather
than introducing the third human (often called the
Golden Annotator) to select one value of the two.
Consequently, the 5-point scale extended to 10
points.

Human word scores were used in evaluations of
methods described in forthcoming sections.

6 Random Selection

The baseline method to compare against is to se-
lect lexemes in a random fashion. In order to en-
sure highest possible performance of the method,
lexemes were selected only from those with at
least one extreme human score (very positive or
very negative) and at least 500 occurrences in the
corpus. The last condition renders this method
slightly favourable because in the case of SVD, in
many eigenvectors the highly loaded terms were
not as frequent and had to be selected despite rel-
ative rarity.

7 SVD

The word co-occurrence matrix m (1325x1325)
was the subject of singular value decomposition
(SVD), a well-known matrix factorization tech-
nique which decomposes a matrix A into three
matrices:

A = UΣV T

where Σ is a matrix whose diagonals are the
singular values of A, U and V are left and right
eigenvectors matrices.

The usage of SVD decompositions has a long
and successful history of applications in extract-
ing meaning from word frequencies in word-
document matrices, as for example the well es-
tablished algorithm of latent semantic indexing
(LSI). More recently, the usability of analyzing
the structure of language via spectral analysis

of co-occurrence matrices was demonstrated by
studies such as (Mukherjee et al., 2009). The fo-
cus was on phonology with the intention to dis-
cover principles governing consonant inventories
and quantify their importance. Our work, as we
believe, is the first to apply SVD in the context of
co-occurrence matrices and SO-PMI.

We suspect that the SVD technique can be help-
ful by selecting lexemes that represent certain
amounts of latent co-occurrence structure. Fur-
thermore, the fact that 20 eigenvalues constitutes
approximately half of the norm of the spectrum
(Horn and Johnson, 1990), as on Table 1, suggests
that there may exist a small number of organiz-
ing principles which could be potentially helpful
to improve the selection of lexemes into paradigm
sets.

c m
10 0.728 0.410
20 0.797 0.498
100 0.924 0.720

Table 1: Frobenius norm of the spectrum for 10, 20
and 100 first eigenvalues.

Table 1 depicts also the problem of frequency
bias, stronger in case of 10 and 20 eigenvalues
than for 100. The values were computed for two
matrices: c contains only co-occurrence frequen-
cies and m is the matrix described in section 4.
Figure 1 plots the eigenvalue spectrum restricted
to the first 100 values.
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Figure 1: Eigenvalue distribution (limited to the first
100).

In order to “discover” the principles behind the
co-occurrences, we examine eigenvectors associ-
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ated with the largest eigenvalues. Some of the
vectors indeed appear to have their interpretations
or at least one could name common properties of
involved words. The meaning of vectors becomes
usually apparent after examination of the first few
top component weights.

The list below consits of four eigenvectors, top
three and the eighth one (as ordered according
to their eigenvalues), along with five terms with
highest absolute weights and interpretations of
each vector.

1 sztuczny (artificial), liryczny (lyrical), upi-
orny (ghastly), zrzędliwy (grouchy), prze-
jrzysty (lucid).
⇒ abstract properties one could attribute to
an actor or a play.

2 instynktowny (instinctive), odlotowo (su-
per/cool), ostrożny (careful), bolesny
(painful), przesadnie (excessively)
⇒ physical and sensual experiences

3 wyemancypować (emancipate), opuszczony
(abandoned), przeszywać (pierce), wścibski
(inquisitive), jednakowo (alike)
⇒ unpleasant states and behaviours

8 gładki (smooth), kochany (beloved), starać
się (make efforts), niedołężny (infirm), in-
tymnie (intimately)
⇒ intimacy, caring, emotions

As it has been noted before, the eigenvectors
of pure co-occurrence matrix c did not deliver
anything close in terms of conceivable interpreta-
tions. It is also fairly clear that some of the eigen-
vectors, as for example the third one, are more re-
lated to sentiment than the others. This is also evi-
dent by examination of average lexeme sentiment
of top loaded terms of each vector, not disclosed
in the paper.

The heuristic of SVD backed selection of
paradigm words maximizes three factors:

• corpus frequency: avoid rare words where
possible;

• eigenvector component weights: select
words that contribute the most to a given
eigenvector;

• sentiment polarity: select words with the
highest absolute human scores.

8 Affinity Propagation

Affinity Propagation (Frey and Dueck, 2007)
method was selected because of two distinct ad-
vantages for our task. First is the fact that it
clusters data by diffusion in the similarity matrix,
therefore does not require finding representations
in Euclidean space. Second advantage, especially
over cluster analysis algorithms such as k-means,
is that the algorithm automatically sets its number
of clusters and does not depend on initialization.

Affinity Propagation clusters data by exchang-
ing real-valued messages between data points un-
til a high-quality set of exemplars (representative
examples, lexemes in our case) and corresponding
clusters gradually emerges.

Interestingly, in each parameter setting the al-
gorithm found exactly 156 clusters. It hints at
the fact that the number of “latent” variables be-
hind the co-occurrences could indeed be over 100.
This is further confirmed by the percentage of
norm of the spectrum covered by top 100 eigen-
values.
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Figure 2: Histogram of cluster counts.

The five most frequent clusters cover only 116
words. We restrict the selection of paradigm
words to the same frequency and polarity condi-
tions as in the case of random method. We pick
one paradigm word from each most frequent clus-
ter because we assume that it is sufficient to ap-
proximate the principle which organizes that clus-
ter. The heuristic is very similar to the one used
in case of SVD.
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9 Evaluation

Using continous SO-PMI and multi point scales
for human scoring facilitates formulating the
problem as a regression one, where goodness of
fit of the estimations can be computed using dif-
ferent measures than in the case of classification.

This, however, demands a mapping such that
ranges of the continuous SO-PMI scale corre-
spond to discrete human scores. We propose to
base such a mapping on dividing the SO-PMI
range into 10 segments {s0, ..., s10} of various
length, each of which corresponds to one discrete
human value.

The choice of values (locations) of specific
points is a subject of minimization where the error
function E over a set of words W is as follows:

E =
∑

w∈W

dist(sc, se)

For each word w, the distance function dist re-
turns the number of segments between the correct
segment sc and the estimated segment se using
the SO-PMI. We minimize E and find optimum
locations for points separating each segment us-
ing Powell’s conjugate direction method, deter-
mined the most effective for this task. Powell’s
algorithm is a non-gradient numerical optimiza-
tion technique, applicable to a real valued func-
tion which does not need not be differentiable
(Powell, 1964).

10 Results

Table 2 presents E errors and extreme (min and
max) SO-PMI values computed over two indepen-
dent samples of 500 lexemes. Error columns indi-
cated as E denote errors computed either on non-
optimized default (def ) or optimized segments
(min). Each combination of paradigm words and
each sample required re-computing optimum val-
ues of points dividing the SO-PMI scale into seg-
ments.

Generally, the randomized selection method
performs surprisingly well – most likely due to
the fact that the frequency and polarity conditions
are the key factors. In either case, the best re-
sult was obtained using the selection of paradigm
words using the heuristic based on svd, closely
followed by aff . In one case, random selection
performed better than the aff .

SO-PMI E
sample min max def min
S1 r1 -14 29 1226 908

r2 -15 23 1131 765
r3 -18 8.6 844 710
aff -9 25 1057 716
svd -13 26 1002 701

S2 r1 -18 19 983 812
r2 -17 15 910 756
r3 -11 20 1016 789
aff -13 28 1033 732
svd -13 35 1028 724

Table 2: SO-PMI ranges and error (E) values on two
independent random samples of N=500. 3 randomized
selections (r1 − r3), Affinity Propagation (aff ) and
SVD (svd).

The small margin of a victory could be ex-
plained by the fact that the size of each set of
paradigm SO-PMI words is limited to five lex-
emes. Consequently, it is very difficult to repre-
sent a space of over one hundred latent variables
– because such appears to be the number indicated
by the distribution of eigenvalues in SVD and the
number of clusters.

The ranges of SO-PMI values (in the columns
min and max) were often non symmetric and
leaned towards positive. This shift did not nec-
essarily translate to higher error rates, especially
after optimizations.

11 Discussion and Future Work

The methods presented in this article, based on the
assumption of latent word co-occurrence struc-
tures, performed moderately better than the base-
line of random selections. The result is ambigu-
ous because it still requires a more in-depth un-
derstanding of underlying mechanims.

The work will be continued in several aspects.
One is to pre-determine lexeme type before it is
actually evaluated against particular members of
paradigm word sets. This could be acheved us-
ing a two-step model consisting of lexeme type
classification (with regard to over one hundred
latent variables) followed by SO-PMI computa-
tion, where the selection of paradigm words is not
fixed, as in this paper, but dependens on previ-
ously selected latent variables. Another promis-
ing direction is to focus on explanations and
word features: how adding or removing particu-
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lar words change the SO-PMI, and more impor-
tantly, why (in terms of features involved)? What
are the features that change SO-PMI in specific
directions? How to extract them?
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Abstract

Null subjects are non overtly expressed
subject pronouns found in pro-drop lan-
guages such as Italian and Spanish. In
this study we quantify and compare the oc-
currence of this phenomenon in these two
languages. Next, we evaluate null sub-
jects’ translation into French, a “non pro-
drop” language. We use the Europarl cor-
pus to evaluate two MT systems on their
performance regarding null subject trans-
lation: Its-2, a rule-based system devel-
oped at LATL, and a statistical system
built using the Moses toolkit. Then we
add a rule-based preprocessor and a sta-
tistical post-editor to the Its-2 translation
pipeline. A second evaluation of the im-
proved Its-2 system shows an average in-
crease of 15.46% in correct pro-drop trans-
lations for Italian-French and 12.80% for
Spanish-French.

1 Introduction

Romance languages are characterized by some
morphological and syntactical similarities. Ital-
ian and Spanish, the two languages we are inter-
ested in here, share the null subject parameter,
also called the pro-drop parameter, among other
characteristics. The null subject parameter refers
to whether the subject of a sentence is overtly ex-
pressed or not (Haegeman, 1994). In other words,
due to their rich morphology, Italian and Span-
ish allow non lexically-realized subject pronouns
(also called null subjects, zero pronouns or pro-
drop).1

From a monolingual point of view, regarding
Spanish, previous work by Ferrández and Peral

1Henceforth, the terms will be used indiscriminately.

(2000) has shown that 46% of verbs in their test
corpus had their subjects omitted. Continuation
of this work by Rello and Ilisei (2009) has found
that in a corpus of 2,606 sentences, there were
1,042 sentences without overtly expressed pro-
nouns, which represents an average of 0.54 null
subjects per sentence. As for Italian, many anal-
yses are available from a descriptive and theoret-
ical perspective (Rizzi, 1986; Cardinaletti, 1994,
among others), but to the best of our knowledge,
there are no corpus studies about the extent this
phenomenon has.2

Moreover, althought null elements have been
largely treated within the context of Anaphora
Resolution (AR) (Mitkov, 2002; Le Nagard and
Koehn, 2010), the problem of translating from
and into a pro-drop language has only been dealt
with indirectly within the specific context of MT,
as Gojun (2010) points out.

We address three goals in this paper: i) to com-
pare the occurrence of a same syntactic feature in
Italian and Spanish, ii) to evaluate the translation
of null subjects into French, that is, a “non pro-
drop” language; and, iii) to improve the transla-
tion of null subjects in a rule-based MT system.
Next sections follow the above scheme.

2 Null subjects in source corpora

We worked with the Europarl corpus (Koehn,
2005) in order to have a parallel comparative cor-
pus for Italian and Spanish. From this corpus,
we manually analyzed 1,000 sentences in both
languages. From these 1,000 sentences (26,757
words for Italian, 27,971 words for Spanish), we
identified 3,422 verbs for Italian and 3,184 for

2Poesio et al. (2004) and Rodrı́guez et al. (2010), for in-
stance, focused on anaphora and deixis.
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Spanish. We then counted the occurrences of
verbs with pro-drop and classified them in two
categories: personal pro-drop3 and impersonal
pro-drop4, obtaining a total amount of 1,041 pro-
drop in Italian and 1,312 in Spanish. Table 1
shows the results in percentage terms.

Total Pers. Impers. Total
Verbs pro-

drop
pro-
drop

pro-
drop

IT 3,422 18.41% 12.01% 30.42%
ES 3,182 23.33% 17.84% 41.17%

Table 1: Results obtained in the detection of pro-drop.

Results show a higher rate of pro-drop in Span-
ish (10.75%). It has 4.92% more personal pro-
drop and 5.83% more impersonal pro-drop than
Italian. The contrast of personal pro-drop is due to
a syntactic difference between the two languages.
In Spanish, sentences like (1a.) make use of two
pro-drop pronouns while the same syntactic struc-
ture uses a pro-drop pronoun and an infinitive
clause in Italian (1b.), hence, the presence of more
personal pro-drop in Spanish.

(1) a. ES pro le pido (1.sg) que pro inter-
venga (3.sg) con el prestigio de su
cargo.

b. IT pro le chiedo (1.sg) di intervenire
(inf.) con il prestigio della sua carica.
I ask you to intervene with the pres-
tige of your position.

The difference of impersonal pro-drop, on the
other hand, is due to the Spanish use of an im-
personal construction (2a.) with the “se” parti-
cle. Spanish follows the schema “se + finite verb
+ non-finite verb”; Italian follows the schema “fi-
nite verb + essere (to be) + past participle” (2b.).
We considered this construction formed by one
more verb in Italian than in Spanish as shown in
examples (2a.) and (2b.). This also explains the
difference in the total amount of verbs (Table 1).

(2) a. ES Se podrá corregir.
b. IT Potrà essere modificato.

It can be modified.

3Finite verbs with genuinely referential subjects (i.e. I,
you, s/he, we, they).

4Finite verbs with non-referential subjects (i.e. it).

We found a total number of non-expressed pro-
nouns in our corpus comparable to those obtained
by Rodrı́guez et al. (2010) on the Live Memo-
ries corpus for Italian and by Recasens and Martı́
(2010) on the Spanish AnCora-Co corpus (Table
2). Note that in both of these studies, they were
interested in co-reference links, hence they did
not annotate impersonal pronouns, claiming they
are rare. On the other hand, we took all the pro-
drop pronouns into account, including impersonal
ones.

Corpus Language Result
Our corpus IT 3.89%
Live Memories IT 4.5%
Our corpus ES 4.69%
AnCora-Co ES 6.36%

Table 2: Null-subjects in our corpus compared to Live
Memories and AnCora-Co corpora. Percentages are
calculated with respect to the total number of words.

3 Baseline machine translation of null
subjects

The 1,000 sentences of our corpus were trans-
lated from both languages into French (IT→FR;
ES→FR) in order to assess if personal pro-drop
and impersonal pro-drop were correctly identi-
fied and translated. We tested two systems: Its-2
(Wehrli et al., 2009), a rule-based MT system de-
veloped at the LATL; and a statistical system built
using the Moses toolkit out of the box (Koehn et
al., 2007). The latter was trained on 55,000 sen-
tence pairs from the Europarl corpus and tuned on
2,000 additional sentence pairs, and includes a 3-
gram language model.

Tables 3 and 4 show percentages of correct, in-
correct and missing translations of personal and
impersonal null subjects calculated on the basis of
the number of personal and impersonal pro-drop
found in the corpus.

We considered the translation correct when the
null pronoun is translated by an overt pronoun
with the correct gender, person and number fea-
tures in French; otherwise, we considered it in-
correct. Missing translation refers to cases where
the null pronoun is not generated at all in the tar-
get language.

We chose these criteria because they allow us
to evaluate the single phenomenon of null subject
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Its-2
Pair Pro-drop Correct Incorrect Missing

personal 66.34% 3.49% 30.15%
IT→FR impersonal 16.78% 18.97% 64.23%

average 46.78% 9.6% 43.61%
personal 55.79% 3.50% 40.70%

ES→FR impersonal 29.29% 11.40% 59.29%
average 44.28% 6.93% 48.78%

Table 3: Percentages of correct, incorrect and missing translation of zero-pronouns obtained by Its-2. Average is
calculated on the basis of total pro-drop in corpus.

Moses
Pair Pro-drop Correct Incorrect Missing

personal 71.59% 1.11% 27.30%
IT→FR impersonal 44.76% 11.43% 43.79%

average 61% 5.18% 33.81%
personal 72.64% 2.02% 25.34%

ES→FR impersonal 54.56% 2.45% 42.98%
average 64.78% 2.21% 33%

Table 4: Percentages of correct, incorrect and missing translation of zero-pronouns obtained by Moses. Average
is calculated on the basis of total pro-drop in corpus.

translation. BLEU and similar MT metrics com-
pute scores over a text as a whole. For the same
reason, human evaluation metrics based on ade-
quacy and fluency were not suitable either (Koehn
and Monz, 2006).

Moses generally outperforms Its-2 (Tables 3
and 4). Results for the two systems demon-
strate that instances of personal pro-drop are bet-
ter translated than impersonal pro-drop for the
two languages. Since rates of missing pronouns
translations are considerable, especially for Its-2,
results also indicate that both systems have prob-
lems resolving non-expressed pronouns for their
generation in French. A detailed description for
each system follows.

3.1 Results – Its-2

Its-2 obtains better results for IT→FR personal
pro-drop (66.34%) than for ES→FR (55.79%),
but worse for impersonal pro-drop translation
(16.78% and 29.29% respectively, Table 3).

For IT→FR translation in particular, Its-2 usu-
ally translates an Italian personal pro-drop with
an overt pronoun of incorrect gender in French.
In fact, it tends to translate a female personal pro-
drop with a masculine overt pronoun. This prob-

lem is closely related with that of AR: as the sys-
tem does not have any module for AR, it cannot
detect the gender of the antecedent, rendering the
correct translation infeasible.

The number of correct translation of imper-
sonal pro-drop is very low for both pairs. ES→FR
reached 29.29%, while IT→FR only 16.78% (Ta-
ble 3). The reason for these percentages is a reg-
ular mistranslation or a missing translation. As
for the mistranslation, in the case of Spanish,
Its-2 translates the “se” pronoun in impersonal
sentences by the French sequence qui est-ce que
(who) (3). We attribute this behaviour to a lack of
generation rules.

(3) ES Por consiguiente, mi grupo so-
licita que se suprima este punto del
dı́a.
FR Par conséquent, mon groupe sol-
licite qu’on supprime ce point de
l’agenda.
ITS-2 * Par conséquent, mon groupe
sollicite qui est-ce que supprime ce
point du jour.
Therefore, my group ask to delete this
point from the agenda.
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With respects to missing pronouns in the tar-
get language (Table 3), percentages are quite high
in both translation pairs (43.61% and 48.78% av-
erage missing pronouns respectively), especially
with impersonal pro-drop. Let us take the exem-
ple of ES→FR translation (59.29% missing pro-
nouns): Its-2 never generates the French expletive
pronouns “ce, c’, ça” (it) (4a.). For IT→FR trans-
lation (64.23% missing pronouns), it almost never
generates the French pronoun “il” (it) for the im-
personal 3rd person pro-drop pronoun in Italian
(4b.).

However, if the system generates the pronoun,
it is likely to be a first or a second person singular
pronoun (“je, tu” – I, you) in French, increasing
then the percentages of incorrectly translated im-
personal pro-drop.

(4) a. ES No es pedir demasiado.
FR Ce n’est pas trop demander.
ITS-2 * Pas est demander trop.
It is not too much to ask.

b. IT È vero che [. . . ].
FR Il est vrai que [. . . ].
ITS-2 * Vrai que [. . . ].
It is true that [. . . ].

3.2 Results – Moses

Moses produces the highest percentage of cor-
rect translations for both personal and impersonal
pro-drop, particularly in ES→FR (72.64% and
54.56% respectively, Table 4).

When translating personal pro-drop from Ital-
ian, sometimes the system generates infinitive
forms instead of finite verbs (5).

(5) IT Naturalmente accettiamo questo
emendamento.
FR Bien sûr, nous acceptons cet
amendement.
MOSES Bien sûr accepter cet
amendement.
Of course, we accept this amend-
ment.

When translating impersonal pro-drop from
Italian, it performs worse (44.76%) because it
tends not to generate the expletive pronoun (6).

Furthermore, for both source languages, Moses
translates the impersonal pro-drop usually corre-

(6) IT Vorrei, come mi è stato chiesto da
alcuni colleghi, osservare un minuto
di silenzio.
FR J’aimerais, comme il m’a été de-
mandé par certains collègues, ob-
server une minute de silence.
MOSES J’aimerais, comme m’a été
demandé par certains collègues, ob-
server une minute de silence.
I would like, as some collegues asked
me, to observe a minute of silence.

sponding to French pronoun “on” as the first plu-
ral personal pronoun (“nous” – we) (7a. and 7b.).

(7) a. IT Io credo che si debba dare la
precedenza alla sicurezza.
FR Je crois qu’on doit donner la pri-
orité à la sécurité.
MOSES Je crois que nous devons
donner la priorité à la sécurité.
I think that priority should be given
to the safety.

b. ES Como han demostrado los even-
tos recientes, queda mucho por hacer
sobre este tema.
FR Comme l’ont montré les
événements récents, on a encore
beaucoup à faire sur ce thème.
MOSES Comme l’ont montré les
événements récents, nous avons en-
core beaucoup à faire sur ce thème.
As it has been shown by recent
events, there is much left to do on this
subject.

4 Its-2 improvements

On the basis of this first evaluation, we tried to im-
prove Its-2 pronoun generation when translating
from Italian and Spanish. Two new components
were added to the translation pipeline: a rule-
based preprocessor, and a statistical post-editor.
This section presents them in detail, along with
the resources they rely on.

4.1 Rule-based preprocessing
Preprocessing of input data is a very common task
in natural language processing. Statistical sys-
tems often benefit from linguistic preprocessing
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to deal with rich morphology and long distance re-
ordering issues (Sadat and Habash, 2006; Habash,
2007). In our case, the idea behind this first com-
ponent is to help the translation process of a rule-
based system by reducing the amount of zero pro-
nouns in the source document5, ensuring that sub-
ject pronouns get properly transferred to the target
language.

In order to assess the effect of this approach, we
implemented a rule-based preprocessor taking as
input a document in Italian or Spanish and return-
ing as output the same document with dropped
subject pronouns restored. It relies on two re-
sources: a list of personal and impersonal verbs,
and a part-of-speech tagging of the source docu-
ment. We first present these two resources before
describing the approach in more detail.

List of personal and impersonal verbs
This list simply contains surface forms of

verbs. For our experiment, these forms were
extracted from a subset of the Europarl corpus,
where pro-drop verbs were manually annotated
as taking a personal pronoun or an impersonal
pronoun. This limits the coverage, but ensures
domain-specific verb usage.

Part-of-speech tagging of the source document
Its-2, being a transfer-based system, relies on

a parser to construct the syntactic structure of the
source language and, from there, it transfers the
syntactic structure onto the target language. Its-
2 uses Fips (Wehrli, 2007), a multilingual parser
also developed at LATL. Apart from the projec-
tion of syntactic structures, Fips produces part-of-
speech tagging.

Outline of the approach
These are the steps followed by the preproces-

sor:

1. Read a part-of-speech tagged sentence.

2. Whenever a verb with no subject is encoun-
tered, check if it is a personal verb or an im-
personal verb.

5In Italian and Spanish, even if a native speaker would
not use subject pronouns in a given sentence, the same sen-
tence with overtly expressed subject pronouns is grammati-
cal. There might be a pragmatic difference, as pronouns are
used in these languages when emphasis or contrast is desired
(Haegeman, 1994).

3. If it is a personal verb, generate the appropri-
ate pronoun before the verb (the masculine
form is generated for the third person); if it
is an impersonal verb, do not generate any
pronoun.

4. Check the sentence for reordering according
to syntactic rules of the target language (e.g.
move the generated pronoun before a pro-
clitic already preceding the verb).

An example of preprocessed sentences is given
in Figure 1.

4.2 Statistical post-editing

Since the work of Simard et al. (2007a), statisti-
cal post-editing (SPE) has become a very popular
technique in the domain of hybrid MT. The idea
is to train a statistical phrase-based system in or-
der to improve the output of a rule-based system.
The statistical post-editing component is trained
on a corpus comprising machine translated sen-
tences on the source side (translations produced
by the underlying rule-based system), and their
corresponding reference translations on the target
side. In a sense, SPE “translates” from imperfect
target language to target language. Both quantita-
tive and qualitative evaluations have shown that
SPE can achieve significant improvements over
the output of the underlying rule-based system
(Simard et al., 2007b; Schwenk et al., 2009).

We decided to incorporate a post-editing com-
ponent in order to assess if this approach can
specifically address the issue of dropped subject
pronouns. We first present the training corpus be-
fore describing the approach in more detail.

Training corpus
To train the translation model, we translated a

subset of the Europarl corpus using Its-2. The
translations were then aligned with correspond-
ing reference translations, resulting in a paral-
lel corpus for each language pair, composed of
976 sentences for IT→FR and 1,005 sentences
for ES→FR. We opted for machine translations
also on the target side, rather than human refer-
ence translations, in order to ascertain if a paral-
lel corpus produced in such a way, with signif-
icantly lesser cost and time requirements, could
be an effective alternative for specific natural lan-
guage processing tasks.
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Source in Italian pro La ringrazio, onorevole Segni, pro lo farò volentieri.
Preprocessed Io la ringrazio , onorevole Segni , io lo farò volentieri .

I thank you, Mr. Segni, I will do it willingly.
Source in Spanish Todo ello, de conformidad con los principios que pro siempre hemos apoyado.
Preprocessed Todo ello, de conformidad con los principios que nosotros siempre hemos

apoyado.
All this, according to the principles we have always supported.

Figure 1: Output of the preprocessor: the pronoun in the first sentence is generated before the proclitic lo, and
the pronoun in the second sentence is generated before the adverb “siempre” (always).

We reused the language model trained for the
Moses experiment of Section 3.

Outline of the approach
We trained the SPE component using the

Moses toolkit out of the box. With this setup, the
final translation in French of a source sentence in
Italian or Spanish can be obtained in two simple
steps:

1. Translate a sentence using Its-2.

2. Give the translated sentence as input to the
SPE component; the output of the SPE com-
ponent is the final translation.

An example of post-edited translations is given
in Figure 2.

4.3 Combination of preprocessing and
post-editing

The two components described in the previous
sections can be used separately, or combined to-
gether as the first and last elements of the same
translation pipeline. With respect to the gen-
eration of pronouns, error analysis showed that
the setup producing the best translations was in-
deed the combination of preprocessing and post-
editing, which was therefore used in the full post-
evaluation described in the next section. The ex-
ample in Figure 3 illustrates progressive improve-
ments (with respect to the generation of pronouns)
achieved by using preprocessing and post-editing
over the baseline Its-2 translation.

5 Post-evaluation

After adding the two components, we manually
re-evaluated the translations of the same 1,000
sentences. Table 5 show percentages of correct,
incorrect and missing translation of null subjects

in a comparative way: the first columns show per-
centages obtained by the baseline Its-2 system6

while the second columns show percentages ob-
tained by the improved system.

Results show higher percentages of correct pro-
drop translation for both language pairs, with
an average increase of 15.46% for IT→FR, and
12.80% for ES→FR. Specifically, percentages
of personal pro-drop translation for both pairs
increased almost the same rate: 13.18% for
IT→FR; 13.34% for ES→FR. It was not the case
for impersonal pro-drop, where rates of the first
pair augmented (18.98%), while the latter de-
creased (12.11%).

We explain this behaviour to a particular dif-
ficulty encountered when translating from Span-
ish, a language that largely prefers subjunctive
mood clauses to other structures such as infinitive
clauses. The problem arises because subjunctive
tenses have a less distinctive morphology, with the
same conjugation for the first and third person sin-
gular (9).

(9) ES pro le pido (1.sg) que pro estudie
(3.sg) un borrador de carta.
FR Je vous demande d’étudier un
brouillon de lettre.
ITS-2 *Je (1.sg) demande que
j’étudie (1.sg) un brouillon de charte.
I ask you to study a draft letter.

As a consequence of the improvement of per-
sonal pro-drop, only incorrect impersonal pro-
drop translations decreased (Table 5). Indeed,
if we consider personal pro-drop translation, we
think that by means of restoring the pronouns for
finite verbs, we also amplified the issue of AR.
For instance, Italian uses the third singular person

6These percentages have already been discussed in sec-
tion 3 and, in particular, in Table 3.
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Its-2 translation Vous invite à voter à faveur de l’amendement approuvé à l’unanimité [. . . ].
Post-edited Je vous invite à voter en faveur de l’amendement approuvé à l’ unanimité [. . . ].

I invite you to vote in favour of the amendment unanimously approved [. . . ].
Its-2 translation Je madame Présidente, voudrais réclamer l’attention sur un cas [. . . ].
Post-edited Madame la Présidente, je voudrais réclamer l’attention sur un cas [. . . ].

Madam President, I would like to draw the attention on a case [. . . ].

Figure 2: Output of the post-editor: the pronoun in the first sentence is restored, and the pronoun in the second
sentence is moved to the correct position.

Source in Italian pro E’ la prima volta che pro intervengo in Plenaria e pro devo ammettere di
essere molto emozionato [. . . ].

Preprocessed E’ la prima volta che io intervengo in Plenaria e io devo ammettere di essere
molto emozionato [. . . ].

Baseline Qu’est la première fois qu’intervient dans *Plenaria et admettre de m’est
beaucoup émus [. . . ].

Translation
-after preprocessing Est la première fois que j’interviens dans *Plenaria et j’admettre d’est beau-

coup émus [. . . ].
-with post-editing Qu ’est la première fois qu’ intervient en plénière ont et admettre de s ’est

très émus [. . . ].
-using both C ’est la première fois que j’ interviens en plénière ont et j ’admettre d’ est

très émus [. . . ].
It is the first time that I speak in the Plenary session and I admit to being
[. . . ].

Figure 3: Comparison of translation outputs: preprocessing leads to a better analysis of the sentence by Fips,
as suggested by the presence of the pronouns “j’” (I), absent in the baseline translation, and post-editing further
restores successfully the missing impersonal pronoun “C’” (It), whereas post-editing without preprocessing has
no effect on pronoun generation.

Baseline Its-2 Improved Its-2
Pair Pro-drop Correct Incorrect Missing Correct Incorrect Missing

personal 66.34% 3.49% 30.15% 79.52% 5.87% 14.60%
IT→FR impersonal 16.78% 18.97% 64.23% 35.76% 13.13% 51.09%

average 46.78% 9.6% 43.61% 62.24% 8.73% 29%
personal 55.79% 3.50% 40.70% 69.13% 7.81% 23.04%

ES→FR impersonal 29.29% 11.40% 59.29% 41.40% 8.07% 50.52%
average 44.28% 6.93% 48.78% 57.08% 7.92% 34.98%

Table 5: Percentages of correct, incorrect and missing translation of zero-pronouns. Results obtained by im-
proved Its-2. Average is calculated on the basis of total pro-drop in corpus.

(“lei”) as a form of polite treatment, while French
uses the second plural person (“vous”); however,
Its-2 translates a restored pronoun for a finite verb
in the third singular person as a finite verb in the
third singular person in French too (8).

Gender discrepancies are an AR issue as well.
For IT→FR, the problem of a female personal
pro-drop translated by a masculine overt pronoun

in French still remains.

Finally, rates of missing pronouns also de-
creased. In this case, improvements are signif-
icant: we obtained a gain of 14.61% for the
IT→FR pair and 13.8% for the ES→FR pair.
Specifically, we obtained better improvements
for personal pro-drop than for impersonal pro-
drop. For the latter we think that rates decreased
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(8) IT Signora Presidente, mi permetta di
parlare.
FR Madame la Présidente,
permettez-moi de parler.
ITS-2 Madame la Présidente,
permet-moi de parler.
Madam President, let me speak.

thanks only to the post-editing phase. Indeed, as
both Italian and Spanish do not have any pos-
sible overt pronoun to be restored in the pre-
processing phase, any improvement responds to
changes made by the post-editor. On the other
hand, improvements obtained for personal pro-
drop translation confirm that the combination of
the pre-processing and the post-editing together
can be very advantageous, as already discussed in
section 4.3.

6 Future work

As already mentioned, we have not found the so-
lution to some problems yet.

First of all, we would like to include an AR
module in our system. As it is a rule-base sys-
tem, some problems as the subject pronoun mis-
translation in subordinated sentences can be fixed
by means of more specific rules and heuristics.
Besides, an approach based on binding theory
(Büring, 2005) could be effective as deep syntac-
tic information is available, even though limited.
For example, binding theory does not contain any
formalization on gender, reason why a specific
statistical component could be a more ideal op-
tion in order to tackle aspects such as mascu-
line/feminine pronouns.

Secondly, an overt pronoun cannot be restored
from a finite impersonal verb without making the
sentence ungrammatical; therefore, our approach
is not useful for treating impersonal sentences. As
a consequence, we think that an annotation of the
empty category, as done by Chung and Gildea
(2010), could provide better results.

Also, in order to correctly render the meaning
of a preprocessed sentence, we plan to mark re-
stored subject pronouns in such a way that the
information about their absence/presence in the
original text is preserved as a feature in parsing
and translation.

Finally, we would like to use a larger corpus to
train the SPE component and compare the effects

of utilizing machine translations on the target side
versus human reference translations. Besides, we
would like to further explore variations on the
plain SPE technique, for example, by injecting
Moses translation of sentences being translated
into the phrase-table of the post-editor (Chen and
Eisele, 2010).

7 Conclusion

In this paper we measured and compared the oc-
currence of one syntactic feature – the null sub-
ject parameter – in Italian and Spanish. We also
evaluated its translation into a “non pro-drop” lan-
guage, that is, French, obtaining better results for
personal pro-drop than for impersonal pro-drop,
for both Its-2 and Moses, the two MT systems we
tested.

We then improved the rule-based system us-
ing a rule-based preprocessor to restore pro-drop
as overt pronouns and a statistical post-editor to
correct the translation. Results obtained from the
second evaluation showed an improvement in the
translation of both sorts of pronouns. In particu-
lar, the system now generates more pronouns in
French than before, confirming the advantage of
using a combination of preprocessing and post-
editing with rule-based machine translation.
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